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Designing wind driven cross ventilation for a building is challenging due to the 

dynamic characteristics of wind. While numerous studies have studied various aspects of 

cross ventilation, few have had an opportunity to examine the topic with a holistic 

approach utilizing multiple research techniques. Thus, this dissertation combined three 

different investigation methods: wind tunnel analysis, full scale experiments and 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to examine the physics of wind driven cross 

ventilation. 

Following the systematic approaches of the three methods, this study first 

conducted full scale measurements of wind properties, façade pressures, air flow rates 

through small window openings, and tracer gas concentrations in a multi-zone test house. 

Secondly, a scaled model of the test house was studied in a boundary layer wind tunnel 

(BLWT) for its façade pressures and ventilation rate under various wind incident angles. 

Finally, a CFD model of the test house was simulated under various constraints to 

determine the factors which affect indoor air distribution during wind driven cross 

ventilation events. 
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The full scale experimental results showed a strong correlation between the cross 

ventilation rate and the wind velocity component normal to the inlet openings. This 

correlation suggested that the cross ventilation flow rate could be estimated from wind 

conditions alone. A closer examination of the wind characteristics also revealed that the 

cyclical pattern of changing wind direction could be impacted by obstructions which are 

kilometers upwind, suggesting that distant landscapes could have an impact on cross 

ventilation flows.  

The combination of CFD and full scale measurements also showed that local heat 

sources can generate significant buoyancy driven flow and affect indoor mixing during 

wind-driven cross ventilation scenarios. Experimentally validated parametric CFD 

analyses demonstrated the effect of interior heat loads in driving internal airflow, and 

suggest that a small source (35W/m2) can increase the indoor mixing from less than 1 

ACH to 8 ACH between indoor spaces.  

Finally, the wind tunnel and CFD coupled analysis was found to predict the cross 

ventilation flow which was also validated against the full scaled measurements. The 

prediction, which may only be applicable to similar building types with small openings, 

showed significant agreement that such method has potential as an innovative design tool 

for natural ventilation in buildings. 
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1 Introduction 

The last decade can be labeled as the awakening of energy and environmental 

consciousness. Different from the oil crisis of the 70’s, which was caused by an embargo, 

the turn of the 21st century saw rising energy costs and mounting scientific evidence of 

global warming, that changed the paradigm of our government, industry, and society. For 

buildings, both commercial and residential, “green” and “net-zero” are the current focus 

of the industry. Designing a truly “net-zero” building, where energy use equals energy 

generated, is a difficult problem. While adding energy generation onsite, such as photo-

voltaic panels, can substantially decrease a building’s power draw from the electrical 

grid, reducing building energy consumption is also important, and in most cases, a more 

affordable alternative (Parker 2009). One approach to reducing building energy 

consumption is to minimize the amount of energy required for ventilation by designing 

buildings with wind-driven cross ventilation even in a wide range of climates (Emmerich 

et al. 2011; Yao et al. 2009). Engineers today are embracing cross ventilation designs 

used by many cultures for millennia. However, with the size, complex geometry, and 

density of buildings in today’s urban society, wind driven cross ventilation presents a 

challenging design problem (Germano and Roulet 2006). A primitive community could 

easily use prevailing wind due to simplistic dwelling designs and the lack of modern 

cityscapes. Compared to these pioneers, designers today must acquire more than just 

typical weather data to incorporate cross-ventilation, especially at crowded urban 

locations where wind flow patterns are complex.  

One way to address the complexity caused by the landscape would be the use of a 

boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT), often designed to mimic wind flow around 
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buildings and pressure distribution on façades to estimate the dynamic stress wind 

imposes on a structure (Cermak et al. 1995; Niemann 1993).  Since part of a BLWT 

analysis produces façade pressures on the test building, the results could potentially be 

used to analyze cross ventilation flow induced by wind pressure, even in a complicated 

urban environment. 

While the effects of terrain could be predictable with the use of BLWT testing, 

additional complexity in cross ventilation estimation occurs when the buoyancy driven 

flow is included as the driving force for wind driven natural ventilation. The difficulty in 

determining wind and buoyancy combined natural ventilation is studied by many 

researchers. Hunt and Linden (1999) showed that in the case of simple displacement 

cooling scenarios, wind and buoyancy can work together in a predictable manner to 

increase ventilation rates. However, others have shown that the combined effect is much 

more complex. For example, Li et al. (2001) showed that even with simplifications, 

natural ventilation involving wind and buoyancy is intricate and unstable and in particular 

external conditions it could produce multiple scenarios of natural ventilation with various 

ventilation flow rates. Additionally, Lishman and Woods (2009) showed that combined 

natural ventilation flow regimes could be described by multiple steady states where each 

state is dominated by either the wind or buoyancy force. More importantly, one state can 

transition to another if the change in external wind or temperature condition is sufficient. 

Furthermore, Yuan and Glicksman (2007, 2008) showed how wind fluctuations and 

temperature changes could result in completely different flow regimes for a building with 

natural ventilation. These findings suggest that the wind and buoyancy combined indoor 
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flow regime must be treated as a complex phenomenon and can be affected easily over 

time due to varying conditions. 

Even with a cross ventilation scenario with small building height, where 

buoyancy is not a major driving force of the flow, the complexity of combined buoyancy 

and wind driven flow remains. Within the wind dominated flow regime, the total 

ventilation flow rate is largely unaffected by the buoyancy flow (Yuan and Glicksman 

2008). However, it is unclear how local buoyancy generated by interior heat sources 

could affect the internal air mixing from the wind-driven flow. If a designer assumes the 

flow is dominated by wind and focuses only on the mixing effect from wind driven flow 

alone, the total effect of this ventilation on air distribution in the building maybe 

underestimated due to the exclusion of local buoyancy effects. 

Further understanding this complex phenomenon requires rigorous systematic 

investigations to decipher and full scale experimental results for validation. However, a 

general lack of full scale experimental data for cross ventilation is evident among the 

published literature, and perhaps with a reason. Measurements in full scale buildings 

under real weather conditions require large efforts and resources and often tend to yield 

large measurement uncertainties. Still the need for this type of investigation is great and 

such data would be instrumental for assisting model development and theories testing for 

wind driven cross ventilation. 

While the challenges of determining the complex flow of wind driven cross 

ventilation is immense, one can imagine predicting wind driven cross ventilation for 

various building types in different locales if more contributing factors were identified for 

the designers.  Therefore, the work in this dissertation is grouped to further understand 
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the behavior of wind driven cross ventilation and developing a novel method to predict 

wind driven cross ventilation under three objectives: 

1. Characterize wind properties affecting cross ventilation by studying the 

natural wind’s interaction with a full scale test building with small 

openings. 

2. Determine the effect of local buoyancy driven flow on indoor distribution 

of outdoor air induced by wind driven cross ventilation. 

3. Propose a method that predicts ventilation flow rate and flow distribution 

in a building with small openings based on wind tunnel data and CFD 

simulations. 

There are several reasons for focusing this study on ventilation in buildings with 

small openings, identified as building openings with less than 2 % wall porosity (Chang 

and Meroney 2001; Smith et al. 1994). Among them are: available resources for full scale 

experimentation at UT at Austin, the simplification caused by low impact of wind 

momentum at small openings and corresponding pressure driven flow that can be 

assumed, and the trend in recent natural ventilation solutions that favors small openings 

over large openings due to the better control capabilities (Al-Sallal 1998; Mochida et al. 

2005). Furthermore, cross ventilation with large openings (>15% wall porosity)was 

investigated previously (Favarolo and Manz 2005; Jiang and Chen 2003; Li et al. 2000; 

Ramponi and Blocken 2012; Seifert et al. 2006), while specific small opening 

investigations were scarce. 
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The three research objectives are fulfilled by three primary research investigations 

as well as a supplement investigation detailed in Chapter 3. The dissertation is organized 

into two major sections:  

1. Executive summary, which includes a literature review, specific research 

objectives, basic details about research methodology, and a summary of 

findings from 3 journal and 1 conference papers that came from this 

dissertation related research. 

2. Appendix, which include 3 full-length journal articles and 1 conference 

paper in their current form (all of which are currently accepted or under 

review). Specifically, the journal articles in Appendix (Paper 1 to 3) report 

the full methods and results of three papers, which fulfill the primary 

research objectives.  

The four paper topics are as follows: 

Paper 1. A full scale experimental measurement of wind properties and 

air flow around and in a test house for four different flow scenarios to provide the 

data for cross ventilation analysis and model validation. 

Paper 2. Experimental and computational (CFD) analysis of ventilation 

flow rate and air distribution in the house with mixed outdoor wind driven and 

indoor buoyancy driven airflow. 

Paper 3. Methodology for using coupled wind tunnel and CFD analysis to 

predict natural ventilation and air flow distribution in buildings with small 

openings. 
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Paper 3a.Wind tunnel based tracer decay tests as a method to predict 

cross ventilation flow rate in a building. 

 

Ultimately, this work provides new information and a novel method for better 

assessment of natural ventilation through small openings, which in turn can aid the 

engineering process for designing energy efficient building with natural ventilation due to 

the reduction in HVAC energy required as discussed previously. Other potential effects 

of this work include providing transport mechanism and path for studies of outdoor 

pollutant coming indoors, as well as overall indoor air quality. With both energy and 

health related impacts, this work can have significant relevance in both engineering and 

health sciences. 
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2 Literature Review 

This chapter provides a review of literature relevant to this dissertation. It is 

divided into two major sections. The first section describes in detail previous methods 

used for cross ventilation research. The second section describes the current knowledge 

of the contributing factor of wind driven cross ventilation and the resulting indoor air 

distribution. Additionally, the gap in previous research methods and current knowledge 

are also addressed as motivations for this dissertation. 

2.1 INVESTIGATION METHODS 

The current methods to study wind driven cross ventilation can be divided into 

theoretical models, full-scale field experiments, wind tunnel studies and computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling. Many studies have often selected two of these methods 

for comparison and validation. The following sections discuss previous works in the field 

grouped by each type of investigation, and then further discuss the difficulty of cross 

ventilation based research. 

2.1.1 Theoretical Modeling 

The unsteadiness of the wind is the most complex factor in considering wind 

driven ventilation. The recent developments attempting to understand such behavior 

started with the theoretical work by Haghighat et al.(1991) who modeled the unsteady 

flow using power spectra of the wind pressure and characteristics of the openings 

(orifice), then introduced a fluctuating wind flow parameter K to describe the 

unsteadiness. While this theoretical work simplified the problem and provided well 
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correlated solutions for the single and two opening cases described, there was no 

experimental validation and the accuracy of its prediction was unknown. Etheridge and 

Sandberg later described methods of measuring and predicting ventilation (Etheridge and 

Sandberg 1996), while Etheridge furthered the research on the effect of unsteadiness by 

discussing the difference of using mean flow rates verses instantaneous flow rates 

(Etheridge 2000a; b). Specifically, Etheridge discussed the effect of instantaneous flow 

reversal, which can significantly affect the simplified predictions using mean flow rate. 

Furthermore, Etheridge also suggested the design of cross ventilation openings that 

reduces the flow reversal due to the wind fluctuation and change of the direction, in 

which the mean flow rate estimation would be sufficient. More recently, Yuan and 

Glickman pointed out in their work(2007, 2008)that natural ventilation can be described 

as multiple steady states with varying driving forces and initial conditions affecting the 

flow. They were followed by Lishman and Woods (2009), which expanded the multiple 

steady states idea and added the transitional periods in between, where either buoyancy 

parameter (temperature difference) or wind driven parameter (wind velocity) became 

dominate.  

The aforementioned theoretical works aimed to simplify the unsteady nature of 

cross ventilation in models that predict the air flow with natural ventilation. However, for 

most real buildings, unsteady flows and instantaneous flow reversal caused by turbulence 

still plays a significant role on the flow of natural ventilation, and one key of this 

proposed study is to further examine the effect of the unsteady flow instead of using 

quasi-steady state assumptions. 
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2.1.2 Full-scale Field Experiments 

Full-scale field experiments for wind driven cross ventilation are difficult to 

conduct due to frequently changing weather conditions, complexity and uncertainty 

associated with the real buildings. However, full-scale studies should still be an important 

validation tool for scaled down experiments (wind tunnel simulations) or numerical 

studies (CFD simulations). 

The tracer gas test is one of the most frequently used methods in full scale field 

experiments for determining the ventilation flow rates through buildings. Sandberg and 

Bloomqvist (1985) examined the accuracy of such methods and found 6% error for a 

constant concentration method and 11-16% error for a decay method.  Van Buggenhout 

et al. (2009) showed that even in a mechanically ventilated room, tracer gas 

measurements can yield large errors (10%) depending on the placement of sensors. 

Demmers et al. (2000) also concluded that tracer gas methods tend to overestimate (as 

much as 18%) the airflow rate in naturally ventilated settings. While the uncertainty is 

significant, the tracer gas method still remains the core method for measuring ventilation 

rate through a naturally ventilated building primarily due to simplicity of method when 

compared to other options. Also, the inclusive nature of all ventilation mechanisms (true 

total flow rate that includes controlled and uncontrolled ventilation and not just through 

the designs openings and supplies) provides the tracer gas method some advantage over 

the alternative methods such as flow rate measurement at the openings. 

Full-scale laboratory based experiments are often used to determine 

characteristics of building components, such as windows and doors. Heiselberg et al. 

(2001) performed a two-room study (one room simulated outdoors while the other 
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simulated the indoor environment) to determine the discharge coefficient for two types of 

windows as well as the resulting indoor air flow patterns. Later laboratory work by 

Heiselberg and Perino (2010) concentrated on the indoor air quality (IAQ) and thermal 

comfort of the occupants by measuring air exchange rate and occupant zone air velocity. 

The study concluded that short term opening of windows can produce significant flow to 

satisfy ventilation requirement without sacrificing human comfort.  

While the above mentioned full scale field tests and the laboratory full scale tests 

provided invaluable data for buildings, there are very few full scale field tests that 

provided a holistic data for cross ventilation. Zhai et al (2011) summarized various full 

scale experiments related to cross ventilation, however, none of the data provided by 

these tests were comprehensive in providing total flow rate, instantaneous flow rate, 

façade pressure and wind conditions concurrently. The scarcity of the complete full scale 

data for wind driven cross ventilation drove some researchers to utilize applicable results 

from studies in different fields. Smith et al. (1994), who measured façade pressures as 

well as internal pressures in a full scale test building to validate the ASNI/ASCE-88 

(1990) standard on structural wind loads. While their study focused on the impact of 

wind on structural integrity, a subset of data that included internal pressures with 2% wall 

porosity (the ratio of the opening-to-wall areas, assuming windows and doors were open) 

could be used for validating ventilation and air quality studies, as done by Chang and 

Meroney (2001). 

With the scarcity of the comprehensive full scale testing of cross ventilation 

evident, a major part of this dissertation was to perform experimental study at a full-scale 
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test house under real wind conditions to provide the crucial comprehensive data for wind 

characteristic analysis as well as validation for other research methods. 

2.1.3 Boundary Layer Wind Tunnels 

Wind tunnel testing has been applied to buildings since the 1960s as a way to 

study wind loads on building structures. The specific technologies developed for wind 

tunnel studies such as multi-pressure sensing systems provide accurate and detailed 

prediction of facade pressure of a given building (Cermak 1990, 1995, 2003; Dalgliesh 

1975; Niemann 1993). Cermak et al. (1995) also outlined the process of physical 

modeling of the boundary layer in the wind tunnel, which made the work related to 

natural ventilation possible. Additionally, Katayama et al. (1992) first showed the 

possibility for using wind tunnel for ventilation investigation when comparison between 

wind tunnel flow results compared similarly with full scale measurement values. 

Wind tunnel experiments were often used as a validation tool. Kato et al. (1992) 

simulated cross ventilation numerically using large eddy simulation (LES) and validated 

it with wind tunnel experiments. Other researchers elected to conduct wind tunnel tests 

alone. Ohba et al. (2001) used a BLWT and a scaled model to measure wind velocity and 

direction at openings, and concluded that the discharge coefficient is less affected by the 

wind direction than the type of the openings. Chiu and Etheridge  (2004) used wind 

tunnel experiments to determine the ventilation stack effect of a residential building, then 

Costola and Etheridge (2008) followed up with a similar experiment and determined the 

difference in ventilation effects between longer and shorter stacks. Karava et al. (2007) 

conducted wind tunnel experiments with a two-opening scaled model and discovered that 
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sizes of openings, discharge coefficients and pressure differences are linked and all 

contribute to the flow rate through a building. Larsen and Heiselberg (2008) incorporated 

a full-scale model of a small building inside a large wind tunnel and found that besides 

the factors described by above researchers, the incident angle of the wind to the building 

also plays an important role in determining the ventilation rate. And more recently, Bady 

et al. (2011) used a 1:100 scale urban city block model in a wind tunnel to assess the 

ventilation performance of a façade and found that the locations of openings significantly 

contributes to the variation in air flow rate with natural ventilation. 

The previous wind tunnels studies focused mostly on the various configurations 

of openings (single large opening, 2 small openings, stacks, stacks + window), but offer 

little information on the fluctuation of flow due to wind direction changes. Fluctuating 

wind direction and intensity have been shown to have a significant impact on wind driven 

cross ventilation (Bu and Kato 2011; Jiang et al. 2004; Ohba et al. 2001), but existing 

studies have focused on using uniform wind directions (Hu et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2003). 

Recently, attempts were made to generate more realistic wind conditions in the wind 

tunnels (Ji et al. 2011) by changing the incident angle with periodically rotation of the 

building model. 

While these investigations aimed to examine wind driven cross ventilation in a 

controlled wind environment, the results from the wind tunnel may not be sufficient. 

Jiang and Chen (2002) showed that there is a significant difference between the data 

gathered from the wind tunnel experiment and data from the full scale onsite 

measurement. They also showed that CFD, in this case with large eddy simulation (LES), 

was able to produce the desired result that closed the gap on the difference between the 
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wind tunnel results. This finding reinforced the idea that because cross ventilation is a 

complex phenomenon and many factors are in play, a single technique alone might be 

insufficient for determining the natural ventilation flow rate in a building. 

2.1.4 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) studies for natural ventilation have become 

increasingly popular in recent years due to the increase of personal computing power. 

The advantages and disadvantages of using CFD have also been summarized by experts 

in different indoor air modeling related fields (Chen 2009; Norton et al. 2007). However, 

due to the assumptions used in the CFD modeling process and dependency of CFD 

accuracy on specific simulation parameters, every CFD study requires accompanying 

validations to prove the correctness of the result.  

Awbi (1989) suggested using CFD (with k-ε turbulence model) for ventilation 

investigations. Awbi’s study and the similar CFD work (with direction numerical 

simulation) conducted later by Baker et al. (1994)found that the use of steady state 

assumptions could produce good results considering indoor ventilation flow fields and 

temperature distribution. In these early studies, comparison of CFD and experimental 

validation results encourages use of CFD for ventilation analyses. The CFD studies that 

specifically focus on natural ventilation came later when Ayad (1999) used CFD and 

assumed velocity boundary conditions to model a two-opening building, and validated 

the results using wind tunnel pressure data from Castro and Robin (1977). 

A group of CFD simulation studies focused on the simulation of both (1) the 

indoor space and (2) the outdoor surrounding area in to determine the flow properties 
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inside the building caused by wind. Jiang and Chen (2002) and Jiang et al. (2003) used 

LES to study such coupling of indoor and outdoor airflow, and found that the simulation 

results agree reasonably well with experimental data for either steady or changing wind 

direction. Furthermore, Hu et al. (2008) incorporated methods to create unsteady wind 

flow as boundary conditions for LES and examined the importance of fluctuating 

boundary conditions. Hu et al. also found that fluctuating boundary conditions for LES 

can significantly alter the airflow simulated, and suggested further CFD studies 

incorporating its effects. However, LES simulation is computationally intensive and is 

often only available for large research institutions (Chen et al. 2010). Therefore, there 

have been many attempts to improve turbulence models for an affordable solution instead 

of LES (Evola and Popov 2006; Tan and Glicksman 2005). 

As over the years CFD has been proven to provide accurate simulation of indoor 

airflow (Chen 2009), various commercially available CFD software were developed to 

provide simple graphical user interface and geometry generation for complex buildings. 

This development shifted CFD from a research tool to a practical designer’s aid today. 

Such innovation also allowed many recent studies on specific sites and complex buildings 

(van Hooff and Blocken 2010; Kim et al. 2010; Li et al. 2009). However, while CFD 

methods were efficient and accurate for investigating of details related to indoor air 

distribution (Bangalee et al. 2012), it is often difficult and cost inhibitive to use CFD to 

simulate the entire domain of wind driven ventilation from outdoor to indoors(Chen et al. 

2010).  

It seems to be beneficial to study wind driven ventilation using a hybrid approach 

that uses CFD for indoor simulation exclusively. Such technique would require detailed 
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unsteady boundary information at the openings for various cross ventilation scenarios. 

However, even with popularity of CFD methods, this literature review only found one 

study that focuses on the accuracy of methods using fluctuating boundary conditions. In 

this study, Hu et al (2008) found that the unsteady boundary condition could affect the 

ventilation flow significantly, therefore, in addition to the steady state simulation 

mentioned above, unsteady state simulations using fluctuating boundary conditions 

would be required. A significant part of this dissertation is focusing on the CFD 

simulation of indoor airflow with fluctuating pressure boundary conditions at the 

openings.  

2.1.5 Hybrid Investigation Approach 

Previous discussions on various research methods show that a single investigation 

method may not be always adequate or affordable for investigating wind driven cross 

ventilation, as well as predicting ventilation flow and air distribution in the indoor 

environment. However, it is possible to gain more insight if multiple methods, both 

modeling and experimental, are used concurrently. While many researchers have utilized 

two different approaches to often model and then validate the model of a specific 

scenario of cross ventilation, few have taken a true hybrid approach in cross ventilation 

flow prediction. 

One of the first hybrid approaches was introduced by Kato et al. (1997), who 

showed that a wind tunnel and CFD coupled approach can estimate cross ventilation 

adequately. By using wind tunnel to simulate the outdoor air flow and CFD to simulate 

the indoor air flow, this method could eliminate the need of costly CFD simulations of 
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the outdoor wind and still provide detailed information on the indoor air distribution. 

However, the interaction between the outdoor and indoor space is crucial to transition of 

the wind tunnel results to the CFD domain. In Kato et al.’s study, local air velocity at the 

inlet was first measured in the wind tunnel and then the measured velocity profile was 

scaled for the CFD simulation. However, in wind tunnel analyses, obtaining velocity 

profiles at inlet is neither accurate nor efficient. This is especially the case for buildings 

with small openings due to the size of openings (too small in the wind tunnel scaled 

model). 

Instead of velocity profile, façade pressure near the opening can be used as the 

connecting interface between the wind tunnel and CFD simulation. Pressure based 

boundary condition in CFD can be used to simulate wind driven cross ventilation 

accurately (Banks and Thomas 2007; Lo and Novoselac 2011), which is within the 

premise of this investigation. At the same time, the façade pressure distribution for a 

building is measured in most wind tunnel building studies as a standard parameter.  It is 

shown that these wind tunnel measured pressures accurately represent the full scale 

values (Dalgliesh 1975), and therefore can be used as the boundary condition for the CFD 

models of indoor airflow. This usage provides the crucial information for the coupling of 

indoor and outdoor airflow field.  

2.2 FACTORS TO AFFECT INDOOR AIR DISTRIBUTION 

Various indoor factors, including interior geometry, indoor openings, and 

occupancy, can affect the indoor air distribution or air mixing during wind driven cross 

ventilation. Some interior geometries, such as ceiling configuration, provide only minor 
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effects, and could be omitted when considering the indoor air mixing (Nguyen and Reiter 

2011). The effect of interior doors or other openings can be estimated using internal 

discharge coefficients (Chu et al. 2010), while indoor partitions can also affect the air 

mixing due to the Coandă effect (van Hooff et al. 2012) or Venturi effect (Ramponi and 

Blocken 2012). However, most of building spaces don’t have specially built partitions 

that use Coandă and Venturi effects for air distribution, and the main driving force for air 

mixing is buoyancy. 

Buoyancy as an overall ventilation driving force was discussed in Chapter 1 and 

its sole impact on air mixing in buildings is well documented. For air in two spaces 

mixed by buoyancy, Kaye and Hunt (2007, 2010) examined the different types of indoor 

heat sources and determined that a point source provides the quickest flushing/mixing in 

a small space, such as a bedroom in a house. This result can be explained by the two-

layer steady-state regime described by Linden et al. (1990), where the one of the two 

layers were formed separately by convective flow generated from the point heat sources, 

and the other layer formed by the interior and exterior temperature differences. 

Furthermore, the shape of these two layers and the time for flow establishment were 

investigated by Fitzgerald and Woods (2010) and Phillips and Woods (2004), whose 

findings suggest that for a steady heat source in a room, buoyancy-driven flow would 

eventually stabilize and reach steady state with constant mixing between a room and 

outside a room through a doorway. All these studies provide great insight to the impact of 

indoor buoyancy sources for room mixing, however, effect of this buoyancy mixing in 

combination with wind driven cross ventilation is not clear. In an investigation of such a 

scenario, the first step is to consider the theoretical modeling of point source in a room. 
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To predict the amount of flow generated by point source buoyancy, a general 

form of the theoretical relationship between source and the volume flux in a room: M(x, 

B) = C(Bx
5
)
1/3, was discussed by Morton et al. (1956) and further incorporated by Linden 

(1999). The term M(x, B) describes the volume flux in terms of positions (x) and 

buoyancy sources (B), while C is the universal constant based on entrainment. Given that 

the positions are identical for all of the parametric analysis cases and the buoyancy flux B 

can be described in term of the heat flux, the relationship can be further simplified as 

M(Q) = C’(Q)
1/3, where C’ is the combination of various factored out constants, and Q is 

the heat flux. This relationship could suggest the local heat source can generate 

significant mixing for an area where wind driven cross ventilation flow cannot reach 

alone. Therefore, another major part of this dissertation concentrates on the mixing effect 

of local heat source during a cross ventilation scenario. 
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3 Specific Research Objectives 

The literature review in Chapter 2 identified several gaps in the existing 

knowledge and opportunities for further investigation. Specifically, there is a lack of 

comprehensive full scale cross ventilation experiments that study the effect of local 

buoyancy on indoor mixing as well as deficiencies in current hybrid approaches (CFD 

combined with wind tunnel) for prediction of cross ventilation flow rates and indoor air 

distribution. Therefore, the all-encompassing goal of this dissertation is then to provide a 

holistic look at wind driven ventilation using various research techniques then to leverage 

the information learned to develop a novel prediction method. To accomplish such goal, 

the research in this dissertation was further broken down and addresses the following 

three primary research objectives with four associated investigations as described below: 

1) Conduct full scale tests in a building with small openings and collect data that 

(A) characterize wind properties that affect cross ventilation and (B) constitute 

benchmark tests for evaluation of models for wind driven ventilation. This 

objective is fulfilled by Paper 1, Cross Ventilation with Small Openings: 

Measurements in a Multi-zone Test Building (Appendix Paper 1). 

2) Determine the effect of local buoyancy driven flow on indoor distribution of 

fresh air by wind driven cross ventilation. This objective is fulfilled by using 

CFD parametric analysis and full scale experimental validation, documented 

in Paper 2, Effect of indoor buoyancy flow on wind-driven cross ventilation 

(Appendix Paper 2). 

3) Develop a novel method to predict ventilation flow rate and flow distribution 

in a building with small openings by wind driven cross ventilation. This is 
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fulfilled by first using a wind tunnel tracer decay method to estimate the 

overall average cross ventilation flow, then by using the BLWT and CFD 

combined method for predicting the fluctuating cross ventilation flow. The 

Combined method is documented in Paper 3, Combined Wind Tunnel and 

CFD Analysis for Indoor Airflow Prediction of Wind-driven Cross Ventilation 

(Appendix, Paper 3), and the tracer method is documented in Paper 3a, 

Predicting Building Cross Ventilation Using Wind Tunnel Decay Test 

(Appendix, Paper 3a). 

 

The methods used in these investigations are summarized in Chapter 4, with more 

detailed descriptions included in the papers in the Appendix of the thesis. The significant 

results were selected and summarized in Chapter 5, while the full results and more 

specific implications can be found in the Appendix. 
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4 Investigation Methods 

As discussed in Section 2.1.5, more than one investigation method is required to 

thoroughly examine wind driven cross ventilation. A combination of full scale and wind 

tunnel experimental measurements as well as CFD numerical simulation was employed 

in this dissertation. Full scale experimental measurements were used for the 

determination of wind properties, as well as for the development of numerical simulation 

models and validation of CFD methods. Wind tunnel experiments provided both tracer 

gas based flow rate data as well as façade pressure values as CFD simulation inputs. 

Finally, CFD investigations were used to provide indoor air flow simulations for both 

local buoyancy driven mixing as well as transient flow predictions. As in the literature 

review section of this thesis, the investigation methods used in this dissertation are 

grouped by the three types of methods, namely full scale experiments, wind tunnel 

experiments and CFD simulations.  

4.1 SUMMARY OF METHODS FOR FULL SCALE EXPERIMENTS 

A test house located at the University of Texas at Austin PRC campus was used 

for full scale cross ventilation experiments. The detailed site and building information 

can be found in Appendix Paper 1. The volume of the house is 250m3, which is used for 

calculating the overall air exchange rate. Three different windows were used as cross 

ventilation openings for the study, enabling combinations of two and three-opening test 

scenarios for the experiments. A graphical representation of the openings and sensor 

locations is shown in Figure 1. The openings are half-opened windows. The area of the 

opening labeled “FM1” is 0.26 m2 (0.84m x 0.31m), and FM2 and FM3 are identical, 



 

with areas of 0.21m2 (0.67m

opening-to-wall areas) between 0.5% and 1%, which is comparable to other studies of 

small openings, such as Chu et al. 

 

Figure 1: Schematics of the test house instrumentation: A) tracer gas (C1

W5) and flow measurements (FM1

Pressure taps (P1=P9) located on the exterior walls

4.1.1 Test Scenarios and Procedures for Full Scale Experiments

Seven separate experimental test cases were performed to measure cross 

ventilation in the test house, as shown in 
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(0.67m x 0.31m). This brings the wall porosity (or the ratio of the 

wall areas) between 0.5% and 1%, which is comparable to other studies of 

small openings, such as Chu et al. (2009). 

of the test house instrumentation: A) tracer gas (C1-C7), wind (W1

W5) and flow measurements (FM1-FM3) located in and around the test house; and B) 

Pressure taps (P1=P9) located on the exterior walls. 

Test Scenarios and Procedures for Full Scale Experiments 

Seven separate experimental test cases were performed to measure cross 

ventilation in the test house, as shown in Table 1. These test conditions corresponded to 

x 0.31m). This brings the wall porosity (or the ratio of the 

wall areas) between 0.5% and 1%, which is comparable to other studies of 

 

C7), wind (W1-

the test house; and B) 

Seven separate experimental test cases were performed to measure cross 

. These test conditions corresponded to 
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four different window opening configurations. Air flow patterns from these 

configurations are illustrated in Figure 2. Test cases O1 through O6 provide cross 

ventilation scenarios involving both two and three openings, all with a designated inlet on 

the south façade open to the prevailing wind. Each of the three opening combinations was 

investigated using both decay and constant injection tracer methods, thus providing six 

test cases. Test case O7 (opening combination D) was only investigated using decay 

methods due to the lack of a clear distinct inlet (i.e. there was no opening normal to 

prevailing wind). Test case O7 also provides interesting insight into situations where 

openings to the prevailing wind are not possible, and the cross ventilation flow is driven 

less by wind velocity. Test case O8-10 are identical to case O2, but with added heat 

source for local buoyancy studies. 

Table 1: List of test cases for full scale experiments, include 7 cases of wind driven flow 

only studies (O1-O7) and 3 cases of local buoyancy flow added studies (O8-O10) 

Case Openings Tracer Method Description 

O1 A-SW Decay South and west windows, FM1 and FM3, 2 openings 

O2 A-SW Constant Injection South and west windows, FM1 and FM3, 2 openings 

O3 C-SEW Decay South, East and West windows, FM 1,2 and 3, 3 openings 

O4 C-SEW Constant Injection South, East and West windows, FM 1,2 and 3, 3 openings 

O5 B-SE Decay South and East window, FM2 and FM3, 2 openings 

O6 B-SE Constant Injection South and East window, FM2 and FM3, 2 openings 

O7 D-EW Decay East and West window, FM1 and FM2, 2 openings 

O8 A-SW Constant Injection South and west windows, FM1 and FM3, 2 openings,  
0W local heat flux  

O9 A-SW Constant Injection South and west windows, FM1 and FM3, 2 openings,  
0W local heat flux 

O10 A-SW Constant Injection South and west windows, FM1 and FM3, 2 openings,  
0W local heat flux 
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Figure 2: Four tested opening cases illustrated: A) South inlet - West outlet; B) South 

inlet - East outlet; C) South inlet and East, West outlets; D) East-West openings can be 

both inlet or outlet 

Each experiment was conducted when the local weather satisfied two criteria. 

First, the prevailing wind speed had to be high enough for the wind and pressure sensors 

to measure accurately (i.e., V > 2 m/s). Second, the prevailing wind direction had to be 

within fifteen degrees from due south on average (calculated from the previous hour) in 

order to minimize both the effects of surrounding terrain and errors in flow 

measurements. All visible leakages including the HVAC vents and returns and cracks 

around the window openings were sealed prior to each experimental run to minimize 

potential undetected flow through passageways other than the intended openings. 
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One of the two tracer methods, either decay or constant injection, was conducted 

for each of the tests. For the decay tests, the window openings were first sealed and CO2 

tracer gas was injected at seven locations (one in each room). Oscillating fans were used 

to promote mixing until indoor CO2 concentrations reached approximately 3500 ppm in 

most locations (a value that is near the upper detection limit of the CO2 monitors). At this 

time, simultaneous data recording for all measurements (including wind, flow rate, and 

pressure) began and the façade openings were unsealed, signaling start of a decay test 

run. Data collection was terminated when the CO2 concentration was reduced to near the 

background level.  

Since the sudden unsealing of the window openings during a decay test might 

produce a situation where a certain period of time is required to fully establish the indoor 

air flow, separate constant injection tests were also conducted for the applicable test 

cases. Prior to the constant injection tests, the openings were not sealed to allow a stable 

(but unsteady) cross ventilation flow to develop. CO2 was then injected using a fine 

sprayer near the inlet window (i.e., the south window facing the prevailing wind) at the 

beginning of the data collection. A mass flow controller was used for injection to provide 

a known constant flow rate of CO2. As in the cases of decay tests, instrumentation 

continued to record until the CO2 concentration reached steady state. No constant 

injection test was performed with test case O7 because there was no clear inlet for that 

specific east-west opening condition. 

In cases O8 to O10 which investigate the effect of the localized buoyancy flow, 

the opening selections remain identical to case O2 but local heat source was introduced in 

Room 2 (Figure 1). While flow measurements made for O8 to O10 are also identical to 
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the previous cases, there were additional surface and air temperature measurements in 

Room 2, as well as a power monitoring of the equipment that produces the heat flux. 

4.1.2 Instrumentation 

Due to the diversity of data measured in the test house, various instruments were 

used.  The overall goal of the measurements was to simultaneously capture the external 

wind conditions, the pressure applied to the façade due to the wind, and the distribution 

of air flow rates through the building as well as the effect of localized buoyancy flow. 

The instruments used are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Summary of instrumentation used in full scale measurements including wind 

properties, façade pressures, flow rate at the openings, tracer gas concentrations, heat 

source power and local surface and air temperatures 

Purpose Instrument 
Brand/ Model 

Accuracy 

Wind speed and direction at 5 Hz Ultrasonic anemometer 
R.M.Young/81000 

Velocity (m/s)/ ±1% 
Direction (degree)/ ±2° 

Flow rate through the openings at 5 Hz Pitot tube grid 
ShortridgeInstruments/Velgrid 

Flow rate (m3/hr) ±3%  

Façade pressure, flow rate through the 
openings at 5 Hz 

Pressure transducer 
Energy Conservatory/DG-700, 

DG-500 

Pressure (Pa) ±0.2 Pa 

Tracer gas concentration at 0.1 Hz CO2 sensor 
General Electric/Telaire 7001 

Concentration (PPM) ±5% 
Temperature (°C) ±1°C 

Power draw  by buoyancy heat source Kill-A-Watt P4400 Power (W) ±0.2% 

Local Surface and Air Temperature Omega Thermistor 44033 Temperature (°C) ±0.1°C 
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External wind measurements  

For measuring wind conditions, five ultrasonic anemometers were used to record 

wind velocity, azimuth, and elevation at a frequency of 5Hz, which was used to match the 

data collected by flow stations installed at the openings (Table 2). The placement of the 

anemometers is shown in Figure 1. Sensor W1, which measures the approaching wind 

characteristics, was positioned 13 meters upwind from the house. The height of this 

approaching wind measurement was set above the highest point of the house at four 

meters above the ground, limited by the available supporting structure. This height is 

below the standard height of 10 meters for velocity measured at airports. However, for 

unobstructed flow, the wind velocity follows the logarithmic profile and for the given 

profile, the velocity at any height, including 10m, can be estimated (Skibin and Businger 

1985). For this purpose, a wind profile was determined from a set of separate experiments 

where the wind speed was measured at five points up to 4 meters for prevailing wind 

directions. The resulting profile follows the log function is shown in Figure 3, and can be 

used to predict wind speed values at 10 meters, which allows for comparison to other 

studies. The remaining four sensors around the test house, sensors W2-W5, were placed 

at the window height, providing a measurement of the local air movement immediately 

near the openings. Sensor W5 was placed one meter away from the middle of the south 

wall to measure wind conditions immediately prior to impacting the south façade. 

Sensors W2, W3 and W4 were placed directly outside of each opening, which provided 

details on the exterior airflow behavior near the openings. Finally, the anemometers were 

set to collect data at5 Hz, which matches the façade pressure recording rate but still 

provided near real time recording of wind conditions. 
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Figure 3: Wind speed at the experimental site follows the theoretical log wind profile 

which can provide estimated reference wind velocity at 10 meters to compare to other 

wind studies. 

Cross ventilation flow rate measurements at the openings 

Pressure-based flow meters were used to measure the volumetric flow rate at each 

window opening. Flow sensor positions are provided in Figure 1, labeled as FM1, FM2, 

and FM3. Each of these flow stations consists of two modified 16 point Pitot tube arrays, 

which enabled the measurement of the average dynamic pressure difference across the 

opening (averaged across 32 measurement points). To convert the measured pressure 

difference to a volumetric flow rate, an additional calibration experiment was conducted 
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in a laboratory wind tunnel using various known flow rates (provided by a calibrated fan) 

to produce a correlation. The pressure transducers (Table 2) that were used were able to 

record data reliably down to 5 Hz, hence the overall data recording rate limitation.  

 

Tracer Concentration Measurements 

For monitoring the overall air exchange rate and determining the extent of indoor 

air mixing and the incoming air distribution, experiments with tracer gas were conducted 

simultaneously with the flow rate measurements (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996).  CO2 

was used as the tracer gas and its concentration was measured by seven CO2 sensors 

installed throughout the test house (locations C1 to C7 in Figure 1). The CO2 sensors 

recorded every 10 seconds (which was the lower limit of the response time of the 

instrument). The total air exchange rate of the house could then be determined by either 

decay or constant injection methods using the concentration at the outlets. The tracer gas 

measurements in each individual room were also used to calculate the local age of air and 

to describe the indoor flow patterns resulting from cross ventilation.  

 

Façade Pressure Measurements 

To gather the façade pressure data around the test house, pressure taps were 

installed in all four exterior walls (P1 to P9 in Figure 1) and connected to pressure 

transducers that were identical to those used for the instantaneous flow measurements. 

These façade pressures were also recorded at 5 Hz; thus, all of the wind, flow rate, and 

pressure data could be synchronized. A total of nine façade pressure taps were installed (a 

number that was limited by the number of pressure transducers available). Four of the 
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nine taps were installed on the south facing wall to capture the prevailing south wind, one 

measuring at each of the middle, top, east, and west areas of the south wall. Two of the 

taps were installed on the east wall and two on the west wall, all measuring pressure 

fluctuations as wind direction varied. The remaining tap was installed on the north wall in 

order to record the leeward façade pressure. 

 

Convective heat source for buoyancy-driven flow 

To simulate a local heat source in a room, a custom heat box was constructed with 

perforated storage containers and heat lamps. The purpose of such a device is to produce 

a heat source that moves air strictly via convection of the surrounding heated air without 

introducing any additional heated surfaces into the test location. Additionally, with such a 

convective heat source, the exact amount of energy can be easily applied to a CFD model 

during simulations. In order to limit radiation from the heat lamps to the room surfaces, 

aluminum foil was placed to block direct lighting from the lamp inside the container. 

Additionally, aluminum foil was also used to cover the entire heat box to reduce the 

radiation from the box to the surrounding surface. Surface temperature measurements 

confirmed that no heated patches were detected inside the testing room and this 

convective heat source was the dominant heat flux input in the room. 

The heat flux introduced by the heat box was controlled through a variable 

autotransformer and the exact load was measured by the power meter (Table 2). The total 

power of, 700W (equivalent to 35W/m2 for this room) was selected as the upper heat flux 

limit for the experiments. Two other heating scenarios were also included: 0W, where 

there is no heat load present, and 350W, where the load is more similar to normal 
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occupancy with electronics operation (a person with a computer and a monitor, Chapter 

18, ASHRAE Fundamentals (2009)). The testing room selected is the Bedroom 2(Figure 

1, heat source located near measurement point C5) with a volume of 34.5 m3 which was 

used for the local air exchange rate calculation (between the room and the rest of the 

house).  

4.2 SUMMARY OF WIND TUNNEL TEST METHODS 

As the literature review on boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT) in Section 2.1.3 

indicated, BLWT are very useful in determining façade pressures for a building and a 

given landscape. In this dissertation, the same test house used in the full scale study 

would also be the subject of testing in the BLWT. Besides the façade pressures measured 

which would be used later for CFD simulations, a wind tunnel based tracer decay test was 

also conducted to compare against the tracer tests conducted in the full scale study. 

For the wind tunnel experiment, a 1:25 scale model of the test house (with its 

interior partitions intact to simulate a multi-zone building) was built from plexi-glass. A 

BLWT engineered for building testing located at CPP Wind Engineering and Air Quality 

Consultants in Fort Collins, CO was used for the wind tunnel experiment. The specific 

wind tunnel used was closed-circuit design which provides recirculation of the air in the 

tunnel, limiting the potential contamination of data due to airflow from the adjacent 

laboratory space. Temperature of air was also closely monitored to limit the effect of 

rising air temperature due to the recirculation. 

To provide correct terrain for the site, thus resolving boundary layer 

characteristics, a satellite image of test house site was studied to determine the average 
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height of the surrounding structures and obstructions. The result of the site study was 

translated into a sub-urban equivalent wind tunnel roughness for the BLWT, providing 

the appropriate ground level boundary layer for the wind tunnel experiment. Pictures of 

the scaled model, the full scale test house, the satellite image, and the model placed inside 

the wind tunnel are shown in Figure 4. 

A mean wind speed of 4 m/s at roof height was used in the wind tunnel tests, 

which was low enough to permit adequate tracer decay definition from the requirement in 

the tracer decay study but high enough to maintain Reynolds number independence. The 

wind incident angles were tested between 150°and 210° (due south wind =180°, 7 angles 

in 10° increments, showing in Figure 4, part c), covering the possible southern wind 

directions encountered in the full scale experiment. The wind incident angles were 

controlled by an automated motorized turn table, which provided precise measurement 

and movement in rotating the test model.  



 

Figure 4: Test house: a) 1:25 scaled wind tunnel test house model, b) full scale test house, 

c) satellite study of the surrounding terrain with prevailing wind direction, and d) setup 

inside the BLWT 

Wind tunnel tracer gas measurement and air exchange rate scaling

For the wind tunnel decay test, ethane (

its similar density to air, while a Fast Flame Ionization Detector (FFID) was used to 

measure the ethane concentration. Two FFID monitor points were placed in the test house 

model identical to the full scale locations (one at the center of the house model and the 
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Wind tunnel tracer gas measurement and air exchange rate scaling

the wind tunnel decay test, ethane (C2H6) was selected as the tracer gas due to 

its similar density to air, while a Fast Flame Ionization Detector (FFID) was used to 

measure the ethane concentration. Two FFID monitor points were placed in the test house 

del identical to the full scale locations (one at the center of the house model and the 
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Wind tunnel tracer gas measurement and air exchange rate scaling 

) was selected as the tracer gas due to 

its similar density to air, while a Fast Flame Ionization Detector (FFID) was used to 

measure the ethane concentration. Two FFID monitor points were placed in the test house 

del identical to the full scale locations (one at the center of the house model and the 
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other at the room of the exhaust window).Both wind tunnel and full scale decay data were 

converted to ACH at full scale for comparison. 

Velocities and time intervals can be converted from the wind tunnel scale to the 

full scale by imply using the definition of velocity:  
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where the subscript f indicates full scale and m indicates model scale 

 

Since the air exchange rate (ACH) has unit of 1/time, a scaling of inversed time 

can be used to obtain the ACH scale to convert the wind tunnel result to the full scale 

equivalent when substituted into equation (1):  
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Equation (2) can then be used to convert the air exchange rate measured in a wind 

tunnel scale to the full scale which can then be compared to the full scale experiment 

results. 

 

Wind tunnel façade pressure measurement and scaling 

A total of 18 pressure taps (Figure 4, part a, holes on the exterior walls and tubes 

inside) were installed on the test house model. Nine of the taps were mimicking the nine 

tap locations in the previous full scale measurements (Lo and Novoselac 2012), while the 
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nine other taps were grouped closely around the external openings (windows). For each 

of the openings, the pressure taps are located immediately left, right and below the 

opening. Since the openings used are partially opened vertically sliding windows, the top 

of the opening is inaccessible. Therefore, the averaged pressure from these three locations 

represents most closely the façade pressure at each of the openings. The façade pressures 

were measured in triplicates in order to eliminate any anomaly in data collection. 

To translate the pressures measured from the wind tunnel to the full scale values 

and to be used for CFD simulation, Bernoulli’s equation for dynamic pressure is used to 

scale the full scale equivalent of facade pressure from the wind tunnel measurements:  
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With density ρ remaining constant; the full scale pressure can be expressed as: 
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Where the subscript f indicates full scale and m indicates model scale 

 

With Equation (4), each façade pressure measured inside the wind tunnel can be 

translated to a full scale equivalent and to be used to couple the wind tunnel results to the 

CFD simulation. Section 4.3 further discusses the procedures used to convert wind tunnel 

pressure data to CFD pressure boundary conditions for the various test cases. 
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4.3 SUMMARY OF CFD SIMULATION METHODS 

For the purpose of properly studying the indoor air distribution and effect of local 

buoyancy mixing, a CFD model of the test house was developed with the commercially 

available StarCCM+6.06 package (CD-adepco 2012) for simulating the indoor air flow 

during cross ventilation events. The simulations were conducted on a computer cluster 

that each node is with 6 core processors at 2.4 MHz running Microsoft Windows 7 

operation systems. The required time for simulating in case varies, but generally falls 

between 12 to 48 hours. 

This CFD model allowed the use of either full scale experiment or wind tunnel 

obtained data as the boundary condition for indoor air flow simulation. The image of the 

test house and its corresponding model mesh is shown in Figure 5. CFD simulation 

parameters used were based on findings by Lo and Novoselac (Lo and Novoselac 2011) 

which demonstrated that using pressure boundary conditions in CFD indoor simulation 

provided adequate results. 
 

 

Figure 5: Image of the Test house and the CFD model mesh 
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4.3.1 CFD Parametric Analysis Scenarios 

Besides constructing a CFD air flow model which can be validated by the 

experimental part of this dissertation, the CFD simulations were also used to test a range 

of heat flux values to investigate the effect of increasing heat source power, shown in 

Table 3. Besides the local heat flux, two other variables were tested in the CFD 

parametric analysis: 1) inlet temperatures and 2) cross ventilation flow rates. The inlet 

temperature was varied to investigate how the local interior heat-flux-generated buoyancy 

flow could vary across a range of indoor-outdoor temperature differences. The 

temperature range was selected between 0°C to 30°C (at 10°C intervals) to reflect 

realistic temperature possibly encountered. The cross ventilation flow rate was also 

varied to demonstrate whether the local buoyancy flow can generate indoor mixing and 

overcome the increasing wind-driven flow. Cross ventilation flow rates were altered by 

varying the inlet boundary conditions (i.e., changing the ventilation flow rate but keeping 

the local heat source constant). The range of air exchange rates selected was between 

2ACH and 10 ACH (at 2 ACH intervals), which was within the realistic flow rate 

encountered in the full scale experiment. These 18 simulations for each of the three 

parameters are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3: CFD parametric analysis cases for local buoyancy 

Variable Range of values 

Heat Flux 0W, 50W then 100W to 700W at 100W interval (9 cases) 

Inlet Temperature 0°C to 30°C  at 10°C interval (4 cases) 

Flow rate Air exchange rate  from 2 ACH to 10ACH at 2 ACH interval (5 cases) 
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Besides local buoyancy flow parametric analysis, another CFD parameter, the 

effect of time averaging, is important especially for the fluctuating cross ventilation flow. 

Since it would be difficult to obtain small time step wind data for some locations, the 

ability to reproduce comparable wind conditions using a larger time step could be 

beneficial to the investigation method. With the full scale experiment data measured at 

time interval of 0.2 seconds, the time averaging study includes 3 other larger time steps at 

1 second, 10 seconds, and then steady state. These three different time averaging criteria 

helped to determine the critical length of time step used in an investigation, where the 

fluctuation of the wind starts to diminish due to time averaging. Table 4lists the two 

parameters and the corresponding values tested. 

Table 4: CFD parametric analysis cases for time averaging 

Variable Range of values 

Time Step 5 Hz, 1Hz and 0.1Hz 3 cases 

Flow Scenario SW, SE, SEW and EW (shown in Figure 2), 4 cases 

4.3.2 Models and mesh 

While studies have shown that using LES to simulate turbulence directly 

produced results better than any turbulence modeling, but the large computational cost of 

LES does not seem to justify the moderate improvement in accuracy when compared to 

results from Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (RANS) with a turbulence 

model (Caciolo et al. 2012; Chen 2009; Evola and Popov 2006). The CFD simulation in 

this investigation used RANS with Re-Normalisation Group (RNG) k-ε turbulence model 

as well as two-layer standard k-ε turbulence model (Chen 2009; Evola and Popov 2006). 
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The values of k and ε used at the inlet openings were determined by experimentally 

obtained wind characteristics and the length scales of the test house. The turbulence near 

the indoor surface was handled by the y+ wall function built-in in the CFD software (CD-

adepco 2012).  For the buoyancy driven forces, the Boussinesq approximation was used 

in this model (Farhanieh and Sattari 2006).  

The mesh (10 cm boundary cell size and 150,000 hexa-cells) used was verified for 

grid independency using calculated transient ventilation rates. The comparison between 

the 150,000 cell model and a finer mesh yields very little difference (<1%) in total flow 

rates, temperature profiles and local mean age of air. The reason a relatively coarse mesh 

seemed to yield accurate results can be explained by the act of using pressure boundary 

conditions, which did not preserve the momentum characteristics of the influent wind. 

One would expect that if the velocity and direction were to be preserved at the opening 

like in the study of large opening (>15% wall porosity) cross ventilation by Seifert et al. 

(2006), a more refined grid would be required to capture this information and the grid 

independency limit would be raised. However, the openings were small (<2% wall 

porosity) in the investigations for this dissertation. The pressure driven flow could be 

assumed and the grid independency shows that the coarse mesh is sufficient for this 

investigation, resulting in a significant reduction of the computational cost required for 

this study. 

For calculating scalars such as local mean age of air and air flow rate through a 

door, specific control surfaces and volumes were created. For example, a collection of 

control surfaces were used at door ways to accurately determine the average flow rate 

through a door by calculating the flow direction and intensity at each segment of the 
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control surfaces. With this approach, the complicated flow pattern at the door involving 

various direction and intensity can be determined and averaged. Also, control volumes 

were created in each local space in need of computation. For example, age of air at a 

specific location was calculated by the volumetric average of a control volume in that 

location. 

4.3.3 Steady Boundary Conditions and Heat Flux 

For the steady state investigations in overall flow rates, façade pressures at 

openings averaged over entire wind tunnel experiment or the entire full scale experiment 

were used. The wind tunnel pressures were first converted into full scale equivalents then 

used as a boundary condition for the CFD model. However, with various wind incident 

angles tested in the wind tunnel, the exact wind condition must be identified for CFD 

simulation boundaries. To accomplish such identification, an averaged wind direction and 

velocity over the entire data collection period from full scale experiment were calculated 

then were used to match with the corresponding wind tunnel tests. A time-averaged wind 

direction which lays between the wind tunnel test incident angles was interpolated to the 

nearest degree. The corresponding wind tunnel facade pressure then was also interpolated 

accordingly, and then scaled to the full scale equivalent using equation (4). Once scaled, 

the averaged façade pressures were then used as the boundary conditions in the steady 

state CFD simulation. 

To account for buoyancy-driven indoor flow caused by the heat box in the 

designated local heat source room (Figure 1, Bedroom 2), a fluid heat source was created 

in the CFD model with dimensions and location identical to the heat box in the 
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experiment. The amount of heat flux applied varied to either match the experiment for 

validation purposes, or to perform parametric analyses of the impacts of a wider range of 

heat fluxes, as described in Section 4.3.1. Using a fluid heat source allowed the 

investigation to mimic the convection-only flow designed for the experiment.  

4.3.4 Fluctuating Boundary Conditions 

The key boundary condition for the unsteady CFD simulation was the fluctuating 

pressures at the inlet and outlet caused by the external wind driven flow. Boundary 

conditions for the transient investigations required additional data-processing for the 

wind tunnel pressure data. Individual values of wind direction and velocity from the full 

scale study for each time step were matched with a corresponding wind tunnel value 

using the same process as the steady state approach which also produces corresponding 

façade pressure values for each measured point on the wind tunnel model. The resulting 

matched scaled façade pressures by the openings became the transient boundary 

conditions for each time step for the CFD simulation. These transient values were then 

reassembled together as a time series following the timeline of the full scale wind 

conditions. This composite transient pressure time series for each opening was then used 

to simulate the fluctuating pressure boundary condition for the CFD model. Figure 6 

illustrates this data process used to construct both steady and transient boundary 

conditions. 
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Figure 6: Schematics of research methods shows the process of obtaining pressure 

boundary conditions for the CFD simulation, as well as the validation approach used for 

the results 

After acquiring the transient boundary condition, the CFD models and simulation 

procedures were established. To ensure good results during the transient simulations, the 

solution must be started from an established flow field. The very first recorded time step 

pressure boundary conditions were first used in a steady state simulation in order to 

establish the correct internal flow field. By doing so, the subsequent time steps during the 
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transient simulation had better starting points and required much less iterations and 

reduced total time to reach convergence. Finally, for using facade pressure directly as a 

boundary condition at the openings in the CFD model, a discharge coefficient Cd was 

required. A Cd = 0.5 was used from the range between 0.4 and 0.6 found by Chu et al. 

and Flourentzou et al. (Chu et al. 2009; Flourentzou et al. 1998). 

4.4 METRICS FOR RESULTS COMPARISON 

For comparing the experimental results and CFD simulation results, three 

measurements conducted in the full scale experiments were used as the key metrics for 

analysis. The first metric used is the volumetric air flow rate through the openings. The 

air flow rate offers direct numeric comparisons among investigation methods on the 

amount of air entering and exiting through the openings, which is a good indication for 

both average and instantaneous cross-ventilation flow rates. Therefore, comparisons of 

volumetric flow rate were used throughout this dissertation. The second metric used is the 

air exchange rate, a derivative of air flow rate normalized via volume of the space. Air 

exchange rates as a metric often utilize the tracer gas method and included infiltration 

which was not included in the typical volumetric flow rate measurements, but can only 

offer average values. The third metric used is the property of mean age of air, which 

represents the freshness of the indoor air at a given location. This metric is useful in 

determining spatial distribution of indoor air, as well as any potential health consequence, 

since the freshness of the air can be the surrogate for indoor air quality in a space. 
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5 Summary of Research Findings 

The results of the present work are organized in sections according to the three 

major research objectives listed in Chapter 3. The following four sections first discuss the 

uncertainty associated with the full scale experiments. Such uncertainty is important as it 

propagates through the remainder of the research results. In the next section, wind 

properties which affect the cross ventilation flow are discussed, followed by the section 

where the effect of local buoyancy mixing in cross ventilation flow is described. Finally, 

the performance of the combined wind tunnel and CFD methods are summarized in terms 

of the prediction of cross ventilation flow properties. 

5.1 QUALITY OF DATA FOR THE FULL SCALE EXPERIMENTS 

When taking measurements in a real building environment at full scale, there are 

always difficulties that introduce additional errors compared to a controlled environment 

such as a wind tunnel. Below are the discussions of the specific challenges in addressing 

uncertainties that were encountered in the study. 

5.1.1 Uncertainty of flow rate measurement at openings 

The flow station described in Section 4.1.2 was designed with the assumption that 

the wind flow is normal to the opening with a steady balanced (non-skewed, parabolic) 

pressure field. However, actual wind conditions frequently change direction and generate 

an unsteady flow field at the openings. This fluctuation makes the flow condition at the 

opening sometimes significantly different from the design assumptions and increases 

measurement uncertainty. This scenario is especially problematic when the flow through 
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the opening is opposite to the wind direction, as illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows 

the situation where the competing flows from outflow air and wind lead to inaccurate 

measurements. 

 

 

Figure 7: Uneven flow at the opening with competing wind causes significant error for 

flow rate measurements due to the large departure of the non skewed parabolic velocity 

profile assumed when designing the flow measurement apparatus 

The result of such competing flows can be explored in detail with an example of 

pressure data collected at the east window flow station (Figure 1, FM2), shown in Figure 

8. The measured pressure deviation is defined as the difference in total pressure measured 

between two sides (north and south) of the single flow meter, where a deviation of zero 

means the pressure field is balanced and a larger value means the flow is skewed. This 

graph shows that when the wind direction fluctuates to the southeast (<180°), an uneven 

pressure field is generated, which can produce both inflow and outflow at the same 

opening, leading to inaccurate flow measurements. Since this scenario only appears at the 

outlet opening that opposes the wind, the inlet flow rate was used as the primary 

measurement of the instantaneous flow rate through the building. However, even with the 
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outlet showing valid (non-skewed) flow, there were still differences between inflow and 

outflow measurements. While this can be partially contributed to infiltration, the 

installation of the flow meter itself and the averaging of non-uniform pressure instead of 

non-uniform air velocity, likely contribute to the remaining difference. This difference 

was then considered as the combined uncertainty for the flow rate measurement at 15% 

on average. 

 

 

Figure 8: Unsteady pressure field at FM2 due to wind direction fluctuation where the 

skewness (pressure difference between left and right side of the flow meter) increases as 

the wind incident angle deviates further from the prevailing wind direction. 

5.1.2 Uncertainty of tracer gas tests 

Figure 1 in the methodology section shows the locations of CO2 monitors used for 

tracer tests. Due to the point measurements made by such instrumentation, tracer gas tests 
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usually assume steady flow and well-mixed conditions (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996). 

However, wind driven cross ventilation meets neither criterion. Fluctuating wind velocity 

and direction creates non-steady flow into the building, which prevents well-mixed 

conditions. Van Buggenhout et al. (2009) showed that even in a mechanically ventilated 

room, tracer gas measurements can yield large errors depending on the placement of 

sensors. Demmers et al. (2000) also concluded that tracer gas methods tend to 

overestimate the airflow rate in naturally ventilated settings. Nevertheless, tracer tests 

still provide valuable data for comparison to pressure based measurements, as well as age 

of air information, which is helpful in determining the distribution of air flows throughout 

the house. Due to the possibility of non well-mixed conditions, the placement of the CO2 

monitors introduces another limitation to accurately quantifying uncertainty in the 

concentration measurements. For the experiments in this paper, the CO2 sensors were 

placed at locations thought to be best describing the average flow rate for each room. For 

example, in the cases of a clearly defined outlet (test cases O1 and O2 are with 2 

openings and the prevailing south wind defines the south opening as the inlet and the 

other as the outlet), the CO2 monitor was placed near the outlet openings to obtain the 

best measurement. For lack of a better method of estimating uncertainty stemming from 

sensor positioning, a range of values from previous findings were used. The minimum 

amount of uncertainty was estimated as 10% (Van Buggenhout et al. 2009), and the 

maximum amount was estimated as 18% (Demmers et al. 2000). 
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5.2 WIND PROPERTIES THAT AFFECT CROSS VENTILATION FLOW 

Due to the size of the collected dataset, it is not feasible to provide the complete 

time series (recorded at 5 Hz) for each measurement. Instead, average values for these 

measurements for all 7 test cases are tabulated below in  

Table 5. Air exchange rates obtained from both flow stations (FM ACH) and 

tracer methods (Tracer ACH) are presented first, as well as the differences between them. 

Average wind conditions (W1-W5 in Figure 1) around the test house are also presented 

for comparing test conditions between cases. For wind induced pressures, the average 

façade pressures for the nine taps (P1 to P9 in Figure 1) are also included. Finally, the age 

of air for each test location (C1 to C7 in Figure 1) is also provided to show the air 

distribution inside the house. It is important to consider that the values provided in are 

averaged over each test case and do not contain time dependent information.  

The air exchange rate comparison shows a consistent discrepancy between the 

tracer gas method and window flow meter method. The average air exchange measured 

with the tracer gas technique is consistently larger than that obtained by flow meters 

positioned at the openings. This difference can be explained by the positioning of tracer 

gas sampling points when the space being measured is not well mixed. In our case, it is 

possible that the wind driven indoor flow created regions of fresh air instead of mixing 

the space completely. Sensors placed by the outlet windows might be inside or near these 

fresh air zones, which would lead to higher estimates of air exchange rates as high as 

18%, previously discussed in Section 5.1.2. This is in the range of over-predictions 

reported in  
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Table 5, suggesting that the flow rate measurements by the flow station may be 

more accurate than measurements by tracer method in this case. 

Table 5: Average values of flow rate, wind properties, and pressure distribution results 

Test Case O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 
Openings Configuration A (SW) A (SW) C (SEW) C (SEW) B (SE) B (SE) D (EW) 
Tracer Method D1 C1 D C D C D 
Overall flow rates measured by flow meters and tracer methods (See Figure 1 for locations) 
FM ACH (1/hr, ±15%) 7.7 7.9 7.4 7.5 7.8 5.5 2.8 
Tracer ACH (1/hr, ±18%) 8.6 8.9 8.4 8.2 8.4 6.7 2.9 
ACH Diff. (Tracer – FM) +10.9% +11.6% +12.1% +10.0% +7.1% +17.8% +3.4% 
Wind velocities, directions and turbulence intensity2 around the test house (See Figure 1 for locations) 
W1 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 7.4 6.8 6.1 6.3 7.9 5.9 5.7 
W1 direction (S=180, ±2°) 172 180 170 172 165 175 168 
W1 turbulence intensity 30% 25% 28% 26% 26% 25% 25% 
W2 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.4 2.6 2.5 
W2 direction (S=180, ±2°) 176 195 171 176 157 180 167 
W2 turbulence intensity 41% 40% 41% 42% 40% 42% 42% 
W3 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 4.7 3.6 3.8 3.8 5.7 3.7 3.8 
W3 direction (S=180, ±2°) 174 180 188 188 176 192 175 
W3 turbulence intensity 51% 59% 49% 51% 35% 51% 44% 
W4 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 3.4 4.6 4.3 4.4 5.4 4.0 3.9 
W4 direction (S=180, ±2°) 194 181 164 168 155 171 161 
W4 turbulence intensity 34% 30% 32% 31% 30% 33% 31% 
W5 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 2.4 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.3 1.9 1.8 
W5 direction (S=180, ±2°) 158 170 157 161 179 180 171 
W5 turbulence intensity 47% 49% 46% 46% 44% 48% 48% 
Façade pressures measured on exterior walls (See Figure 1 for locations) 
P1 (Pa) 19.9 17.9 14.5 15.6 14.4 10.6 15.6 
P2 (Pa) 24.5 21.1 16.7 18.0 19.4 13.1 17.3 
P3 (Pa) 20.2 14.1 14.4 15.4 17.6 10.5 16.3 
P4 (Pa) 8.4 10.9 6.9 7.6 -1.1 3.6 8.6 
P5 (Pa) -6.4 -7.4 -2.7 -3 -9.7 -6.8 1.0 
P6 (Pa) -6.5 -5.2 -1.6 -1.5 -10.0 -5.4 2.2 
P7 (Pa) -3.9 -7.9 -7.2 -6.7 -23.2 -9.9 -2.8 
P8 (Pa) -10.7 -14.7 -11.7 -12.1 -31.0 -15.3 -7.2 
Age of air indoors 
C1 (hour) 0.12 0.11 0.19 0.12 0.30 0.21 0.32 
C2 (hour) 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.43 0.33 0.37 
C3 (hour) 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.12 0.28 
C4 (hour) 0.11 0.22 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.15 0.34 
C5 (hour) 0.37 0.34 0.22 0.12 0.34 0.25 0.40 
C6 (hour) 0.13 0.11 0.18 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.50 
C7 (hour) 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.75 

1 D = decay method, C = constant injection method 
2 Turbulence intensity averaged over entire test period therefore included various eddy sizes 
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5.2.1 Correlation between the approaching wind and the resulting flow rate 

The conventional way of estimating cross ventilation is to treat the inlets as 

simple openings with known velocity profile. The cross ventilation rate, expressed as a 

flow rate through an opening, can then be estimated by the orifice equation (Karava et al. 

2007) and expressed as:  

    

Q = CD · A · Vth,       (5) 

 

where Q is the flow rate through the opening, CD is the discharge coefficient 

describing the opening’s effect on flow, A is the area of the openings, and Vth is the 

theoretical air velocity through the opening driven by the dynamic pressure at the 

opening. Because the wind velocity is the driving force for pressure at openings, the wind 

velocity must also relate to the theoretical air velocity. If a constant factor was assumed 

similar to the pressure coefficient between the wind velocity and the theoretical air 

velocity given in ASHRAE Handbook (2009), then this relationship can be extended to 

wind velocity directly. Since the opening types and areas in this study are similar, the 

product of CD·A can also be treated as a constant for all the test cases. This suggests that 

a simple linear relationship between cross ventilation flow rate and the velocity through 

the opening should exist. 

An observation based on detailed analysis of wind and flow data at the inlet 

opening clarifies the relationship between wind velocity and flow rate. Since factors like 

the pressure coefficient from ASHRAE Handbook (2009) include the effect of the 

incident angle of the wind and effectively convert wind into its component normal to a 



 

façade, one can expect that the

relationship to the flow rate.  By further plotting the averaged wind and flow

larger time step and transforming the wind velocity to normal (to the inlet) component 

only, a more definite correlation

This relationship is shown in 

seven test cases were aggregated together into 1 minute intervals.

 

Figure 9: Further aggregated wind velocity vs. air exchange rate shows a more definite 

linear relationship: A) averaged every minute; B) averaged every minute and normal 

component only. 

By plotting only the velocity

Figure 9B reveals an even stronger linear relationship between wind velocity and the 

resulting cross ventilation flow rate through the openings

relationship is evident regardless of the opening configuration. 

all the data from test cases O1 to O7
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that the wind velocity normal to a façade has a definite 

relationship to the flow rate.  By further plotting the averaged wind and flow

and transforming the wind velocity to normal (to the inlet) component 

more definite correlation between wind velocity and air exchange rate

in Figure 9, where the flow rate and the wind data from the all 

seven test cases were aggregated together into 1 minute intervals. 

Further aggregated wind velocity vs. air exchange rate shows a more definite 

linear relationship: A) averaged every minute; B) averaged every minute and normal 

y plotting only the velocity components normal to the inlet at 1-minute interv

reveals an even stronger linear relationship between wind velocity and the 

resulting cross ventilation flow rate through the openings than Figure 9A

relationship is evident regardless of the opening configuration. While Figure 

test cases O1 to O7 (described in Table 1 and Figure 2) 

wind velocity normal to a façade has a definite 

relationship to the flow rate.  By further plotting the averaged wind and flow data at a 

and transforming the wind velocity to normal (to the inlet) component 

wind velocity and air exchange rate appears. 

flow rate and the wind data from the all 

 

Further aggregated wind velocity vs. air exchange rate shows a more definite 

linear relationship: A) averaged every minute; B) averaged every minute and normal 

minute intervals, 

reveals an even stronger linear relationship between wind velocity and the 

9A. This linear 

Figure 9 included 

 involving all 
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four opening configurations, and yet the combined data still shows the linear relationship. 

This finding suggests that in the case of a building with small openings, and the building 

characteristics such as the discharge coefficient and pressure coefficients are known, the 

cross ventilation airflow through the building could be estimated by measuring only 

approaching wind velocity and direction. This finding also supports the simplification of 

wind generated ventilation suggested by Mathews and Rousseau (1994) that used the 

pressure coefficient to link wind velocity and pressure. 

5.2.2 Effect of wind incident angle on flow rate 

Results in Table 3 also show that test case O7, where the prevailing wind 

direction is parallel to the openings (see Figure 2case D), has a significantly lower 

ventilation rate due to the east-west opening configuration, which is parallel to the 

prevailing wind direction (south). Since the results in 5.2.1showed that the driving force 

of the cross ventilation is the normal component of the wind velocity, this east-west 

velocity component must be generated by fluctuating wind directions. Further 

investigation of wind characteristics demonstrates that this directional change is caused 

by the lower frequency of lateral (horizontal plane) turbulence of the wind. A small 

sample of wind direction measured over time during test case O7 (described in Table 1 

and Figure 2) is plotted in Figure 10. This graph shows a distinctive pattern in the time-

varying fluctuations in wind direction, with a lower observable frequency, changing 

every 10 to 20 sec (compared to the higher frequency turbulence caused by the building 

itself observed at sub 1 sec intervals). With an average wind speed of 6 m/s, the 

characteristic length of the eddy which causes this direction change can be estimated 



 

between 60 to 120 meters in diameter. This characteristic length is comparable to 

of a city block (roughly 100 m in length and width). Since the test house is located 

downwind from the downtown area of the City of Austin with high rise buildings, the 

data suggest that the wind direction fluctuations were generated by the cluster o

buildings that are 10 kilometers upwind. 

 

Figure 10: Example of fluctuating wind directions at roughly 10 to 20 sec frequency 

shows the larger scale eddies might be generated by the 

corresponding characteristic length

The example above provides designers with some insight into how distant 

topography can affect wind approaching a building and potentially impact cross 

ventilation flows. However, the same finding seems to contradict the results
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between 60 to 120 meters in diameter. This characteristic length is comparable to 

of a city block (roughly 100 m in length and width). Since the test house is located 

downwind from the downtown area of the City of Austin with high rise buildings, the 

data suggest that the wind direction fluctuations were generated by the cluster o

buildings that are 10 kilometers upwind.  

Example of fluctuating wind directions at roughly 10 to 20 sec frequency 

shows the larger scale eddies might be generated by the distant cityscape due its 

nding characteristic length. 

The example above provides designers with some insight into how distant 

topography can affect wind approaching a building and potentially impact cross 

ventilation flows. However, the same finding seems to contradict the results 

between 60 to 120 meters in diameter. This characteristic length is comparable to the size 

of a city block (roughly 100 m in length and width). Since the test house is located 

downwind from the downtown area of the City of Austin with high rise buildings, the 

data suggest that the wind direction fluctuations were generated by the cluster of high rise 

 

Example of fluctuating wind directions at roughly 10 to 20 sec frequency 

due its 

The example above provides designers with some insight into how distant 

topography can affect wind approaching a building and potentially impact cross 

 by Chu et al. 
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(2011), who found that the primary driving force of the flow is the induced shear flow by 

local turbulence when the openings are parallel to the wind. A possible explanation for 

the difference in results presented by Chu et al. and this study is the experimental 

methods used in these two studies. While Chu et al. used wind tunnel methods to 

exclusively test a consistent wind direction, the study presented in this dissertation used 

full scale experiments with real wind, which included large eddy characteristics not 

reproduced by a wind tunnel. In this study, with fluctuations in wind directions caused by 

large landscape features located upwind seemingly driving cross ventilation, the local 

effects might be negligible when considering this scenario (prevailing wind parallel to 

inlet). 

5.3 EFFECT OF LOCAL BUOYANCY FLOW ON CROSS VENTILATION 

With full scale experiment results explained how some of the wind properties 

affect cross ventilation, the next step then was to determine what affects the air 

distribution once the wind driven flow enters a building. As described in methodology 

Section 4.1 , the full scale experiment case O8 to O10 (Table 1) provided data at 0W, 

350W and 700W but at different wind conditions. Therefore, to validate the CFD indoor 

flow model using these data required three separate simulations conducted using 

experimental pressure values and the heat flux as boundaries conditions. The CFD results 

were then validated using temperature at various locations (350W and 700W cases) and 

local mean age of air values (all three scenarios).Further CFD parametric analysis was 

also conducted to show the effect of increasing heat flux in local air mixing. 



 

5.3.1 Validation of CFD models

The first validation for the indoor CFD model is the

comparison for two cases of different heat fluxes. The 0W

because the adiabatic CFD simulation used provided no temper

entire house. Indoor temperatures were measured by the tracer gas monitors at 7 points 

shown in Figure 1. The CFD and experimental compari

first thing to note related to results in 

conducted on different days with different cross ventilation flow rates. The experiment in 

Scenario A was conducted with a 700W heat flux but at a higher air exchange rate (3.5 

hr-1), and Scenario B was conducted with a 350W heat flux but with a lower air exchange 

rate (1.8 hr-1). With the difference in 

temperature values in Scenarios A and B are not directly comparable

of results in graphs A and 

different measurement points

A and B are conducted with pressure and flow conditions matching the experimental 

results, therefore the validation 
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models by experiments with local buoyancy sources

The first validation for the indoor CFD model is the temperature profile 

comparison for two cases of different heat fluxes. The 0W (Table 3) case is not shown 

because the adiabatic CFD simulation used provided no temperature difference across the 

entire house. Indoor temperatures were measured by the tracer gas monitors at 7 points 

. The CFD and experimental comparison is shown in Figure 

related to results in Figure 11 is that the two validation cases were 

conducted on different days with different cross ventilation flow rates. The experiment in 

Scenario A was conducted with a 700W heat flux but at a higher air exchange rate (3.5 

), and Scenario B was conducted with a 350W heat flux but with a lower air exchange 

). With the difference in overall flow rates through the building, the 

temperature values in Scenarios A and B are not directly comparable and the comparison 

and B should relate only to the temperature variation between 

measurement points (C1- C7 in Figure 1). Also, CFD simulations in Scenar

A and B are conducted with pressure and flow conditions matching the experimental 

, therefore the validation can still be achieved in a case by case scenario

ources 

temperature profile 

case is not shown 

ature difference across the 

entire house. Indoor temperatures were measured by the tracer gas monitors at 7 points 

Figure 11. The 

is that the two validation cases were 

conducted on different days with different cross ventilation flow rates. The experiment in 

Scenario A was conducted with a 700W heat flux but at a higher air exchange rate (3.5 

), and Scenario B was conducted with a 350W heat flux but with a lower air exchange 

overall flow rates through the building, the 

and the comparison 

to the temperature variation between 

, CFD simulations in Scenarios 

A and B are conducted with pressure and flow conditions matching the experimental 

can still be achieved in a case by case scenario. 
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Figure 11: Temperature distribution comparison between experimental and CFD model 

values for: a) 700W scenario (3.5 ACH) and b) 350W scenario (1.8 ACH). The 0W 

scenario C is not included due to the adiabatic simulation used. 

 

Validation results in Figure 11 show distinct bias in temperature values in both 

scenarios, where the experimental values seems consistently lower than the CFD values 

in Scenario A, but higher than the CFD values in Scenario B. This could be explained by 

the test procedure where the heat source was left on overnight to establish the 

temperature profile. While the thermal mass was not a consideration for this study, 

gypsum wall board used in the interior wall construction would still absorb heat. In 

Scenario B with a lower heat flux and a considerably lower air exchange rate, the overall 

temperature of the interior wall might be higher when compared to scenario A. The 

higher temperature of the wall could then contribute to air temperatures during the test, 

resulting in the temperature bias observed. Despite the temperature bias in the two 

validation cases, the CFD simulated temperature for the 7 points in the test house were 

comparable to the experimental values within the uncertainty within each case. This 

finding suggests that the CFD model could predict temperature distribution through the 

house with combined wind and local buoyancy-driven air flow distribution.  

To evaluate CFD prediction accuracy regarding indoor air distribution, the 

measured and simulated mean age of air are compared for the same seven points (C1-C7, 

Figure 1). The age of air validations for three heating cases are presented in Figure 12. 

Similar to the temperature comparison, the age of air values between Scenarios A 

(700W), B (350W) and C (0W) are not directly comparable due to differences in air 



 

exchange rates encountered du

experimental results agree within the uncertainty in the majority of the measurement 

locations, reinforcing the validity of the CFD model to simulate internal air distribution in 

this investigation. 
 

Figure 12: Age of air comparison between experimental and CFD values for: a) 700W, b) 

350W, and c) 0W no local heating 

In addition to the validation of the CFD model in terms of age of air, there are 

several interesting observations that can be made from 
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exchange rates encountered during the experiments. Still, within each case, the CFD and 

experimental results agree within the uncertainty in the majority of the measurement 

locations, reinforcing the validity of the CFD model to simulate internal air distribution in 

Age of air comparison between experimental and CFD values for: a) 700W, b) 

350W, and c) 0W no local heating flux. 

In addition to the validation of the CFD model in terms of age of air, there are 

observations that can be made from Figure 12. Point C7 has very low 

ring the experiments. Still, within each case, the CFD and 

experimental results agree within the uncertainty in the majority of the measurement 

locations, reinforcing the validity of the CFD model to simulate internal air distribution in 

 

Age of air comparison between experimental and CFD values for: a) 700W, b) 

In addition to the validation of the CFD model in terms of age of air, there are 

. Point C7 has very low 
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age of air values compared the rest of the sampling points due to its location near the inlet 

opening where the majority of the air is from outside. Point C2 has the highest age of air 

also due to its location, a dead zone with little access to the cross ventilation stream. The 

most important observation is the age of air at point C5 relative to C4 in each case.  In 

cases A and B, where heat flux was introduced, the age of air value is comparable to 

point C4, the adjacent room. However, in case C, where no heat flux was introduced, age 

of air at C5 is significantly higher than at C4. This difference suggests that the heat flux 

significantly increased the mixing between C4 and C5. This observation is further 

explored in the parametric analysis of increasing heat flux in the next section. 

5.3.2 Effect of indoor buoyancy sources with increased intensity  

To investigate the effect of local interior heat fluxes on the cross ventilation flow 

distribution, a baseline air flow scenario must be used for all the parametric analysis 

(Section 4.3.1). This is to ensure that all the test cases will have the same cross 

ventilation scenario and not mask the effect of the local heat–source-driven flow. 

Therefore, the air flow property of the 700W experimental case (Scenario A in Figure 11) 

discussed previously was used as the baseline case cross ventilation flow condition. The 

simulated results in terms of air exchange rate (flow rate through the door normalized by 

room volume) in the heated room as well as age of air are shown in Figure 13.  

Figure 13 shows how the room air exchange rate in the heated room increases 

with the increase of heat flux for the indoor buoyancy source. At the same time, it shows 

how the age of air decreases with the increase of air mixing through the door that 

connects this room to the rest of the house. The results also show that the magnitude of 
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the increased mixing drops significantly as the heat flux increases as well. This delicate 

relationship between air exchange rate (an indication of air mixing through the door) and 

the heat flux captured by the prediction curve are captured in Figure 13 through 

regression analysis from the CFD result. 

 

Figure 13: Room air exchange rate inside the heated room increases as the heat flux 

increases, while age of age decreases. 

The air exchange rate prediction curve seems to share a general form of the 

theoretical relationship between the buoyancy source and the volume flux in a room by 

Morton et al. (1956) and Linden (1999), previously discussed in Section 2.2. The 

simplified equation M(Q) = C’(Q)
1/3 is similar to the empirical air exchange rate prediction 

curve y=1.1x0.33 shown in Figure 13. Any deviation between the theoretical prediction and 
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the simulation results might be indicating a subtle difference in the rate of volume flux being 

affected. In this investigation, this difference could be introduced by the presence of wind-

driven cross ventilation through the test house, which indicates that the CFD simulation was 

capturing the complex phenomenon of the combined wind and buoyancy flow near the door 

of the heated room. 

Another observation that can be made using the prediction curve is at the lower 

end of the heat flux range (Figure 13), where significant air exchange rates could be 

generated by relatively low heat flux values. In this specific room studied, a heat flux of 

100W creates over four air changes per hour to the rest of the house. This finding 

suggests that even a small heat source such as a light bulb, a computer, or a single 

occupant can create scenarios where buoyancy could significantly influence the overall 

air distribution in a building. The dynamic loading of these heating sources (often present 

or absent and at different locations) add to the complexity of possible air mixing 

scenarios. For any building designer to use cross ventilation in buildings, it is important 

to take into account the internal heat sources for determining realistic distribution and 

mixing of fresh air induced by wind through small openings. Generally the impact of 

natural ventilation could increase/improve due to these local small heat sources. 

5.4 COMBINED WIND TUNNEL AND CFD FLOW PREDICTION METHOD 

This section show the results related to the validation of the proposed method to 

predict the cross ventilation flow using a wind tunnel and CFD combined approach. The 

façade pressures obtained from the wind tunnel (Section 4.2) were processed and 

translated to boundary conditions for CFD simulations (Section 4.3.3 and 4.3.4).  The 
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validation for the CFD model in different flow scenarios (shown in Figure 2) are 

organized by the two investigation approaches, steady state and transient (Section 4.2). 

The steady state results were validated against the time averaged results from the full 

scale experiment under the same wind condition and flow scenarios. The transient results 

were validated against the instantaneous results of the full scale data, for the same wind 

conditions, air flows scenarios and for the investigated time period. 

5.4.1 Cross ventilation rate prediction using wind tunnel tracer test 

The wind tunnel tracer test results were compared to the full scale tracer tests 

results directly by matching the wind direction and ACH scale discussed in Chapter 4.2. 

The comparisons for the two monitored locations are show below in Figure 14:  

 

 

Figure 14: Wind tunnel tracer test results compared to full scale results at two locations: 

Outlet (C1, Figure 1) and Middle (C4, Figure 1). 
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Results in Figure 14show that the ACH from full scale and wind tunnel 

experiments are similar at the exhaust location (C1, Figure 1), while the results differ 

greatly for the measurement in the central part of the house (C4, Figure 1). In the case of 

the exhaust location, the decay results represent the decay of the entire house as the 

concentration at the exhaust represents the equivalent of a well-mixed house. However, 

the measurement at the central part of the house represents only the local concentration of 

decay gas, which can easily vary due to the internal flow distribution. These results show 

that the wind tunnel decay test can provide adequate estimation of the total cross 

ventilation flow rate, while not producing comparable internal flow distribution. The 

discrepancy in comparison of point C4 can be attributed to the difference in low 

Reynolds numbers for internal flow between the model and the full scale house, or the 

additional buoyancy driven mixing caused by small temperature differences in the full 

scale house. 

5.4.2 Validation of steady state CFD simulation 

With wind tunnel tracer method alone not able to predict internal flow 

distribution, CFD steady state analysis was the next method to be investigated. The 

coupled wind tunnel and CFD steady-state simulated results were first compared to the 

averaged full scale experimental results in term of air exchange rate. The air exchange 

rates were calculated from the volume flow rate through the inlet opening(s) divided by 

the volume of the test house from both simulated and experimental results. Additionally 

air exchange rates from full scale tracer gas tests are also shown. Figure 15 shows that the 
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coupled CFD simulation estimated air exchange rates are in agreement with the 

experimental values within the uncertainties. 

 

 

Figure 15: Overall air exchange rates comparison between the simulation and experiment 

results, where FM indicates results from flow meter, and tracer indicates results from 

tracer test. 

Figure 15 shows the agreement between the wind tunnel-CFD combined steady 

state analysis and the full scale experiment in terms of air exchange rates. This result 

indicates that the total flow rate through the building could be estimated using the wind 

tunnel–CFD combined method if averaged flow is the interest. However, indoor flow 

distribution from cross ventilation cannot be determined by average air exchange rate, 

and an age of air analysis was conducted for such purpose. 

To determine whether the coupled simulation method estimated the indoor flow 

distribution properly, a second comparison in term of age of air is shown in Figure 16. 
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Two locations were used in the comparison for each of the four opening configurations. 

Location A is at the center of the test house in the living room (Point C4, Figure 1), while 

location B is at the center of the master bedroom (Point C1, Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 16: Age of air comparison in-between the simulation and experiment results: A) 

center of the house in living room, point C4 in Figure 1, B) center of the master bedroom, 

point C1 in Figure 1. 

Both graphs, A and B, in Figure 16 show good agreement in-between measured 

and modelled age of air in SW and SE configurations. However, SEW and EW 

comparisons show a significant difference. While the cases SW and SE show agreement 

in values of age of air, cases SEW and EW have large discrepancy between the coupled 

CFD method values and the experimental values. One possible explanation for this 

discrepancy is the deficiency of the steady state simulation performed in the study.  

By using the steady state simulation, the inherit assumption is that the inlet and 

outlet conditions remain similar. However, wind driven ventilation is inherently dynamic 

and unsteady, and the unsteadiness can cause flow reversal in some scenarios. The cases 
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SW and SE in Figure 16 represent configurations with a well defined and consistent inlet 

and outlet, where the S opening was always the inlet and W and E openings were always 

the outlets. However, the cases SEW and EW had flow direction change at the E and W 

openings, where both E and W openings can act as inlets or outlets for certain time 

periods. In the cases of SW and SE, there was no flow direction change as the dominate 

inlet S dictated the flow direction, and the results show that in the case of one directional 

flow through the house, the prediction by the combined analysis is accurate. 

However, the SEW and EW scenarios encountered flow reversals. The alternating 

flow directions can happen quickly as the wind driven pressures around the house change 

with high frequency. The result could introduce significant back flow at those two 

openings (E and W), where the exhausted air was driven back through the opening and 

little fresh air was introduced as the direction of flow reverses. Since part of the 

exhausted air was getting back into the test house instead of all fresh air, the indoor tracer 

gas concentration remains higher that what would be with all fresh air, resulting in much 

higher age of air values (Figure 16, scenario SEW and EW).Since the steady CFD 

simulations were not able to capture the flow reversal and the recirculation of the 

exhausted air (inflow is always fresh air in CFD), the CFD to experiment comparison in 

SEW and EW scenarios in Figure 16 shows great inconsistency. 

Since the steady state CFD simulation is able to predict the average flow rate but 

not the flow distribution, it is similar to other model such as quasi-steady state zonal 

model can be made. Since multi-zone models are regularly used to assess average airflow 

through a building but cannot determine the air distribution in a space (Chen et al. 2010; 

Zhai et al. 2011), CFD is often used in addition for such purpose. Studies like Tan and 
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Glickman (2005) have combined a multi-zone model and CFD to utilize the strength of 

each modeling method. However, as the findings in the later in Section 5.4.5 show, the 

use of transient CFD model could be a better option to estimate the indoor air distribution 

from cross ventilation. 

When further comparing the steady state results to the prediction method in 

ASHRAE Fundamentals Chapter 16 (ASHRAE 2009) for wind driven ventilation flow, 

the ASHRAE method over-predicts the flow rate by as much as 25% in the simplest flow 

cases SW and SE. Since the ASHRAE method has only taken account of opening size 

and wind velocity, the error in its prediction is evident. This shows the potential to 

improve the existing method by a significant margin if further development of cross 

ventilation estimation method is continued. 

5.4.3 Validation of transient CFD simulation 

With the steady state CFD simulation still unable to produce adequate indoor air 

distribution prediction for some of the scenarios, the transient CFD simulation was next 

to be evaluated. The coupled wind tunnel and CFD transient simulated results conducted 

at 5 Hz (same as full scale measurement) were compared to the full scale experimental 

results in term of overall volume flow rate through the test house. Due to the complexity 

of the data (a plot of entire run would be illegible), a shorter one minute sample of the 

side-by-side experiment vs. CFD comparison is shown in Figure 17 in order to display 

the fluctuation of air flow rate over time.  
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Figure 17: One minute Example of 5 Hz flow rate comparison between full scale 

experiment and CFD for the SW scenario with the CFD results capturing the overall trend 

of the flow fluctuation demonstrated by the real wind driven flow 

The comparison in Figure 17 demonstrates a similar trend between the 

experimental data and CFD results, but with obvious differences in values at many time 

steps. Since a simple comparison did not provide adequate information about the relation 

between the experimental and CFD results, regression of the data is shown in Figure 18. 

These results demonstrate the correlation between the results. The regressions in Figure 

18 for scenarios SW and SE show certain correlations, echoing the agreement of CFD 

and experimental flow rates found in the steady state comparison However, the 

regressions for scenarios SEW showed reduced correlation while the EW showed almost 

no correlation.  This finding indicates that at the high frequency of 5 Hz, the coupled 
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wind tunnel and CFD analysis was able to capture the flow fluctuation trend for some 

scenarios (SW, SE), while incapable of predicting the fluctuation for other scenarios 

(SEW, EW). 

The results for scenarios SEW and EW presents a dismal finding. This could be 

attributed to the flow reversal at the E and W openings as discussed in Section 5.4.2. If 

the wind direction changes and the resulting flow reversal creates a temporary flow 

regime around the openings, then the wind tunnel tests which are conducted in steady 

state are not be able to produce similar façade pressures for these brief moments during 

flow reversal. While the necessity of knowing the high frequency flow rate might not be 

important in predicting flow rates (Etheridge 2000a; b), significant information could be 

gained in terms for indoor air distribution, further discussed in Section 5.4.5. 

 

 



 

Figure 18: Regression between the flow rates from full scale experiment and the CFD for 

the four flow scenarios tested with corresponding coefficient of determination (R

correlation coefficient (ρ), all processed at 5 Hz.

5.4.4 Impact of time averaging in wind fluctuation

While the results of high frequency prediction seem underwhelming

on time averaging effects of simulation uncovers an encouraging finding. 
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Regression between the flow rates from full scale experiment and the CFD for 

ow scenarios tested with corresponding coefficient of determination (R

correlation coefficient (ρ), all processed at 5 Hz. 

Impact of time averaging in wind fluctuation 

While the results of high frequency prediction seem underwhelming

time averaging effects of simulation uncovers an encouraging finding. Figure

 

Regression between the flow rates from full scale experiment and the CFD for 

ow scenarios tested with corresponding coefficient of determination (R2) and 

While the results of high frequency prediction seem underwhelming, the analysis 

Figure19shows 



 

two additional regression plot

5Hz. When comparing the correlation values of the SW scenario in 

the corresponding values in Figure

coefficient ρ improves as the time steps get larger. As time averaging neutralizes the 

effect of the largely over predicting and under predicting values, the wind tunnel and 

CFD couple methods seems to improve its performance in cross venti

prediction. While the SW scenario is shown here due to the distinct improvement over 

time averaging, the other remaining scenarios also showed significant improvement in 

correlation (details in Appendix, Paper 3). 
 

Figure19: Regression between experiment and the CFD flow rate processed at different 

frequencies for scenario SW.

the correlation between the CFD and experimental flow rates.
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two additional regression plots of the SW scenario processed at 1Hz and 0.1Hz instead of 

5Hz. When comparing the correlation values of the SW scenario in Figure 

Figure19, it is evident that both the R2 values and correlation 

coefficient ρ improves as the time steps get larger. As time averaging neutralizes the 

effect of the largely over predicting and under predicting values, the wind tunnel and 

CFD couple methods seems to improve its performance in cross ventilation flow rate 

While the SW scenario is shown here due to the distinct improvement over 

time averaging, the other remaining scenarios also showed significant improvement in 

correlation (details in Appendix, Paper 3).  

between experiment and the CFD flow rate processed at different 

. It is evident longer the time period for averaging, the better 

the correlation between the CFD and experimental flow rates. 

z and 0.1Hz instead of 

Figure 18 at 5Hz to 

and correlation 

coefficient ρ improves as the time steps get larger. As time averaging neutralizes the 

effect of the largely over predicting and under predicting values, the wind tunnel and 

lation flow rate 

While the SW scenario is shown here due to the distinct improvement over 

time averaging, the other remaining scenarios also showed significant improvement in 

 

between experiment and the CFD flow rate processed at different 

It is evident longer the time period for averaging, the better 
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The major finding from the transient analysis relates to the effect of time 

averaging on the accuracy of CFD flow prediction. Considering results in Figure 18, one 

can argue that the correlations between flow rate obtained from the coupled method and 

full scaled experiment are vague, with the best case occurring in the scenario SE. 

However, when the time averaging period increases, the coupled method is shown with 

improving results for the scenario SW, from R2= 0.3 (ρ=0.55) at 5 Hz to R2=0.54 

(ρ=0.73), demonstrated in Figure19. Similar improvements also can be found for other 

three scenarios, detailed in Appendix, Paper 3. There is a practical implication of the 

increase in prediction accuracy as the sampling frequency decreases, since there could be 

difficulties in obtaining high frequency wind data for a particular site. Designers often 

have to use low frequency measurement or historical weather data. Showing that wind 

tunnel and CFD coupled prediction method is more accurate at the lower frequency 

domain opens new questions and introduce a need for further development of this 

method. For example, with results in Section 5.2.2 indicating a cityscape generated 10-20 

second frequency wind direction fluctuations, perhaps a relatively low frequency CFD 

analysis can capture such behavior and better predict the resulting ventilation flow. 

5.4.5 Improvement of air distribution from transient CFD simulation 

Besides predicting the fluctuating flow rates, the transient CFD simulation also 

provided better estimation of indoor air distribution in scenarios involving highly 

unsteady wind with flow reversals. The effect of transient CFD simulation of fluctuating 

on age of air is shown in Figure 20, which is similar to Figure 16 but with an addition of 

transient results. While the age of air values from transient simulation for both locations 
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are similar to those of steady state simulation in SW and SE scenario, there is a definite 

improvement in the case of SEW and EW.  

 

 

Figure 20: Mean age of air comparison between the CFD steady state simulation, CFD 

transient simulation and experiment results: A) center of the house in living room, B) 

center of the master bedroom 

As shown in Figure 20, the predictions for scenario SEW and EW is considerably 

better for the transient model compared to the steady state one in Figure 16. Besides 

previously discussed reason of not accounting for flow reversal, steady state simulation 

also does not account for the “pushing and pulling” effect due to the directional changes 

of cross ventilation flow. Such flushing effect increases the mixing between the previous 

considered “dead zones” and the rest of the houses, therefore increasing the values of 

local age of air. The transient simulation captured some of this flushing effect, while still 

not accurate (not within the experimental error in case of SEW and EW), it presents a 

step forward in predicting the cross ventilation indoor air distribution using CFD. 
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5.5 IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

The findings from this thesis can be incorporated in the collective knowledge of 

cross ventilation in various practical ways. One of the most important contributions from 

the thesis is the holistic measurement of cross ventilation in the test house. Since no other 

work in the literature had provided similarly comprehensive measurements for a single 

building, the full scale study is an important benchmark for many other studies to come. 

The results from the full scale study also showed important relations between wind 

properties and resulting cross ventilation. Furthermore, the collected data is important as 

a validation tool for potential development of other theories and models. 

The findings from Objective two and three can serve even more practical 

purposes. While knowledge of indoor mixing mechanisms and cross ventilation 

prediction methods need to be further developed beyond this thesis, these findings are 

important first steps toward possible improvement of cross ventilation designs from 

guiding bodies such as ASHRAE. It is convincible to believe such refinement of natural 

ventilation related research can potentially evolve to additions or modifications of 

ASHRAE fundamentals which currently only provides basic and non-comprehensive 

methods/recommendations of designing for wind driven cross ventilation. The knowledge 

gained from the studies included in this thesis can also be considered as potential research 

tools which involving both measurement and simulation of wind driven cross ventilation. 

Researchers would benefit from these tools either by reproducing the measurement 

techniques used or refining the modeling approaches. Either way, the impact of this thesis 

is definitive in the natural ventilation field and its potential for improvement is worth 

noting.  
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6 Conclusions 

The research work presented in this thesis investigates various factors impacting 

flow of wind driven cross ventilation, including the effect of wind properties as well as 

the effect of local buoyancy flow. Furthermore, the dissertation also includes a novel 

method of investigating and predicting cross ventilation flow by combining wind tunnel 

and CFD techniques. Full results of each investigation are contained in Appendix Papers 

1-3a at the end of this dissertation. The major findings of this study can be summarized as 

follows: 

 

� Measured cross ventilation flow rates correlate very well to the prevailing wind’s 

velocity component normal to the inlet opening. This finding seems applicable for 

all angles regardless of whether the prevailing wind is largely normal to the 

opening. This finding also reinforces the assumption of using the orifice equation 

and pressure driven flows for the estimation of cross ventilation for buildings with 

small openings. 

� Given a stable total wind velocity, the factor that most affects the normal 

component is the changing of the wind’s approaching angle to the test building. 

This wind direction fluctuation can be attributed to the low frequency lateral 

eddies created  by  distant cityscape in the direction upwind of the test building 

(measured in kilometers), showing that topography that is far away could be an 

important factor in determining the true effects of cross ventilation. 

� CFD parametric analyses found that the local buoyancy flow from a point heat 

source significantly impacts the indoor air distribution even with a relatively 
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small amount of heat present. This finding suggests that even low levels of 

occupancy of a room, such as a person using electronic devices, can contribute 

enough driving force to replace room air every 10 minutes or less. Such revelation 

makes occupancy modeling important in predicting indoor air distribution when 

designing for natural ventilation.  

� The combined wind tunnel-CFD analysis can provide accurate estimation of the 

total cross ventilation flow rates in steady state. While the prediction for high 

frequency (5Hz) transient flow rate was not accurate, predictions made at 0.1 Hz 

or below are more accurate when compared to the aggregated full scale data. Such 

prediction could be adequate for practical cross ventilation flow rate estimation 

and have significant potential in aiding building designs. 

 

While obtaining important insights, these investigations also demonstrated the 

complexity and difficulty in predicting wind driven cross ventilation, and the additional 

work is needed to further advance the models and computational tools. More importantly, 

all of the investigations and the development of the combined prediction methods have 

been motivated by the intent to provide more accurate assessments of both energy and 

IAQ designs in buildings. More research in the area of cross ventilation will definitely 

continue to help achieve these goals. 
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PAPER 1 CROSS VENTILATION WITH SMALL OPENINGS: MEASUREMENTS IN A MULTI-

ZONE TEST BUILDING 

L. James Lo and Atila Novoselac 

(Submitted and accepted in Building and Environment, doi reference pending) 
 

Abstract 

Designing for wind driven cross ventilation is challenging due to the dynamic 

characteristics of wind. While numerous studies have used wind tunnels and 

computational fluid dynamics to study cross ventilation, few have utilized a full scale 

experimental approach. Thus, this paper provides measurements of wind properties, 

façade pressures, air flow rates through small window openings, and tracer gas 

concentrations for a multi-zone test building located in Austin, TX. This experimental 

data connects outdoor and indoor environments and demonstrates the dynamic nature of 

wind driven cross ventilation flow. Several interesting observations were made: (1) cross 

ventilation rate can be correlated to the velocity component of the approaching wind that 

is normal to the inlet openings; (2) obstructions that are far upwind of a building (e.g., 

kilometers) can have significant impacts on cross ventilation flows;(3) wind pressures on 

building façades are highly dynamic that a steady state assumption may not be 

appropriate; and (4) locations of openings that are leeward have a small impact on the 

overall flow rate, but significantly impact a building’s internal flow distribution. This 

paper provides the summary of the collected data, while the detailed dataset is available 

upon request. 
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Introductions 

Energy efficient buildings have been the goal for many architects, building 

engineers, and policy makers. While adding energy generation onsite, such as photo-

voltaic panels, can substantially decrease a building’s power draw from the electrical 

grid, reducing building energy consumption is also important, and in most cases, a more 

affordable solution(Parker 2009). One approach to reducing building energy consumption 

is to minimize the amount of energy required for ventilation by designing buildings with 

wind-driven cross ventilation. Engineers today are embracing cross ventilation designs 

used by many cultures for millennia. However, with the size, complex geometry, and 

density of buildings in today’s urban society, wind driven cross ventilation presents a 

challenging design problem. A primitive community could easily use prevailing wind due 

to simplistic dwelling designs and the lack of modern manmade landscapes. Compared to 

these pioneers, designers today must acquire more than just typical weather data to 

incorporate cross-ventilation, especially at crowded urban locations where wind flow 

patterns are complex. While these challenges are immense, current literatures does 

provide a few details and tools to help cross-ventilation designs. 

One tool used by researchers in attempts to simulate complex wind driven flows 

is computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Some researchers have used Large Eddy 

Simulation (LES) to successfully simulate wind and its predicted interaction between 

outdoor and indoor air flow (Hu et al. 2008; Jiang and Chen 2002; Kato et al. 1992). 

Unfortunately, LES has proven to be too resource costly for designers (Chen 2009 p. 2), 

and others have attempted to improve and simplify turbulence models for an affordable 

solution (Evola and Popov 2006; Tan and Glicksman 2005). Besides CFD simulations, 
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various wind tunnel based studies have also revealed useful information related to cross 

ventilation. For example, Ohba et al (2001) showed that cross-ventilation flow in a 

rectangular building model was dominated by outdoor eddies, while others showed that 

determining discharge coefficients in an orifice equation could be a better approach for 

predicting the flow (Chu and Wang 2010; Chu et al. 2009; Karava et al. 2007). A more 

recent study in a wind tunnel by Ji et al. (2011) found that cross ventilation is largely 

dependent on fluctuating wind directions. While these CFD and wind tunnel studies have 

furthered the understanding of cross ventilation, most of them lack full scale data for 

validation. Additionally, tested building types have mostly been limited to single zone 

buildings with large openings. Since many buildings are multi-zone with relatively small 

openings, the practical usages of this knowledge remain limited. 

While many researchers have focused on the dynamic nature of wind-driven flow, 

Etheridge (2000b) showed that the mean flow rate should be sufficient for ventilation 

design in most cases, and perhaps instantaneous changes in flow, often generated by wind 

turbulence, can be neglected. This seems to contradict the findings by Ohba and others, 

who suggest that dynamic outdoor wind characteristics translate to indoor flow 

conditions. The reason behind this difference could be the sizes of opening used in these 

studies. One can argue that in the case of a building with relatively small openings (e.g. 

windows), the dynamic characteristics of wind might have less of an impact due to the 

momentum and direction of the wind not transferring indoors through the small openings. 

Nevertheless, the question of whether or not the unsteady nature of wind is important to 

cross ventilation can be partially answered by a full scale experimental study. 

Unfortunately, full scale data for wind driven cross ventilation are scarce. Some of 
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applicable full scale experimental results were summarized by Zhai et al (2011), but the 

data provided were not comprehensive to cross ventilation. There are also full scale 

experimental studies related to structural engineering, such as Smith et al. (1994), who 

measured façade pressures as well as internal pressures in a full scale test building to 

validate the ASNI/ASCE-88 (1990) standard on structural wind loads. While their study 

focused on the impact of wind on structural integrity, a subset of data that included 

internal pressures with 2% wall porosity (the ratio of the opening-to-wall areas, assuming 

windows and doors were open) could be used for validating ventilation and air quality 

studies, as done by Chang and Meroney (2001). 

However, a general lack of full scale experimental data for cross ventilation is 

evident among the published literature, and perhaps for good reasons. Measurements in 

real weather conditions with real buildings require large efforts and resources and often 

tend to yield large measurement errors. In this paper, despite the difficulties, a series of 

detailed measurements were collected from a full-scale test house located in Austin, TX, 

including external wind conditions, indoor tracer gas concentrations, ventilation flow 

rates through openings, and façade pressures. These measurements captured real wind 

driven cross ventilation flows in a residential building that are difficult to reproduce in a 

wind tunnel or a CFD simulation model. The goal of this paper is to discuss several 

observations from the experimental dataset, as well as to share the data with the academic 

community as an experimental validation tool. Due to the extent of the experimental 

dataset, only a selected subset of processed data is presented in this paper. The complete 

experimental dataset is available to researchers by contacting the authors. 
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Experimental Methods 

The following sections present the experimental setup and instrumentation used, 

as well as a discussion on the quality of the data collected in a real building. Some 

challenges associated with conducting full scale experiments are also discussed. 

Building and Site Description 

A test house located at the University of Texas at Austin was used for full scale 

cross ventilation experiments. The south and east sides of the test house are unobstructed 

for approximately 200 meters, while the west and south sides are unobstructed for only 

50and 15 meters, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The vegetation surrounding the 

building consists of weeds, which were periodically mowed during the test period so that 

the maximum height did not exceed one meter. There is a minor obstruction on the west 

side (a 1.5 meter high stack of metal frame), but it is far enough away to not affect the 

incoming prevailing wind from the south. Notable larger structures, including the 

intersection of two large highways with multiple overpasses approximately 15 meters 

high, are located approximately 2 km south-southwest of the house. The downtown city 

center of the City of Austin, with a high density of high-rise buildings, is approximately 

10 km south. 
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Figure 1 Photo of the test house and satellite image of the experimental site 

with the distance to obstructions and coordinate systems labeled 

 

The test house is a double-wide manufactured home with three bedrooms and two 

bathrooms. The dimensions of the house are 13.2m long along the north-south side, 8.3m 

wide, and 3.5m tall with a 20° pitched roof. The house is elevated by a 0.8m high crawl 

space. The volume of the house, excluding walls and mechanical rooms, is 250m3. Since 

the house is aligned to the site, but not the absolute direction (approximately 5 degrees to 

the west), a relative coordinate system aligned to the house orientation was used, with the 

line perpendicular to the north façade deemed as 0 degrees instead of due north. All 

experiments were conducted with prevailing south winds, with the average wind direction 

within five degrees from 180° (i.e., facing the southern wall). This ensured a relatively 

consistent wind direction and profile throughout the experiments. Three different 



 

windows were used as cross ventilation openings for the study, enabling combinations of 

two and three-opening test scenarios for the experiments. A graphical representation of 

the openings and sensor locations is shown in Figure 2. The openings are half

windows. The area of the opening labeled “FM1” is 0.26 m

and FM3 are identical, with areas of 0.21m

porosity (or the ratio of the opening

comparable to other studies of small openings, such as Chu et al.

 

Figure 2 Schematics of the test house instrumentation: A

wind (W1-W5) and flow measurements (FM1

house; and B) Pressure taps (P1=P9) located on the exterior walls
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s cross ventilation openings for the study, enabling combinations of 

opening test scenarios for the experiments. A graphical representation of 

the openings and sensor locations is shown in Figure 2. The openings are half

rea of the opening labeled “FM1” is 0.26 m2 (0.84m x 0.31m), and FM2 

and FM3 are identical, with areas of 0.21m2 (0.67m x 0.31m). This brings the wall 

porosity (or the ratio of the opening-to-wall areas) between 0.5% and 1%, which is 

udies of small openings, such as Chu et al.(2009). 

Schematics of the test house instrumentation: A) tracer gas (C1

W5) and flow measurements (FM1-FM3) located in and around the test 

house; and B) Pressure taps (P1=P9) located on the exterior walls 

s cross ventilation openings for the study, enabling combinations of 

opening test scenarios for the experiments. A graphical representation of 

the openings and sensor locations is shown in Figure 2. The openings are half-opened 

(0.84m x 0.31m), and FM2 

(0.67m x 0.31m). This brings the wall 

wall areas) between 0.5% and 1%, which is 

 

) tracer gas (C1-C7), 

FM3) located in and around the test 
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Instrumentation 

Due to the diversity of data measured in the test house, various instruments were 

used. The overall goal of the measurements was to simultaneously capture the external 

wind conditions, the pressure applied to the façade due to the wind, and the distribution 

of air flow rates through the building. The instruments used are summarized in the Table 

1and further explained in detail in this section. The accuracy provided is strictly 

instrumentation accuracy; additional uncertainty was also introduced to the results due to 

several measurement conditions, which is further discussed in Section 2.3. 

 

Table 1 Summary of Instrumentation 

Purpose Instrument 
Brand/ Model 

Accuracy 

Wind speed and 
direction at 5 Hz 

Ultrasonic anemometer 
R.M.Young/81000 

Velocity (m/s)/ ±1% 
Direction (degree)/ ±2° 

Flow rate through the 
openings at 5 Hz 

Pitot tube grid 
Shortridge Instruments/Velgrid 

Flow rate (m3/hr) ±3% 

Façade pressure, flow 
rate through the 
openings at 5 Hz 

Pressure transducer 
Energy Conservatory/DG-700, 
DG-500 

Pressure (Pa) ±0.2 Pa 

Tracer gas 
concentration at 0.1 Hz 

CO2 sensor 
General Electric/Telaire 7001 

Concentration (PPM)/ 
±5% 

 

External wind measurements  

For measuring wind conditions, five ultrasonic anemometers were used to record 

wind velocity, azimuth, and elevation at a frequency of 5Hz, which was used to match the 

data collected by flow stations installed at the openings (Table 1). The placement of the 

anemometers is shown in Figure 2. Sensor W1, which measures the approaching wind 

characteristics, was positioned 13 meters upwind from the house. The height of this 
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approaching wind measurement was set above the highest point of the house at four 

meters above the ground, limited by the available supporting structure. This height is 

below the standard height of 10 meters for velocity measured at airports. However, for 

unobstructed flow, the wind velocity follows the logarithmic profile and for the given 

profile, the velocity at any height, including 10m, can be estimated (Skibin and Businger 

1985). For this purpose, a wind profile was determined from a set of separate experiments 

where the wind speed was measured at five points up to 4meters for prevailing wind 

directions. The resulting profile follows the log function is shown in Figure 3, and was 

used to predict wind speed values at 10 meters, which allows for comparison to other 

studies. The remaining four sensors around the test house, sensors W2-W5, were placed 

at the window height, providing a measurement of the local air movement immediately 

near the openings. Sensor W5 was placed one meter away from the middle of the south 

wall to measure wind conditions immediately prior to impacting the south façade. 

Sensors W2, W3 and W4 were placed directly outside of each opening, which provided 

details on the exterior airflow behavior near the openings. Finally the anemometers were 

set at the fastest setting (5 Hz), which provided near real time recording of wind 

conditions. 
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Figure 3 Wind speed at the experimental site follows the theoretical log wind 

profile 

 

Cross ventilation flow rate measurements at the openings 

Pressure-based flow meters were used to measure the volumetric flow rate at each 

window opening. Flow sensor positions are provided in Figure 2, labeled as FM1, FM2, 

and FM3. Each of these flow stations consists of two modified 16 point Pitot tube arrays, 

which enabled the measurement of the average dynamic pressure difference across the 

opening (averaged across 32 measurement points).To convert the measured pressure 

difference to a volumetric flow rate, an additional calibration experiment was conducted 

in a laboratory wind tunnel using various known flow rates (provided by a calibrated fan) 

to produce a correlation. The pressure transducers (Table 1) that were used were able to 

record data reliably down to 5 Hz, hence the overall data recording rate limitation.  
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Tracer Concentration Measurements 

For monitoring the overall air exchange rate and determining the extent of indoor 

air mixing and the incoming air distribution, experiments with tracer gas were conducted 

simultaneously as the flow rate measurements (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996).  CO2 was 

used as the tracer gas (injected to an elevated level compare to the background 

concentration) and its concentration was measured by seven CO2 sensors installed 

throughout the test house (locations C1 to C7 in Figure 2). The CO2 sensors recorded 

every 10 seconds (which was the lower limit of the response time of the instrument). The 

total air exchange rate of the house could then be determined by either decay or constant 

injection methods using the concentration at the outlets. The tracer gas measurements in 

each individual room were also used to calculate the local age of air and to describe the 

indoor flow patterns resulting from cross ventilation. 

 

Façade Pressure Measurements 

To gather the façade pressure data around the test house, pressure taps were 

installed in all four exterior walls (P1 to P9 in Figure 2) and connected to pressure 

transducers that were identical to those used for the instantaneous flow measurements. 

These façade pressures are also recorded at 5 Hz; thus, all of the wind, flow rate, and 

pressure data could be synchronized. A total of nine façade pressure taps were installed (a 

number that was limited by the number of pressure transducers available). Four of the 

nine taps were installed on the south facing wall to capture the prevailing south wind, one 

measuring at each of the middle, top, east, and west areas of the south wall. Two of the 
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taps were installed on the east wall and two on the west wall, all measuring pressure 

fluctuations as wind direction varied. The remaining tap was installed on the north wall in 

order to record the leeward façade pressure. 

Measurement Quality Assurance 

When taking measurements in a real building environment at full scale, there are 

always difficulties that introduce additional errors compared to a controlled environment 

such as a wind tunnel. Below is a list of various precautions that were taken to ensure the 

measurement accuracy, followed by a discussion of some of the specific challenges in 

address uncertainty that were encountered in the study. 

 

� Pressure and tracer gas sensors were calibrated in the laboratory by using 

known pressure and known concentrations of tracer gas. These sensors were 

also tested in the field by comparing results from co-location tests. 

� Each of three flow stations installed at the windows was calibrated multiple 

times across a range of known flow rates using a laboratory wind tunnel and 

a calibrated fan.  

� A blower door test revealed that infiltration flow was small relative to the 

flow through windows. The infiltration rate was estimated to be less than 0.5 

ACH at comparable operating pressures. This estimated infiltration is 

included in the uncertainty for the flow rate measurement, as discussed in 

Section 2.3.1 below. 

� Air flow rate measurements at both inflow and outflow windows showed 

large differences at times. This was most likely attributed to specific wind 
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conditions at the outlet, which significantly affected the measurement, as 

discussed in Section 2.3.1. 

� Both constant injection and decay-based tracer gas methods were used due to 

the possibility of non-established flow affecting the decay test results. 

However, tracer gas tests are also prone to significant error at times, as 

discussed in Section 2.3.2. 

 

Uncertainty of flow rate at openings 

The flow station described in Section2.2.2 was designed with the assumption that 

the wind flow is normal to the opening with a steady balanced (non-skewed parabolic) 

pressure field. However, actual wind conditions frequently change direction and generate 

an unsteady flow field at the openings. This fluctuation makes the flow condition at the 

opening sometimes significantly different from the design assumptions and increases 

measurement uncertainty. This scenario is especially problematic when the flow through 

the opening is opposite the wind direction illustrated in Figure 4, where the competing 

flows from outflow air and wind lead to in accurate measurements. 

 

Figure 4 Uneven flow at the opening with competing wind causes significant 

error for flow measurements 
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The result of such competing flows can be explored in detail with an example of 

pressure data collected at the east window flow station (FM2), as shown in Figure 5. The 

measured pressure deviation is defined as the difference in total pressure measured 

between two sides (north and south) of the single flow meter, where a deviation of zero 

means the pressure field is balanced and a larger value means the flow is skewed. This 

graph shows that when the wind direction fluctuates to the southeast (<180°), an uneven 

pressure field is generated, which can produce both inflow and outflow at the same 

opening, leading to inaccurate flow measurements. Since this scenario only appears at the 

outlet opening that opposes the wind, the inlet flow rate was used as the primary 

measurement of the instantaneous flow rate through the building. However, even when 

the outlet showed valid measurements (non-skewed flow), there were still differences 

between inflow and outflow measurements. While this can be partially contributed to 

infiltration, the installation of the flow meter itself likely contributes to the remaining 

difference. This difference was then considered as the combined uncertainty for the flow 

rate measurement at 15% on average, which translates to approximately 1 air change per 

hour in error. 
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Figure 5 Unsteady pressure field at FM2 due to wind direction fluctuation  

 

Uncertainty of tracer gas tests 

Figure 1 shows the locations of CO2 monitors used for tracer tests. Due to the 

point measurements made by such instrumentation, tracer gas tests usually assume steady 

flow and well-mixed conditions (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996). However, wind driven 

cross ventilation meets neither criterion. Fluctuating wind velocity and direction creates 

non-steady flow into the building, which prevents well-mixed conditions. Van 

Buggenhout et al. (2009) showed that even in a mechanically ventilated room, tracer gas 

measurements can yield large errors depending on the placement of sensors. Demmers et 

al. (2000) also concluded that tracer gas methods tend to overestimate the airflow rate in 

naturally ventilated settings. Nevertheless, tracer tests still provide valuable data for 

comparison to pressure based measurements, as well as age of air information, which is 

helpful for determining the distribution of air flows throughout the house. Due to the 

possibility of non well-mixed conditions, the placement of the CO2 monitors introduces 
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another limitation to accurately quantifying uncertainty in the concentration 

measurements. For the experiments in this paper, the CO2 sensors were placed at 

locations thought to be best describing the average flow rate for each room. For example, 

in the cases of a clear outlet (test cases O1 and O2), the CO2 monitor was placed near the 

outlet openings to obtain the best measurement. For lack of a better method of estimating 

uncertainty stemming from sensor positioning, a range of values from previous findings 

were used. The minimum amount of uncertainty was estimated as 10% (Van Buggenhout 

et al. 2009), and the maximum amount was estimated as 18% (Demmers et al. 2000). 

 

Test Cases and Flow Scenarios 

To test various cross ventilation flow paths with different openings, four different 

opening configurations were selected, shown in Figure 6. Three of these four 

configurations (A, B and C) were tested with two different tracer gas methods, while the 

remaining configuration (D) was tested with decay method only (discussed in Section 

2.5.1). This resulted in seven experimental test cases separated, as shown in Table 2.Test 

cases O1 through O6 provide cross ventilation scenarios involving both two and three 

openings, all with a designated inlet on the south façade open to the prevailing wind. 

Each of the three opening combinations was investigated using both decay and constant 

injection tracer methods, thus providing six test cases. Test case O7 (opening 

combination D) was only investigated using decay methods due to the lack of a clear 

distinct inlet (i.e,. there was no opening normal to prevailing wind). Test case O7 also 

provides interesting insight into situations where openings to the prevailing wind are not 

possible, and the cross ventilation flow is driven less by wind velocity. 



 

 

 

Figure 6 Four tested opening cases illustrated: A) South inlet 

B) South inlet - East outlet; C) South inlet and East, West outlets; D) East

openings can be both inlet or outlet
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Four tested opening cases illustrated: A) South inlet - 

East outlet; C) South inlet and East, West outlets; D) East

t or outlet 

 West outlet; 

East outlet; C) South inlet and East, West outlets; D) East-West 
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Table 2 List of 7 test cases with 4 different opening configurations and 2 

tracer techniques 

Case Openings Tracer Method Description 

O1 A-SW Decay 
South and west windows, FM1 and FM3, 2 
openings 

O2 A-SW 
Constant 
Injection 

South and west windows, FM1 and FM3, 2 
openings 

O3 C-SEW Decay 
South, East and West windows, FM 1,2 and 3, 
3 openings 

O4 C-SEW 
Constant 
Injection 

South, East and West windows, FM 1,2 and 3, 
3 openings 

O5 B-SE Decay 
South and East window, FM1and FM2, 2 
openings 

O6 B-SE 
Constant 
Injection 

South and East window, FM1and FM2, 2 
openings 

O7 D-EW Decay 
East and West window, FM2 and FM3, 2 
openings 

 

Experimental Procedures 

Each experiment was conducted when the local weather satisfied two criteria. 

First, the prevailing wind speed had to be high enough for the wind and pressure sensors 

to measure accurately (i.e., V > 2m/s). Second, the prevailing wind direction had to be 

within fifteen degrees from due south on average(calculated from the previous hour) in 

order to minimize both the effects of surrounding terrain and errors in flow 

measurements. All visible leakage of the experimental setup, include the HVAC vents 

and returns, as well as cracks around the intentional window openings were sealed prior 

to each experimental run to minimize potential undetected flow through passageways 

other than the intended rectangular openings. 
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Conducting Tracer Gas Tests 

One of the two tracer methods, either decay or constant injection, was conducted 

for each of the tests. For the decay tests, the window openings were first sealed and CO2 

tracer gas was injected at seven locations (one in each room). Oscillating fans were used 

to promote mixing until indoor CO2 concentrations reached approximately 3500 ppm in 

most locations (a value that is near the upper detection limit of the CO2 monitors). At this 

time, simultaneous data recording for all measurements (including wind, flow rate, and 

pressure) was started and the façade openings were unsealed, signaling start of a decay 

test run. Data collection was terminated when the CO2 concentration reduced to near the 

background level. 

Since the sudden unsealing of the openings during a decay test might produce a 

situation where a certain period of time is required for indoor flow to fully establish, 

separate constant injection tests were also conducted for the applicable test cases. Prior to 

these tests, the openings were not sealed to allow a stable (but unsteady) cross ventilation 

flow to develop. CO2 was then injected using a fine sprayer near the inlet window (i.e., 

the south window facing the prevailing wind) at the beginning of the data collection. A 

mass flow controller was used for injection to provide a known constant flow rate of CO2. 

As in the cases of decay tests, instrumentation continued to record until the CO2 

concentration reached steady state. No constant injection test was performed with test 

case O7 because there was no clear inlet for that specific east-west opening condition. 
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Post Processing of Measurements 

Due to the use of multiple computers and software during data collection, time 

synchronization of the data points was important. While all of the computers used for 

data collection have the system time synchronized prior to each test, each of the 

instruments still report data at a slightly different time. Therefore, after the data were 

collected, custom written software was used to combine all of the data points from all 

instruments to the same time step. The resulting post processed data included wind 

conditions, flow, and pressure measurements all measured at the same time step. This 

process enabled all of the instantaneous (defined as 0.2 second averaged values in this 

paper) data to be examined collectively. The compiled data and analysis are shown in the 

following results and discussion sections, and the complete dataset is available for 

researchers upon inquiry to the corresponding author. 

 

Results and discussion 

The combined wind, pressure, tracer gas, and flow rate data are first tabulated 

then discussed. While numerous results could be extracted from this combined dataset, 

several interesting observations related to various aspects of wind driven cross ventilation 

are discussed after the summary of results. 

Summary of the results 

Due to the size of the collected dataset, it is not feasible to provide the complete 

time series (recorded at 5 Hz) for each measurement. Instead, average values for these 

measurements for all 7 test cases are tabulated below in Table 3. Air exchange rates 

obtained from both flow stations (FM ACH) and tracer methods (Tracer ACH) are 
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presented first, as well as the differences between them. Average wind conditions (W1-

W5 in Figure 2) around the test house are also presented for comparing test conditions 

between cases. For wind induced pressures, the average façade pressures for the nine taps 

(P1 to P9 in Figure 2) are also included. Finally, the age of air for each test location (C1 

to C7 in Figure 2) is also provided to show the air distribution inside the house. It is 

important to consider that the values provided in Table 3 are averaged over each test case 

and do not contain time dependent information.  

 

Table 3 Average values of flow rate, wind properties, and pressure 

distribution results  
Test Case O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 

Openings Configuration A (SW) A (SW) C (SEW) C (SEW) B (SE) B (SE) D (EW) 

Tracer Method D1 C1 D C D C D 

Overall flow rates measured by flow meters and tracer methods (See Figure 2 for locations) 

FM ACH (1/hr, ±15%) 7.7 7.9 7.4 7.5 7.8 5.5 2.8 

Tracer ACH (1/hr, ±18%) 8.6 8.9 8.4 8.2 8.4 6.7 2.9 

ACH Diff. (Tracer – FM) +10.9% +11.6% +12.1% +10.0% +7.1% +17.8% +3.4% 

Wind velocities, directions and turbulence intensity2 around the test house (See Figure 2 for locations) 

W1 velocity (m/s, ±1%) 7.4 6.8 6.1 6.3 7.9 5.9 5.7 

W1 direction(S=180, ±2°) 172 180 170 172 165 175 168 

W1 turbulence intensity 30% 25% 28% 26% 26% 25% 25% 

W2 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.4 2.6 2.5 

W2 direction (S=180, ±2°) 176 195 171 176 157 180 167 

W2 turbulence intensity 41% 40% 41% 42% 40% 42% 42% 

W3 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 4.7 3.6 3.8 3.8 5.7 3.7 3.8 

W3 direction (S=180, ±2°) 174 180 188 188 176 192 175 

W3 turbulence intensity 51% 59% 49% 51% 35% 51% 44% 

W4 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 3.4 4.6 4.3 4.4 5.4 4.0 3.9 

W4 direction (S=180, ±2°) 194 181 164 168 155 171 161 

W4 turbulence intensity 34% 30% 32% 31% 30% 33% 31% 

W5 velocity (m/s, ±1% ) 2.4 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.3 1.9 1.8 
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W5 direction (S=180, ±2°) 158 170 157 161 179 180 171 

W5 turbulence intensity 47% 49% 46% 46% 44% 48% 48% 

Façade pressures measured on exterior walls (See Figure 2 for locations) 

P1 (Pa) 19.9 17.9 14.5 15.6 14.4 10.6 15.6 

P2 (Pa) 24.5 21.1 16.7 18.0 19.4 13.1 17.3 

P3 (Pa) 20.2 14.1 14.4 15.4 17.6 10.5 16.3 

P4 (Pa) 8.4 10.9 6.9 7.6 -1.1 3.6 8.6 

P5 (Pa) -6.4 -7.4 -2.7 -3 -9.7 -6.8 1.0 

P6 (Pa) -6.5 -5.2 -1.6 -1.5 -10.0 -5.4 2.2 

P7 (Pa) -3.9 -7.9 -7.2 -6.7 -23.2 -9.9 -2.8 

P8 (Pa) -10.7 -14.7 -11.7 -12.1 -31.0 -15.3 -7.2 

Age of air indoors 

C1 (hour) 0.12 0.11 0.19 0.12 0.30 0.21 0.32 

C2(hour) 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.43 0.33 0.37 

C3 (hour) 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.12 0.28 

C4 (hour) 0.11 0.22 0.12 0.23 0.12 0.15 0.34 

C5 (hour) 0.37 0.34 0.22 0.12 0.34 0.25 0.40 

C6 (hour) 0.13 0.11 0.18 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.50 

C7 (hour) 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.75 

1 D = decay method, C = constant injection method 

2 Turbulence intensity averaged over entire test period and included various eddy sizes 

 

The air exchange rate comparison shows a consistent discrepancy between the 

tracer gas method and window flow meter method. The average air exchange measured 

with the tracer gas technique is consistently larger than that obtained by flow meters 

positioned at the openings. This difference can be explained by the positioning of tracer 

gas sampling points when the space being measured is not well mixed. In our case, it is 

possible that the wind driven indoor flow created regions of fresh air instead of mixing 

the space completely. Sensors placed by the outlet windows might be inside or near these 

fresh air zones, which would lead to higher estimates of air exchange rates. Other studies 
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have also reported this phenomenon. Demmers et al. (2000) showed up to 18% over-

estimation when using tracer methods in naturally-ventilated spaces. This is in the range 

of over-predictions reported in Table 3, suggesting that the flow rate measurements by 

the flow station may be more accurate than measurements by tracer method in this case. 

This difference in flow rate measurement is only one of the interesting results observed. 

The following sections explore these results in greater details. 

Relation between approaching wind and resulting flow rate 

The conventional way of estimating cross ventilation is to treat the inlets as 

simple openings with known velocity profile. The cross ventilation rate, expressed as a 

flow rate through an opening, can then be estimated by the orifice equation, as expressed 

(Karava et al. 2007) as: 

 

 Q = CD · A · Vth,  

 

where Q is the flow rate through the opening, CD is the discharge coefficient 

describing the opening’s effect on flow, A is the area of the openings, and Vth is the 

theoretical air velocity through the opening driven by the dynamic pressure at the 

opening. Because the wind velocity is the driving force for pressure, the wind velocity 

must also relate to the theoretical air velocity. If we assume a constant factor similar to 

the pressure coefficient between the wind velocity and the theoretical air velocity given 

in ASHRAE Handbook (2009), then the linear relation can be extended between the flow 

rate and wind velocity. Since the opening types and areas in this study are similar, the 

product of CD · A can be treated as a constant for all the test cases. This suggests that a 



 

simple linear relation between cross ventilation flow rate and the velocity through the 

opening should exist. 

However, by simply plotting the 

exchange rates measured by the flow meter (from Table 3) in Figure 7, there seems to be 

no clear relation between the approaching wind velocity and the air exchange rate. This 

may be caused by the data averaging or

relation between the wind speed and the air exchange rate is visible with further 

aggregation of the data. 

 

Figure 7 Wind Speed vs. ACH averaged over the entire test period shows an 

unclear correlation 

 

A more detailed analysis of wind and flow data at the inlet opening shows an 

interesting observation that can clarify the relation between wind velocity and flow rate. 

Since factors such as pressure coefficients from ASHRAE Handbook 
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simple linear relation between cross ventilation flow rate and the velocity through the 

However, by simply plotting the seven average wind speeds and average air 

exchange rates measured by the flow meter (from Table 3) in Figure 7, there seems to be 

no clear relation between the approaching wind velocity and the air exchange rate. This 

may be caused by the data averaging or the non uniformity of assumed constants. Clearer 

relation between the wind speed and the air exchange rate is visible with further 

 

Wind Speed vs. ACH averaged over the entire test period shows an 

more detailed analysis of wind and flow data at the inlet opening shows an 

interesting observation that can clarify the relation between wind velocity and flow rate. 

Since factors such as pressure coefficients from ASHRAE Handbook (2009)

simple linear relation between cross ventilation flow rate and the velocity through the 

seven average wind speeds and average air 

exchange rates measured by the flow meter (from Table 3) in Figure 7, there seems to be 

no clear relation between the approaching wind velocity and the air exchange rate. This 

the non uniformity of assumed constants. Clearer 

relation between the wind speed and the air exchange rate is visible with further 

Wind Speed vs. ACH averaged over the entire test period shows an 

more detailed analysis of wind and flow data at the inlet opening shows an 

interesting observation that can clarify the relation between wind velocity and flow rate. 

(2009) incorporate 
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the effect of the wind incident angle, the component of wind velocity normal to the 

facade should have a major impact on the resulting ventilation flow rate. By plotting the 

averaged wind and flow data at a smaller time step (10 seconds, Figure 8a) and 

transforming the wind velocity to normal (to the inlet) component only, a better 

correlation between normal wind velocity and air exchange rate appears (Figure 8b).This 

relation is expressed in Figure 8, where the flow rate and the wind data from the all seven 

test cases were aggregated together into 1 minute intervals and plotted. 

 

Figure 8 Further aggregated wind velocity vs. air exchange rate plot shows a 

more definite linear relation: A) averaged every minute; B) averaged every minute 

and normal component only 

 

Figure 8 first demonstrates the effects of long data averaging periods. Figure 8a 

shows a stronger linear relation between the measured air exchange rate and wind 

velocity than the overall averaged value in Figure 7. Moreover, by plotting only the 

velocity components normal to the inlet, again at 1-minute intervals, Figure 8b reveals an 

even stronger linear relation between wind velocity and the resulting cross ventilation 

flow rate through the openings. This linear relation is evident regardless of the opening 
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configuration. The test cases O1 to O7 involved 4 different opening configurations and 

yet the combined data still shows the linear relation. This finding suggests that in the case 

of a building with small openings, if the building characteristics such as the discharge 

coefficient and pressure coefficients are known, the cross ventilation airflow through the 

building could be estimated by measuring only approaching wind velocity and direction. 

This finding supports the simplification of wind generated ventilation suggested by 

Mathews and Rousseau (1994) that used the pressure coefficient to link wind velocity 

and pressure. 

Effect of wind incident angle on flow rate 

Results in Table 3 also show that test case O7,where the prevailing wind direction 

is parallel to the openings(see Figure 6part D), has a significantly lower ventilation rate 

due to the east-west opening configuration, which is parallel to the prevailing wind 

direction (south). Since the results in Section 3.2 showed that the driving force of the 

cross ventilation is the normal component of the wind velocity, this east-west velocity 

component must be generated by fluctuating wind directions. Further investigation of 

wind characteristics demonstrates that this directional change is caused by the lower 

frequency of lateral (horizontal plane) turbulence of the wind. A small sample of wind 

direction measured over time during test case O7 is plotted in Figure 9. This graph shows 

a distinctive pattern in the time-varying fluctuations in wind direction, with a lower 

observable frequency, changing every 10 to 20 sec (compared to the higher frequency 

turbulence caused by the building itself observed at sub 1 sec intervals). With an average 

wind speed of 6 m/s, the characteristic length of the eddy which causes this direction 

change can be estimated between 60 to 120 meters in diameter. This characteristic length 
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is comparable to a size of a city block (roughly 100 m in length and width). Since the test 

house is located downwind from the downtown area of the City of Austin with high rise 

buildings, the data suggest that the wind direction fluctuations were generated by the 

cluster of high rise buildings that are 10 kilometers upwind. 

 

 

Figure 9 Example of fluctuating wind directions at roughly 10 to 20 sec 

frequency shows the larger scale eddies might be generated by the city blocks due its 

corresponding characteristic length 

 

The example above provides designers with some insight into how distant 

topography can affect wind approaching a building and potentially impact cross 

ventilation flows. However, the same finding seems to contradict the results by Chu et al. 

(2011), who found that the primary driving force of the flow is the induced shear flow by 
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local turbulence when the openings are parallel to the wind. A possible explanation for 

the difference in results presented by Chu et al. and this study is the experimental 

methods used in these two studies. While Chu et al. used wind tunnel methods to 

exclusively test a consistent wind direction, this study used full scale experiments with 

real wind, which included large eddy characteristics not reproduced by a wind tunnel. In 

this study, with fluctuations in wind directions caused by large landscape features located 

upwind seemingly driving cross ventilation, the local effects might be negligible when 

considering this scenario (prevailing wind parallel to inlet). 

Wind induced pressure flow 

While the results in Section 3.2 linked cross ventilation flow rates to the 

approaching wind velocity, the agreement to the orifice equation still suggests that the 

flow is pressure driven. To aid engineers in designing for naturally-ventilated buildings, 

ASHRAE Handbook (2009) Chapter 24, Airflow around Buildings, provides equations 

and tables to estimate the pressure on the façade of buildings. By tabulating the incident 

angle of the approaching wind to a specific pressure coefficient, ASHRAE’s method 

allows engineers to estimate the façade pressure at a specific section of a wall by using 

wind velocity and the corresponding pressure coefficient. Such practice is sound if the 

fluctuations in velocity and direction can be neglected. However, real wind is unsteady 

and its fluctuations cannot be ignored. Figure 10 demonstrates a large pressure 

fluctuation by plotting a 60 second sample of two façade pressures (P1 and P4 from 

Figure 2) measured at the south wall (windward) during test case O1, as well as the 

corresponding approaching wind direction. 

 



 

Figure 10 Façade pressures P1(measured in the middle of the south wall, see 

Figure 2), P4 (measure near the west edge of the south wall)and corresponding wind 

direction shows a large variation which data averaging might overlook

 

While the façade pressure measured 

relatively moderate fluctuation, the measurement near the edge of the wall (P4) shows a 

much larger discrepancy. Thus, if an opening is located near the edge of a wall, the 

façade pressure could swing between positive

in wind directions, creating a potential reversal of flow. This makes the estimation of the 
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Façade pressures P1(measured in the middle of the south wall, see 

Figure 2), P4 (measure near the west edge of the south wall)and corresponding wind 

direction shows a large variation which data averaging might overlook 

While the façade pressure measured in the middle of the wall (P1) shows a 

relatively moderate fluctuation, the measurement near the edge of the wall (P4) shows a 

much larger discrepancy. Thus, if an opening is located near the edge of a wall, the 

façade pressure could swing between positive and negative in response to the fluctuation 

in wind directions, creating a potential reversal of flow. This makes the estimation of the 

 

Façade pressures P1(measured in the middle of the south wall, see 

Figure 2), P4 (measure near the west edge of the south wall)and corresponding wind 

in the middle of the wall (P1) shows a 

relatively moderate fluctuation, the measurement near the edge of the wall (P4) shows a 

much larger discrepancy. Thus, if an opening is located near the edge of a wall, the 

and negative in response to the fluctuation 

in wind directions, creating a potential reversal of flow. This makes the estimation of the 
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cross ventilation flow rate challenging, as the average façade pressure would be only 

positive and would exclude any effects of possible flow reversal. In Figure 10, the cause 

of flow reversal can be contributed to as little as a 10 degree variation in wind direction 

(from 180° to 170°), suggesting that minor fluctuations in wind characteristics might 

have large impacts in façade pressures and corresponding ventilation flow rates. In those 

cases, while estimation method in the ASHRAE Handbook might be accurate for each 

specific wind direction (as suggested in Section 3.2), a steady assumption using hourly 

averaged wind data might not be sufficient for wind cross ventilation design in some 

cases. 

Effect of the position of openings  

With the majority of the test cases in Table 3showing similar wind speeds and 

corresponding cross ventilation flow rates, the configurations of openings tested seem to 

have little impact on the overall flow rate. This result suggests that as long as a dominant 

inlet exists, the total cross ventilation flow rate is not affected by the rest of the openings. 

However, the internal flow distribution results show a large dependency on the opening 

configuration. From the descriptions in ASHRAE Handbook (2009) Chapter 16.1.10,as 

well as those in Novoselac and Srebric (2003), one way to explore internal airflows is by 

a measure of Air Change Effectiveness, which is the ratio between the age of air 

(ASHRAE Handbook 16.1.9) of the well mixed condition and the localized age of air 

measurements. In this study, this Air Change Effectiveness index is used to provide 

normalized (independent of total flow rate) comparisons of indoor air flow distributions 

for the studied configurations. Measured values of Air Change Effectiveness from two 

bedrooms (Bedroom 1, C1 and Bedroom 2, C5, shown in Figure 2) are plotted in Figure 



 

11. Bedroom 3 is omitted due to its location near the dominant inlet (south window) 

resulting in insufficient concentration data for analysis. Also, Case O7 is omitted due to 

the reverse flow nature of the opening conf

 

Figure 11 Air Change Effectiveness for 6 cases with the south window open 

shows various air distribution patterns even if the total airflow rate is similar

 

Figure 11 shows very large variations in Air Change Effectiveness values for the 

two bedrooms (Bedroom 1 and Bedroom 2 in Figure 2) measured in the six relevant test 

cases. Comparing results for cases O1 and O2, which used identical openings and had a 

similar total flow rate, it is evident that the exhaust room (Bedroom 1) has the same air

change effectiveness of 1. However, the values for Bedroom 2 are significantly different, 

suggesting that the internal flow through this room for cases O1 and O2 were dissimilar. 

With more complex flow paths (scenario B and C in Figure 5) presented by cas
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11. Bedroom 3 is omitted due to its location near the dominant inlet (south window) 

resulting in insufficient concentration data for analysis. Also, Case O7 is omitted due to 

the reverse flow nature of the opening configuration. 

Air Change Effectiveness for 6 cases with the south window open 

shows various air distribution patterns even if the total airflow rate is similar

Figure 11 shows very large variations in Air Change Effectiveness values for the 

bedrooms (Bedroom 1 and Bedroom 2 in Figure 2) measured in the six relevant test 

cases. Comparing results for cases O1 and O2, which used identical openings and had a 

similar total flow rate, it is evident that the exhaust room (Bedroom 1) has the same air

change effectiveness of 1. However, the values for Bedroom 2 are significantly different, 

suggesting that the internal flow through this room for cases O1 and O2 were dissimilar. 

With more complex flow paths (scenario B and C in Figure 5) presented by cas

11. Bedroom 3 is omitted due to its location near the dominant inlet (south window) 

resulting in insufficient concentration data for analysis. Also, Case O7 is omitted due to 

 

Air Change Effectiveness for 6 cases with the south window open 

shows various air distribution patterns even if the total airflow rate is similar 

Figure 11 shows very large variations in Air Change Effectiveness values for the 

bedrooms (Bedroom 1 and Bedroom 2 in Figure 2) measured in the six relevant test 

cases. Comparing results for cases O1 and O2, which used identical openings and had a 

similar total flow rate, it is evident that the exhaust room (Bedroom 1) has the same air 

change effectiveness of 1. However, the values for Bedroom 2 are significantly different, 

suggesting that the internal flow through this room for cases O1 and O2 were dissimilar. 

With more complex flow paths (scenario B and C in Figure 5) presented by cases O3 to 
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O6, similar results were observed. Specifically, when comparing cases O3 and O4, where 

two outflow paths are available (Figure 6c), the difference in Air Change Effectiveness 

for O3 and O4 is an indicator that the cross ventilation flow preferred one path over 

another. Since both cases O3 and O4 had a similar total air exchange rate (~8 1/hr, Table 

3), the lower Air Change Effectiveness value in test case O3  is caused by more of the 

outflow air going through the opening E (Figure 2, FM2) which is away from the two 

bedrooms (Bedroom 2 and 3 in Figure 2). Conversely, in the case O4, more of the 

outflow air is going through the W opening (Figure 2, FM3) which is close to the two 

bedrooms, resulting in a higher Air Change Effectiveness. 

The significantly different Air Change Effectiveness values between the test cases 

in Figure 11 showed that the total flow rate measurement means little in terms of the 

indoor flow distribution. The commonly used orifice equation may provide an accurate 

estimation of the total flow rate, but it cannot address the question of how the indoor 

cross ventilation path is going to form. Furthermore, fluctuations of the façade pressure, 

as discussed in the previous section, might have impact on the indoor air flow. 

Conclusion 

This study collected a wealth of data related to wind driven cross ventilation for a 

residential building in a specific climate that can be used for validation of natural 

ventilation models. The data collected include time series of wind properties, flow rates 

through small intentional window openings, façade pressures, and tracer gas 

measurements. Besides the data presented, four interesting findings were concluded and 

might be applicable to other buildings: 
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� Measured cross ventilation flow rates correlate very well to the prevailing wind’s 

velocity component normal to the inlet opening. This finding seems applicable for 

all angles regardless of whether the prevailing wind is largely normal to the 

opening. 

 

� Given a stable total wind velocity, the factor that most affects the normal 

component is the changing of the wind’s approaching angle to the test building. 

This wind direction fluctuation can be attributed to the large structures that are far 

away in the direction upwind of the test building (measured in kilometers), 

showing that topography could be an important factor determining the true effects 

of cross ventilation. 

 

� Wind caused a highly dynamic pressure loading on the façade, which resulted in 

an unsteadiness that could affect pressure based ventilation rate estimates. 

Although only a few points are compared here on the windward façade, the data 

showed significant variations in frequency on time scales of seconds, suggesting 

that selection of pressure coefficients based on a steady assumption of steady 

wind could result in significant errors. 

 

� Given a prevailing wind direction and a given primary inlet in this study, the 

remaining opening configuration seems to have little impact on the total flow rate. 

However, in terms of air flow distribution, the location of outlets plays a 

significant role and warrants further studies 
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These observations showed the complexity and difficulty in predicting wind 

driven cross ventilation, and additional work is needed to further advance the models and 

computational tools for accurately estimating wind driven flows in buildings. Several 

follow up studies that incorporate these data are already being conducted at the time of 

this writing. One of the studies specifically aims to use these data to more closely study 

the internal flow distribution caused by cross ventilation. Another study aims to combine 

wind tunnel techniques and CFD modeling to predict cross ventilation indoor flow 

patterns, similar to work by Kato et al. (1997). In addition to these ongoing studies, the 

results obtained from this study can also be used as validation data for any further 

computational or theoretical modeling of natural ventilation. In addition to the results 

presented in the paper, the appendix section provides the comprehensive list of 

experiments conducted. Researchers interested in obtaining the complete set of data 

measured in this study should contact the authors of this paper. 
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Abstract 

Designing for wind-driven cross ventilation is challenging due to many factors. 

While studies have focused on the difficulty of predicting the total flow rate and 

measuring opening characteristics of cross ventilation, few have investigated the impacts 

on the distribution of indoor air. This paper provides insights on how local heat sources 

can generate significant buoyancy driven flow and affect indoor mixing during wind-

driven cross ventilation scenarios. Measurements of air distribution were conducted by a 

tracer gas method for a multi-zone test building located in Austin, Texas, USA, along 

with cross ventilation flow at the openings. A computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model 

was also developed for this test building, which utilizes the measured flow properties at 

the openings as boundary conditions. Resulting air distribution patterns from the CFD 

model were then compared to the experimental data, validating the model. Further 

parametric analyses were also conducted to demonstrate the effect of interior heat loads 

in driving internal air mixing. Key findings of the investigation suggest a local heat 

source smaller than 35W/m2 can increase the indoor mixing during cross ventilation from 

less than 1 air exchange to as high as 8 air exchanges per hour. This result also suggests a 

typical occupancy scenario (people and electronics) can generate enough heat loads to 

change the indoor air mixing and alter the effect of cross ventilation.  
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Introduction 

Energy efficient buildings have been the goal for architects, building engineers, 

and policy makers in recent years. While adding energy generation onsite, such as photo-

voltaic panels, can substantially decrease a building’s power draw from the electrical 

grid, reducing a building energy consumption is a more economical solution (Parker 

2009). One approach to limit building energy consumption is to design buildings with 

natural ventilation. While the two components of natural ventilation, buoyancy- and 

wind-driven flows, have been studied as driving forces for ventilation, few researchers 

have covered their combined effects on the distribution of indoor air.  

The complexity of wind and buoyancy combined natural ventilation is well 

documented. Hunt and Linden (1999) showed that in the case of simple displacement 

cooling scenarios, wind and buoyancy can work together in a predictable manner to 

increase ventilation rates. However, others have shown that the combined effect is 

significantly more complicated. For example, Li et al. (2001) showed that even with 

simplifications, natural ventilation involving wind and buoyancy is complicated and 

unstable and a given external condition could produce multiple scenarios of natural 

ventilation with various ventilation flow rates. Additionally, Lishman and Woods (2009) 

showed that combined natural ventilation flow regimes could be described by multiple 

steady states where each state is dominated by either wind or buoyancy force. More 

importantly, one state can transition to another if the change in external wind or 

temperature condition is sufficient. Furthermore, Yuan and Glicksman (2007, 2008) 

showed how wind fluctuations and temperature changes could result in completely 

different flow regimes for a building with natural ventilation. These findings suggest that 
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the wind and buoyancy combined indoor flow regime must be treated as a complex 

phenomenon and can be affected easily over time due to varying external conditions. 

But what is the effect when buoyancy is not large enough as a driving force for 

natural ventilation? Within the wind dominated flow regime, the total ventilation flow 

rate is largely unaffected by the buoyancy flow (Yuan and Glicksman 2008). However, it 

is unclear how local buoyancy generated by interior heat sources can affect the internal 

air mixing from the wind-driven flow. In a case of simple two room mixing scenarios, 

Kaye and Hunt (2007, 2010) examined the different types of indoor heat sources and 

determined that a point source provides the quickest flushing/mixing in a small space, 

such as a bedroom in a house. This result can be explained by the two-layer steady-state 

regime described by Linden et al.(1990), where the two layers were formed by 

convective flow generated by point heat sources and the interior and exterior temperature 

differences. Furthermore, the shape of these two layers and the time for flow 

establishment were investigated by Fitzgerald and Woods (2010) and Phillips and Woods 

(2004), whose findings suggest that for a steady heat source in a room, buoyancy-driven 

flow would eventually stabilize and reach steady state with constant mixing between a 

room and outside a room through a doorway. 

While the above studies have shown predictable but often changing mixing flow 

through a doorway when buoyancy-driven flow is created by a local heat source, these 

findings might not be applicable to the cases of cross ventilation flows which are already 

dominated by wind. Nevertheless, the inclusion of local buoyancy-driven flow could 

impact the overall wind-driven flow regime. To test this hypothesis, this study 

investigates the interaction between the wind-driven cross ventilation flow and local 
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buoyancy flow by using full scale experiments in a multi-zone test building as well as 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Flow characteristics at the cross ventilation 

openings were measured in a test building and used as boundary conditions for the CFD 

model. The simulated results in terms of air exchange rates and age of air were then 

compared to the experimentally-obtained values. Further parametric analyses in CFD 

were also conducted by varying the heat load of the buoyancy source to demonstrate the 

impact of local buoyancy flow on an overall cross ventilation flow regime. 

 

Methods 

The method of this investigation included full scale experimental procedures as 

well as CFD modeling of a multi-zone test building. The experimental procedures are 

similar to those used in previous full-scale cross ventilation experiments by Lo and 

Novoselac (2012), with the addition of an interior heat source to provide the local 

buoyancy-driven flow. The CFD modeling process is similar to that used by Lo and 

Novoselac (2011) in an investigation of the use of pressure boundary conditions in 

modeling indoor airflow. 

 

• Experimental Setup  

The following sections present the experimental setup and instrumentation used, 

as well as a description of the test building. Some challenges associated with conducting 

full scale experiments are also discussed. 
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• Test Building Description 

A test house located at the University of Texas at Austin was used for the full 

scale cross ventilation experiments. Although the site location for the test building is not 

crucial for this paper (because the goal of the study is only to investigate the indoor flow 

distribution), complete details can be found in Lo and Novoselac (2012).  

The test house is a double-wide manufactured home with three bedrooms and two 

bathrooms. The dimensions of the house are 13.2m long along the north-south side, 8.3m 

wide and 3.5m tall with a 20° pitched roof. The house is elevated by a 0.8m high crawl 

space. The volume of the house, excluding walls and mechanical rooms, is 250m3. All 

experiments were conducted when the prevailing south wind was present, with the 

average wind direction within five degrees from 180° (i.e., facing the southern facade). 

This ensured a relatively consistent wind direction throughout the experiments. Two 

windows were used as cross ventilation openings for the study, enabling a consistent test 

scenario for the experiments. A graphical representation of the openings and sensor 

locations is shown in Figure 1. The openings are half-opened windows. The area of the 

opening labeled FM1 is 0.21m2 (0.67m x 0.31m) and the area of FM2 is 0.26 m2 (0.84m 

x 0.31m). This brings the wall porosity (or the ratio of the opening-to-wall areas) between 

0.5% and 1%, which is comparable to other studies of small openings, such as Chu et al. 

(2009). The use of these two openings also followed the opening case A in Figure 6 of Lo 

and Novoselac (2012), where FM1 is the clear inlet (facing the prevailing south wind) 

and FM2 is the clear outlet. Such practice provided a consistent flow scenario where no 

flow reversal was present and the pressure profiles at the openings were stable. 

 



 

Figure 1 Schematics of the test house instrumentation: tracer gas (C1

flow measurements (FM1-FM2), and the inte

driven flow 

 

• Instrumentation 

The overall goal of the measurements was to simultaneously capture the cross 

ventilation flow at the openings and the distribution of air flow rates through the building. 

The instruments used are summarized in the Table 1 and explained in more detail below. 

 

Table 1 Summary of Instrumentation

Purpose 
Instrument
Brand/ Model

Power draw  by 
buoyancy heat source 

Kill

Flow rate through the 
openings at 5 Hz 

Pitot tube grid
Shortridge Instruments/Velgrid

Tracer gas 
concentration at 0.1 
Hz 

CO2

General Electric/Telaire 7001

Local Air Temperature Omega Thermistor 44005
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Schematics of the test house instrumentation: tracer gas (C1

FM2), and the interior heat source for the local buoyancy

The overall goal of the measurements was to simultaneously capture the cross 

ventilation flow at the openings and the distribution of air flow rates through the building. 

used are summarized in the Table 1 and explained in more detail below. 

Summary of Instrumentation 

Instrument 
Brand/ Model 

Accuracy 

Kill-A-Watt P4400 Power (W) ±0.2%

Pitot tube grid 
Shortridge Instruments/Velgrid 

Flow rate (m

2 sensor/temperature 
General Electric/Telaire 7001 

Concentration (PPM) 
±5% 
Temperature (°C) 
±1°C 

Omega Thermistor 44005 
Temperature (°C) 
±0.2°C 

 

Schematics of the test house instrumentation: tracer gas (C1-C7), 

rior heat source for the local buoyancy-

The overall goal of the measurements was to simultaneously capture the cross 

ventilation flow at the openings and the distribution of air flow rates through the building. 

used are summarized in the Table 1 and explained in more detail below.  

Power (W) ±0.2% 

Flow rate (m3/hr) ±3%  

Concentration (PPM) 

Temperature (°C) 

Temperature (°C) 
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Pressure-based flow meters were used to measure the volumetric flow rate at each 

window opening. The positions of these meters are also provided in Figure 1, labeled as 

FM1and FM2. Each of these flow stations consists of two modified 16-point Pitot tube 

arrays, which enabled the measurement of the average dynamic pressure difference 

across the opening (averaged across 32 measurement points). To convert the measured 

pressure difference to a volumetric flow rate, an additional calibration experiment was 

conducted in a laboratory wind tunnel using various known flow rates provided by a 

calibrated fan to produce a correlation. In addition to flow rate, the flow meter also 

recorded façade pressures at the opening by measuring the difference between face 

pressure and the static pressure. This pressure was then used as opening boundary 

condition for the CFD model (2.2.2).  

 

• Heat source for buoyancy-driven flow 

To simulate a local heat source in a room, a custom heat box was constructed with 

a perforated storage container and heat lamps. The purpose of such a device is to produce 

a heat source that moves air strictly via convection of the surrounding heated air without 

introducing any additional heated surfaces into the test location. In order to limit radiation 

from the heat lamps to the room surfaces, aluminum foil was placed to block direct 

lighting from the lamp inside the container. Additionally, aluminum foil was also used to 

cover the entire heat box to reduce the radiation from the box to the surrounding surface 

and no heated patches were detected inside the testing room. The perforation on the 
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container surface allows air circulation in and out of the box and created a convective 

heat source as intended. 

The heat flux introduced by the heat box was controlled through a variable 

autotransformer which alters the loads by varying the voltage applied to the heat box. The 

exact load was control through a power meter (listed in Table 1). The power draw of the 

entire assembly including the transformer was measured (the transformer also gives out 

significant heat, which will affect the measurement). The top limit of the variable 

autotransformer provided just over 700W of total power for the assembly; therefore, 

700W (equivalent to 35W/m2 for this room) was selected as the upper heat flux limit for 

the experiments. Two other heating scenarios were also included: 0W, where there is no 

heat load present, and 350W, where the load is more similar to normal occupancy with 

electronics operation (a person with a computer and a monitor, Chapter 18, ASHRAE 

Fundamentals (2009)). The testing room selected is Bedroom2 shown in Figure 1, a room 

with volume of 34.5 m3 which was later used to calculate air  the local exchange rate.  

In order to limit the effect of additional buoyancy flow from the temperature 

difference between the room air and the internal surfaces, the entire test house was left 

open to the outside over night until before dawn when the temperature was stable and no 

sun light was adding radiation to the test building. At that point, the internal surface and 

air temperature became the same, simulating an adiabatic wall. The heat box then became 

the sole heat source contributing to the local buoyancy flow. 

• Tracer concentration measurements 

For monitoring the overall air exchange rate and determining the extent of indoor 

air mixing, the experiments were designed to measure the tracer gas concentration and 
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the resulting flow rate simultaneously (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996). CO2 was used as 

the tracer gas and its concentration was measured by seven CO2 sensors installed 

throughout the test house (locations C1 to C7 in Figure 1). The CO2 sensors recorded 

every 10 seconds (which was the lower limit of the response time of the instrument). The 

CO2 sensors also recorded temperature in each location. The total air exchange rate of the 

house could then be determined by using the tracer decay method from the changing 

concentration at the outlet (FM2), while the local age of air can be determined from 

individual CO2 sensors in each room. The CO2 level in the test house was elevated to 

3500+ ppm at the beginning of the decay test, which was significantly higher than the 

background CO2 level at 400±50 ppm, therefore the variation in background 

concentration was negligible. The tracer gas measurements in each room were also used 

to calculate the local age of air and to describe the indoor flow patterns resulting from 

cross ventilation.  

To achieve an established flow and temperature field for steady state comparison 

to the CFD simulation, the test house was left with two openings unsealed over night 

where the night time temperature stabilizes in the hours before sunrise. The tests were 

then conducted before sunrise to eliminate the sun’s radiation on the test house. These 

precautions allowed more accurate measurement by limiting the sun’s effect on the test 

house and the flow field. 

• Uncertainty of tracer gas measurements 

Figure 1 shows the locations of CO2 monitors used for tracer tests. Due to the 

point measurements made by such instrumentation, tracer gas tests usually assume steady 

flow and well-mixed conditions (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996). However, wind-driven 
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cross ventilation meets neither criterion. Fluctuating wind velocity and direction creates 

non-steady flow into the building, which prevents well-mixed conditions. Van 

Buggenhout et al. (2009) showed that even in a mechanically ventilated room, tracer gas 

measurements can yield large errors depending on the placement of sensors. Demmers et 

al. (2000) also concluded that tracer gas methods tend to overestimate the airflow rate in 

naturally ventilated settings. Nevertheless, tracer tests still provide valuable data for 

comparison to pressure based measurements, as well as age of air information, which is 

helpful for determining the distribution of air flows throughout the house. Due to the 

possibility of non well-mixed conditions, the placement of the CO2 monitors introduces 

another limitation to accurately quantifying uncertainty in the concentration 

measurements. For the experiments in this paper, the CO2 sensors were placed at 

locations thought to best describe the average flow rate for each room. For example, for 

the position of sensor C1, the CO2 monitor was placed near the outlet openings to obtain 

the best measurement. For lack of a better method of estimating uncertainty stemming 

from sensor positioning, a range of values from the literature were used. The minimum 

amount of tracer gas measurement uncertainty was estimated as 10% (Van Buggenhout et 

al. 2009), while the maximum amount was estimated as 18% (Demmers et al. 2000). 

 

• CFD model of indoor airflow 

For the purpose of further studying the effect of local buoyancy flow, a CFD 

model of the test house was developed with the commercially available StarCCM+6.06 

package (CD-adepco 2012) for simulating the indoor space during cross ventilation 

events. This model allowed parametric analysis of incremental heat load changes under 



 

the same cross ventilation flow conditions, which was not possible in the full scale 

experiments. The image of the test house and its corr

shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Test house and the CFD model mesh

 

• Models and mesh 

The CFD simulation used the Reynolds Averaged Navier

(RANS) with the two-layer k

used at the inlet openings were determined by experimentally obtained wind 

characteristics and the length scales of the test house. For the buoyancy driven forces, the 

Boussinesq approximation was used in this model 

mesh used (10 cm/4 in. boundary cell size and 150000 hexa

independency using calculated averaged ventilation rates and temperature profile. The 

comparison between the 150000 cell model and a finer mesh yielded very little difference 

(< 2%) in both total flow rates and local mean values of age of air. The reason why a 

relatively coarse mesh seems to yield accurate results can be explained by the act of using 

pressure boundary conditions, which did not preserve the momentum characteristi
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the same cross ventilation flow conditions, which was not possible in the full scale 

experiments. The image of the test house and its corresponding CFD model mesh is 

Test house and the CFD model mesh 

The CFD simulation used the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations 

layer k-ε turbulence model (Chen 2009). The values of k and ε 

inlet openings were determined by experimentally obtained wind 

characteristics and the length scales of the test house. For the buoyancy driven forces, the 

Boussinesq approximation was used in this model (Farhanieh and Sattari 2006)

ed (10 cm/4 in. boundary cell size and 150000 hexa-cells) was verified for grid 

independency using calculated averaged ventilation rates and temperature profile. The 

comparison between the 150000 cell model and a finer mesh yielded very little difference 

< 2%) in both total flow rates and local mean values of age of air. The reason why a 

relatively coarse mesh seems to yield accurate results can be explained by the act of using 

pressure boundary conditions, which did not preserve the momentum characteristi

the same cross ventilation flow conditions, which was not possible in the full scale 

esponding CFD model mesh is 

 

Stokes Equations 

. The values of k and ε 

inlet openings were determined by experimentally obtained wind 

characteristics and the length scales of the test house. For the buoyancy driven forces, the 

(Farhanieh and Sattari 2006). The 

cells) was verified for grid 

independency using calculated averaged ventilation rates and temperature profile. The 

comparison between the 150000 cell model and a finer mesh yielded very little difference 

< 2%) in both total flow rates and local mean values of age of air. The reason why a 

relatively coarse mesh seems to yield accurate results can be explained by the act of using 

pressure boundary conditions, which did not preserve the momentum characteristics of 
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the inflow wind. One would expect that if velocity and direction were to be preserved at 

the opening like in the study of large opening (>15% wall porosity) cross ventilation by 

Seifert et al. (2006), a more refined grid would be required to capture this information 

and the grid independency limit would be raised. However, the openings were small in 

this study (<2% wall porosity); therefore, pressure-driven flow could be assumed and the 

coarse mesh is sufficient for this investigation, which resulted in a significant reduction in 

the computational cost required. 

 

• Boundary Conditions 

The key boundary condition in this study is the pressure at the inlet and outlet 

caused by the external wind-driven flow. For steady state investigations in overall flow 

rates, the experimentally measured pressure across the flow meter at each opening, 

averaged over the entire full scale experiment, were used as the inlet and outlet boundary 

condition. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the flow scenario used here mimicked the 

opening case A in Lo and Novoselac (2012) which provided a consistent cross ventilation 

without unstable pressure field and flow reversal at the openings. This ensured the 

averaged pressure boundary conditions used here are justified without the concern of 

pressure fluctuation.  

To account for buoyancy-driven indoor flow caused by the heat box in the 

designated local heat source room (Figure 1), a fluid heat source was created in the CFD 

model with dimensions and location identical to the heat box in the experiment. The 

amount of heat flux applied varied to either match the experiment for validation purposes, 

or to perform parametric analyses of the impacts of a wider range of heat fluxes, as 
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described in Section 2.3. Using a fluid heat source allowed the investigation to mimic the 

convection-only flow designed for the experiment. The exact effect of the internal 

buoyancy-driven flow is the key part of the analysis for the CFD model, as discussed in 

Section 3. 

 

• Test cases and parametric analysis 

As described in Section 2.1.3, the full scale experiments were performed for three 

different heating scenarios (summarized in Table 2) where the heat flux is placed in 

Bedroom 2 shown with the triangle marker in Figure 1. The intent of these three 

scenarios is to provide data for validating the CFD model in different heating conditions. 

Three separate CFD simulations with using experimentally obtained inlet and outlet 

boundary conditions were conducted and the resulting temperature and age of air fields 

are validated against the experiment values in Section 3.1 

 

Table 2 Full Scale Experiment test scenario 

Case Heat Flux Description 

A 700 W  Upper limit of the heat source used 

B 350 W Normal occupancy, occupants with electronics 

C 0 W Baseline case with no heat load 

 

Consequently, the CFD simulations investigated a range of heat flux values to 

investigate the effect of increasing heat sources from 0W, 50W then 100Wto 700W at 

100W interval. Besides the local heat flux, two other variables were investigated in the 

CFD parametric analysis: 1) inlet temperatures and 2) cross ventilation flow rates. The 
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inlet temperature was varied to investigate how the local interior heat-flux-generated 

buoyancy flow could vary across a range of indoor-outdoor temperature differences. The 

temperature range was selected between 0°C to 30°C (at 10°C intervals) to reflect 

realistic temperature possibly encountered. The cross ventilation flow rate was also 

varied to demonstrate whether the local buoyancy flow can generate indoor mixing and 

overcome the increasing wind-driven flow. Cross ventilation flow rates were altered by 

varying the inlet boundary conditions (i.e., changing the ventilation flow rate but keeping 

the local heat source constant). The range of air exchange rates selected was 2ACH and 

10 ACH (at 2 ACH intervals), which was within the realistic flow rate encountered in the 

full scale experiment. These 18 parametric analysis cases are summarized in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 CFD parametric analysis cases 

Analysis on varying heat flux (source shown in Figure 2), flow condition 
remains constant with pressure boundaries (at FM1 and FM2, Figure 2) obtained 
from  case A in Table 2 

Variable Range of values 

Heat Flux 
0W, 50W, 100W, 200W, 300W, 400W, 500W, 600W, 700W (9 
cases) 

Analysis on varying inlet temperature (FM 1, Figure 2), with constant heat flux 
(700W) and pressure boundaries  as Case A in Table 2 

Variable Range of values 

Inlet 
Temperature 

0°C, 10°C, 20°C to 30°C   (4 cases) 

Analysis on varying flow rate (increasing flow rate at FM 1, Figure 2), with 
constant heat flux (700W) and outlet pressure boundary (FM2) as Case A in Table 
2 

Variable Range of values 

Total air 
exchange rate 

2 ACH, 4 ACH, 6 ACH, 8 ACH, 10ACH (5 cases) 
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Results and discussion 

• CFD Validation 

With full scale experimental data at 0W, 350W and 700W available at different 

wind conditions, the CFD validation required three separate simulations conducted using 

experimental pressure values and the heat flux as boundaries conditions. The CFD results 

were then validated using temperature at various locations (350W and 700W cases) and 

local mean age of air values (all three cases). 

 

• Temperature comparison in tested locations 

The first validation for the indoor CFD model is the temperature profile 

comparison for two cases of different heat fluxes. The 0W case is not shown because the 

adiabatic CFD simulation used provided no temperature difference across the entire 

house. Indoor temperatures were measured by the tracer gas monitors at 7 points as 

shown in Figure 1. An example CFD temperature result for the 700W case is shown in 

Figure 3. The CFD and experimental comparison is shown in Figure 4. The first thing to 

note in Figure 4 is that the two validation cases were conducted on different days with 

different cross ventilation flow rates. The experiment in Scenario A was conducted with a 

700W heat flux but at a higher air exchange rate (3.5 hr-1), and Scenario B was conducted 

with a 350W heat flux but with a lower air exchange rate (1.8 hr-1). With the difference in 

overall flow rates through the building, the temperature values in Scenarios A and B are 

not directly comparable. However, individually, CFD simulations in Scenarios A and B 



 

are conducted with pressure and flow conditions matching

therefore the validation results can still be examined.

 

Figure 21 Example of CFD temperature result for 700W case (Scenario A)

 

Figure 4 Temperature distribution comparison between experimental and 

CFD model values for: a) 700W scenario (3.5 ACH) and b) 350W scenario (1.8 

ACH). The 0W scenario C is not included due to the adiabatic simulation used
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are conducted with pressure and flow conditions matching the experimental case, 

therefore the validation results can still be examined. 

 

Example of CFD temperature result for 700W case (Scenario A)

Temperature distribution comparison between experimental and 

odel values for: a) 700W scenario (3.5 ACH) and b) 350W scenario (1.8 

ACH). The 0W scenario C is not included due to the adiabatic simulation used

the experimental case, 

Example of CFD temperature result for 700W case (Scenario A) 

 

Temperature distribution comparison between experimental and 

odel values for: a) 700W scenario (3.5 ACH) and b) 350W scenario (1.8 

ACH). The 0W scenario C is not included due to the adiabatic simulation used 
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There appears to be distinct bias in temperature values in scenarios, where the 

experimental values seems consistently lower than the CFD values in Scenario A, but 

higher than the CFD values in Scenario B. This might be explained by the test procedure 

where the heat source was left on overnight to establish the temperature profile. While 

the thermal mass was not a consideration for this study, gypsum wall board used in the 

interior wall construction would still absorb heat. In Scenario B with a lower heat flux 

and a considerably lower air exchange rate, the overall temperature of the interior wall 

might be higher when comparing to scenario A. The higher temperature on the wall could 

then contribute to air temperatures during the test, resulting in the temperature bias 

observed. 

Despite the temperature bias in the two validation cases, the CFD simulated 

temperature for the 7 points in the test house were comparable to the experimental values 

within the uncertainty within each case. This finding suggests that the CFD model could 

simulate the combined wind and local buoyancy-driven air flow distribution correctly. 

However, validation from the age of air comparison must be satisfied as well. 

 

• Age of air comparison in tested locations 

An example age of air profile is presented in Figure 5 and the age of air 

validations for three heating cases are presented in Figure 6. Similar to the temperature 

comparison, the age of air values between Scenarios A (700 W), B (350 W) and C (0 W) 

are not directly comparable due to differences in air exchange rates encountered during 

the experiments. Still, within each case, the CFD and experimental results agree within 



 

the uncertainty in the majority of the measurement locations, reinforcing the validity of 

the CFD model to simulate internal air distribution in this investigation.

 

Figure 5 Example of age of air result for the 700W case (
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the uncertainty in the majority of the measurement locations, reinforcing the validity of 

the CFD model to simulate internal air distribution in this investigation. 

 

Example of age of air result for the 700W case (Scenario A)

the uncertainty in the majority of the measurement locations, reinforcing the validity of 

Scenario A) 



 

Figure 6 Age of air comparison between experimental and CFD values for: a) 

700W case, b) 350W case, and c) 0W no local heating case.

 

In addition to the validation of the CFD model in terms of age of air, there are 

several interesting observations that can be made from Figure 6. Point C7 has very low 

age of air values compared the rest of the sampling points due to its location near the inlet 

opening where the majority of the air is from outside. Point C2 has the highest age of air 

also due to its location, a dead zone with little access to the cross ventilation stream. The 

most important observation is the age of air at point C5 relative to C4 in each case.  In 

case A and B, where heat flux was introduced, the age of air value is comparable to
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Age of air comparison between experimental and CFD values for: a) 

700W case, b) 350W case, and c) 0W no local heating case. 

In addition to the validation of the CFD model in terms of age of air, there are 

tions that can be made from Figure 6. Point C7 has very low 

age of air values compared the rest of the sampling points due to its location near the inlet 

opening where the majority of the air is from outside. Point C2 has the highest age of air 

its location, a dead zone with little access to the cross ventilation stream. The 

most important observation is the age of air at point C5 relative to C4 in each case.  In 

case A and B, where heat flux was introduced, the age of air value is comparable to

 

Age of air comparison between experimental and CFD values for: a) 

In addition to the validation of the CFD model in terms of age of air, there are 

tions that can be made from Figure 6. Point C7 has very low 

age of air values compared the rest of the sampling points due to its location near the inlet 

opening where the majority of the air is from outside. Point C2 has the highest age of air 

its location, a dead zone with little access to the cross ventilation stream. The 

most important observation is the age of air at point C5 relative to C4 in each case.  In 

case A and B, where heat flux was introduced, the age of air value is comparable to point 
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C4, the adjacent room. However, in case C, where no heat flux was introduced, age of air 

at C5 is significantly higher than C4. This difference suggests that the heat flux 

significantly increased the mixing between C4 and C5. This observation is further 

explored in the parametric analysis of increasing heat flux in the next section. 

 

• Effect of increasing local heat flux 

To investigate the effect of local interior heat fluxes on the cross ventilation flow 

distribution, a baseline air flow scenario must be used for all the parametric analysis. This 

is to ensure that all the test cases will have the same cross ventilation scenario and not 

mask the effect of the local heat–source-driven flow. Therefore, the air flow property of 

the 700W experimental case (Scenario A in Figure 4) discussed previously was used as 

the baseline case cross ventilation flow condition. The simulated results in terms of air 

exchange rate (flow rate through the door normalized by room volume) in the heated 

room as well as age of air are shown in Figure 7.  

Figure 7 demonstrates that the room air exchange rate in the heated room 

increased significantly as the heat flux increased. At the same time, the age of air 

decreased as the increased mixing through the door brought in more fresh air from 

outside. Interestingly, the magnitude of the increased mixing drops significantly as the 

heat flux increases as well. This delicate relationship between air exchange rate (an 

indication of air mixing through the door) and the heat flux captured by the prediction 

curve are captured in Figure 7 through regression analysis from the CFD result. 

The air exchange rate prediction curve seems to share a general form of the 

theoretical relationship between the buoyancy source and the volume flux in a room: M(x, 
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B) = C(Bx
5
)
1/3, as discussed by Morton et al. (1956) and further incorporated by Linden 

(1999). The term M(x, B) describes the volume flux in terms of positions (x) and 

buoyancy sources (B), while C is the universal constant based on entrainment. Given that 

the positions are identical for all of the parametric analysis cases and the buoyancy flux B 

can be described in term of the heat flux, the relationship can be further simplified as 

M(Q) = C’(Q)
1/3, where C’ is the combination of various factored out constants, and Q is 

the heat flux. This simplified form is similar to the empirical air exchange rate prediction 

curve y=1.2x
0.33 shown in Figure 7. The deviation between the theoretical prediction and 

the simulation results might be indicating a subtle difference in the rate of volume flux 

being affected. In this investigation, this difference could be introduced by the presence 

of wind-driven cross ventilation through the test house, which indicates that the CFD 

simulation was capturing the complex phenomenon of the combined wind and buoyancy 

flow near the door of the heated room. 
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Figure 7 Room air exchange rate (air flow between the Living room and 

Bedroom2 in Figure 1) inside the heated room increases as the heat flux increases, 

while age of age decreases  

 

Another observation that can be made using the prediction curve is at the lower 

end of the heat flux range, where significant air exchange rates could be generated by 

relatively low heat flux values. In this specific room simulated, a heat flux of 100W can 

create over four air changes per hour to the rest of the house. This finding suggests that 

any considerable heat source in a building has an ability to significantly increase the air 

mixing at its location. A light bulb, a computer, or an occupant can create scenarios 

where small heat flux can significantly influence the overall air distribution in a building. 

The dynamic loading of these heating sources (often on and off and at different locations) 
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also introduces added complexity to the possible air mixing scenarios. For any building 

designer to use cross ventilation, it is then crucial to model and predict all of these 

possible heat sources in order to determine the extent of reach of fresh air, where 

ventilation performance could increase due to these local small heat sources. 

Besides the local air exchange rates, the change in the local heat flux also impacts 

the air velocity and the air distribution in the test house. The impacts on the velocities are 

shown in Figure 8. As the local heat flux increases, the overall average velocity over the 

entire house remains similar; suggesting the impact of velocity by a single source 

buoyancy flow is small with respect to the house. While the velocity in the heated room 

(Bedroom 2, Figure 1) increases drastically with heat flux, the increase in the Living 

room, where the wind driven cross ventilation dominates, is small. Air distribution, 

however, is impacted more significantly by the single source buoyancy flow, shown in 

Figure 9. While the house averaged age of air only decreases slightly, the reduction of 

local age of air is significant. One would expect the change in Bedroom 2, where the heat 

source was present, however, Bathroom 2 (shown in Figure 1), which is away from the 

heat source, also showed a significant reduction in local average age of air value. This 

reduction suggests that the overall warming of the indoor air by a single local heat source 

can produce enough driving force to create a mixing flow, which is not high in velocity 

but significant enough to affect the air distribution in various parts of the house. 
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Figure 8 Average velocity over the entire test house was not affected by the 

single local heat source, however, local average velocity in the heated room and 

adjacent room (Living Room, Bedroom 2 in Figure 1) increases with the heat flux. 

 

 

Figure 9 Average age of air over the entire test house decreases slightly as 

local heat flux increases the internal mixing, while local age of air is affected 

significantly by the heat flux 
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• Effect of varying inlet temperature 

Using the same CFD model in Section 3.2, keeping the heat flux constant but 

modifying the inlet air temperature, an analysis of the interaction between local buoyancy 

flow and varying outdoor air temperatures is shown in Figure 8. Despite the significant 

change in inlet temperature, the corresponding simulated local room air exchange rate did 

not change. The slight variation shown could be attributed to the possible uncertainty of 

turbulence modeling in CFD, not necessarily to an effect from the change in inlet 

temperature. 

 

 

Figure 10 Room air exchange rate inside the heated room remains similar 

when inlet temperature changes.  
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The reason for the non-changing flow rate is evident when attention is focused on 

the room air temperatures. As the inlet temperature rises, the heated room temperature 

(measured at point C5) rises as well, while the temperature difference between the heated 

room (C5) and the connected outside room (measured at C4) remains the same; thus, the 

driving force of inter-zone mixing (between C4 and C5) did not change as the inlet 

temperature increased. The implication of this finding is that the inter-zone mixing is 

primarily a function of the local heat source. Outdoor temperature changes might impact 

initial mixing, but as the indoor temperature profile stabilizes and adjusts to the change in 

outdoor air temperature, the local buoyancy flow also stabilizes and remains the same 

flow rate as before the inlet temperature change. This finding could also be explained by 

the two layer room mixing model described by Linden et al. (1990). In this case, the 

change in inlet temperature affected the rate of mixing in the inner layer between the heat 

source and local room air, but not the outer layer between the local room air and outside 

room air. The temperature profile of the outer layer simply shifted with the changing inlet 

temperature and the temperature difference between the rooms remained intact. With no 

change in driving force between rooms, changing inlet temperature has little impact on 

local buoyancy-driven flow. 

 

• Effect of increasing cross ventilation flow rate 

Similar to Section 3.3, the same CFD model was used to vary the inlet flow, 

which varied the total cross ventilation flow rate through the test house. The simulated 

results of the interaction between the local heat-source-generated flow and the increasing 

total flow are shown in Figure 9. As the total cross ventilation rate increases, the age of 
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air in the heated room decreases, while the local air exchange rate seems to be less 

affected.  

 

 

Figure 11 Local air exchange rate inside the heat room remains similar but 

age of air decreases as total air exchange rate increases  

 

The decrease in age of air is easily explained. While the local air exchange rates 

did not vary much in magnitude, the increased ventilation from outside bought in more 

outdoor air, therefore a larger percentage of the mixing flow was now composed of 

outdoor air, resulting in lower age of air values. The slight fluctuation in local air 

exchange rates could be an indication of the complex nature of the combined effects of 

wind-driven cross ventilation flow (entrainment from the wind-driven flow) and local 

buoyancy-driven flow, or simply the uncertainty from the simulation of the turbulence 

model near the room door. This complex air flow near the room door between the wind-
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driven flow and the buoyancy-driven flow is a topic for further investigation. However, 

given the similarity in local air exchange rates, the mixing flow caused by local buoyancy 

in the heated room seems to be independent of the total cross ventilation rate through the 

test house. 

 

• Limitations of this study 

While our results have shown the significance of local heat sources in impacting 

indoor space mixing during a scenario of wind-driven cross ventilation, further testing 

and investigation must be conducted before the full implication is realized. In this study, 

only a specific building and a single wind-driven flow passage were studied. With the 

complexity of wind-driven flows and with different sizes of openings in other naturally-

ventilated buildings, the impact of localized heat sources might be significantly altered. 

Thermal mass in the building was also not explored in this study, which can also 

contribute to the driving force of buoyancy-driven flow. Furthermore, in the case of 

combining wind- and buoyancy-driven ventilation, the local heat source would become a 

part of the driving force of the total ventilation flow, not just part of local mixing. All of 

these unexplored scenarios suggest additional work must be conducted before one can 

generalize the effect of local heat sources in a naturally-ventilated building. 

A future investigation will involve the scenario of multiple local heat sources in 

the same building described in this study. With multiple local heat sources placed at a 

location away from the main cross ventilation stream, the overall mixing inside the 

building is expected to rise significantly. If these local heat sources are only associated 

with occupancy, then building designers can utilize cross ventilation designs in a way 
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where a direct path of ventilation might not be necessary but fresh air can still reach the 

occupants. 

However, if a heat flux is placed in direct contact with the main cross ventilation 

stream, one can suspect a conflict between the local buoyancy plume and the cross 

ventilation flow. The effect of such direct, while not currently included, is considered as a 

potential extension of this study. 

 

Conclusions 

This study investigated the effect of a local heat-source-generated buoyancy flow 

on an overall wind-driven cross ventilation flow regime in a test building. A 

computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model for a test house was constructed and validated 

with full scale experimental data. The validation suggests that given appropriate 

boundary conditions, a CFD model can accurately predict indoor air distributions.  

Additional parametric analyses were conducted using three different variables: 1) 

local heat flux values, 2) inlet temperatures, and 3) overall ventilation rates. While the 

inlet temperature and overall ventilation rate seem to have little effect on air mixing 

generated by local buoyancy flow, the local heat flux was found to significantly impact 

the indoor air distribution even with a relatively small amount of source present. This 

finding suggests that even low levels of occupancy of a room, such as a person using 

electronic devices, can contribute enough driven force to replace room air every 10 

minutes or less. Such revelation makes occupancy modeling more important in predicting 

indoor air distribution when designing for natural ventilation. This significant indoor 

mixing also suggests that wind-driven cross ventilation could deliver fresh air to spaces 
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which are not in the direct path of wind-driven flow, which could increase the impact of 

its ventilation effect when coupled with local buoyancy flow. 
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Abstract 

This study presents a method for predicting wind-induced cross ventilation using 

wind tunnel testing coupled with computational fluid dynamics (CFD). First, in a 

boundary layer wind tunnel, façade pressures near openings of a test house were recorded 

for multiple incident wind angles using a 1:25 scale building model. The wind tunnel 

pressure data was then converted into appropriate boundary conditions for an indoor CFD 

airflow model of the test house. The CFD simulation was compared to the full scale 

experimental data from a previous study. Results show that for similar building types, 

this combined wind tunnel-CFD method predicts cross ventilation through small 

openings adequately. As many buildings design processes include wind tunnel testing as 

a part of structural analysis, this proposed method could use the pressure data for 

assessments of a building’s cross ventilation potential.  

 

Introduction 

Design of energy efficient buildings is one overarching goal for architects, 

building engineers, policy makers and building owners. While adding energy generation 

onsite, such as photo-voltaic panels, can substantially decrease a building’s power draw 

from the electrical grid, reducing building energy consumption is equally important and a 
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more affordable solution in most buildings (Parker 2009). One approach to limit building 

energy consumption is to design buildings to utilize natural ventilation instead of 

mechanical ventilation. However, the wind-driven component of natural ventilation has 

been difficult to predict due to the complexity and unsteadiness of the wind. Previously 

research has focused on a wind-driven cross ventilation prediction by using a tracer gas in 

a boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT)  and a scaled multi-zone test house model 

(Cermak et al. 1995; Etheridge and Sandberg 1996; Lo et al. 2011; Niemann 1993). 

However, since wind tunnel investigation alone was not sufficient for understanding 

indoor mixing driven by cross ventilation due its inability to recreate real flow condition, 

a better investigation approach is required (Lo et al. 2011).  

Wind-driven ventilation is often studied inside a wind tunnel due to its ability to 

produce controlled, consistent and repeatable wind for analysis. Katayama et al. 

(Katayama et al. 1992) investigated the possibility of using a wind tunnel for ventilation 

investigations by comparing wind tunnel flow results with full scale measurement values. 

Others have found that some properties, such as the discharge coefficient of building 

openings, can only be systematically investigated in a wind tunnel (Chu et al. 2009, 

2010). Another advantage of using a wind tunnel is the ability to incorporate the effect of 

immediate landscape into a ventilation study, especially in urban areas where man-made 

topography tends to significantly affect the variables of interest (Bady et al. 2011). 

However, a wind tunnel has its limitations when producing realistic wind fluctuations. 

Jiang and Chen (Jiang and Chen 2002) showed there is significant difference between the 

data (pressure and velocities around a building) gathered from a wind tunnel experiment 

and data from a corresponding full-scale onsite measurement. They also showed that 
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computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with large eddy simulation (LES) was able to 

produce the more accurate pressures around the building than the wind tunnel provided. 

While CFD methods have been shown to be efficient and accurate for investigating 

indoor air distribution in detail (Bangalee et al. 2012), it is often difficult and cost 

prohibitive to simulate the entire domain of Wind-driven ventilation. It would be more 

beneficial to employee a hybrid approach consist of both wind tunnel and CFD methods. 

A hybrid BLWT-CFD “chained” approach was introduced by Kato et al. (Kato et 

al. 1997) who showed that this approach can be used to estimate cross ventilation. By 

using a wind tunnel to simulate the outdoor air flow and CFD to simulate indoor air flow, 

this method could eliminate the need of costly CFD simulation of the outdoor wind and 

still provide detailed indoor air distribution. However, the interaction between the 

outdoor and indoor space is crucial to combine the wind tunnel results with the CFD 

domain.  

Façade pressures near an opening can possibly be used as the interface between 

the wind tunnel and CFD simulations. Pressure based boundary conditions in CFD can be 

used to simulate wind-driven cross ventilation accurately given a pressure driven flow 

from small openings (Lo and Novoselac 2011). Façade pressures on a building can be 

easily measured in a wind tunnel and can be scaled to accurately represent the full scale 

value (Dalgliesh 1975), then have been used as the boundary condition for an indoor 

CFD model, completing the coupling of the two investigation methods.  

Besides coupling the wind tunnel and CFD methods, providing realistic wind 

conditions for a simulation is also a challenge. The importance of fluctuating wind 

direction and intensity on wind-driven cross ventilation has been demonstrated (Bu and 
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Kato 2011; Jiang et al. 2004; Ohba et al. 2001), but existing studies have used uniform 

wind directions (Hu et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2003). While some attempts have been made 

to generate more realistic wind conditions in wind tunnels (Ji et al. 2011), perhaps an 

alternative approach can be developed by using post processing techniques on 

experimental data. 

This study extends the ideas from Kato et al. (Kato et al. 1997) of using the wind 

tunnel obtained facade pressures as inputs for a CFD indoor airflow model, and then 

comparing the simulation results to previously obtained full scale experimental data (Lo 

and Novoselac 2012). The major improvement over Kato et al. (Kato et al. 1997) is the 

inclusion of the wind fluctuations, where change in wind incident angles and velocities 

were addressed by programmatically constructing time series of transient pressure 

boundary conditions from the measured full scale and wind tunnel test results. The 

ultimate purpose of this study then is to determine whether this improved combined wind 

tunnel and CFD approach can be used as a prediction method for assessments of both 

total ventilation flow rate and indoor flow distribution in wind-driven cross ventilation 

 

Methods 

The primary challenge of this study is to create a method which combines the 

strengths of wind tunnel and CFD methods in investigating cross ventilation. This is 

achieved by taking façade pressures of a scaled model measured in a wind tunnel, then 

modifying these pressures to be used as boundary conditions for the CFD investigation. 

The follow section describes this process. 
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• Investigation approaches and test scenarios 

 

The overarching goal of this investigation is to determine whether the coupled 

BLWT-CFD analysis can be used to properly predict cross ventilation. Within this 

investigation were two subordinate investigations: 

 

1. The first sought to determine the ability of the coupled method to estimate 

overall cross ventilation flow rate and resulting air distribution over a period 

of time. This was done by first obtaining time-averaged wind tunnel pressure 

data then using it in steady state CFD simulations. The CFD result was then 

be compared to time-averaged full scale results (Lo and Novoselac 2012) for 

validation of the method. 

 

2. The second sought to determine whether real wind fluctuations can be 

reproduced by the coupled method and requires transient CFD simulation. 

This portion of the investigation required transient CFD simulations. Since 

the wind tunnel method used could not reproduce fluctuating wind directions 

and velocities, a computer-based data processing approach that incorporated 

the impact of fluctuating wind direction into the wind tunnel dataset was 

developed. This data processing approach treats each time step of a transient 

simulation as an independent steady state case based on which a 

corresponding interpolated wind tunnel faced pressure can be determined. By 

recomposing each time step together into a series following the original 
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timeline, a set of fluctuating boundary conditions matching the wind 

condition was obtained. This time series were then used in transient CFD 

simulations and the results validated against the data from the full scale 

study. The specific details of this data processing approach are discussed in 

greater details in Section 2.3.2 

 

Besides the validation of fluctuating wind driven flows, the effect of time 

averaging was also examined. Since it is difficult to obtain small time step wind data for 

building sites in general, the ability to reproduce comparable wind conditions using a 

larger time step could be beneficial to the investigation method. With the full scale 

experiment data measured at a time interval of 0.2 seconds (5Hz), the time averaging 

study includes 2 other larger time steps at 1 second (1 Hz) and 10 seconds (0.1 Hz). 

These four different time averaging criteria helped to determine the critical length of time 

step used in an investigation, where the fluctuation of the wind starts to diminish due to 

time averaging. Figure 1 represents this method where the wind tunnel data (façade 

pressure for each incident angle) and the full scale wind data (incident angles and 

velocity) are used together to create the boundary conditions required. The resulting 

boundary conditions are then fed into the CFD simulations, and the results validated 

against the full scale data (Lo and Novoselac 2012). 
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Figure 1 Schematics of research methods shows the process of creating 

appropriate pressure boundary conditions for CFD analysis, and the results 

validated against the full scale study 

 

For the object of investigation, a test house located at the University of Texas at 

Austin was selected as in the full scale experiment previously (Lo and Novoselac 2012). 

This test house features small ventilation openings (typical windows) where pressure 

based flow could be assumed, which differs from the large openings studied in the past 

(Li et al. 2000; Seifert et al. 2006) where momentum based flow must be considered. 



 

To demonstrate multiple cross ventilation scenarios, 

as well as four cases representing different opening configurations were tested and shown 

in Figure 2. In scenario A and B, there are two openings and a unidirectional

flow with a prevailing wind 

East (case A) or the West (case B) openings. In scenario C, a more complex flow of three 

openings is demonstrated. While the airflow still enters from the south, both east and 

west openings can be either inlet or outle

closed and remaining east and west openings can again be inlets

the overall air flow rate was significantly reduced due to the east and west openings not 

facing the prevailing wind direction. These four configurations produced different indoor 

flow scenarios. These four scenarios are also identical to the flow scenarios used in the 

previous full scale study (Lo and Novoselac 2012)

validated accordingly. 
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To demonstrate multiple cross ventilation scenarios, a schematic of the test house 

as well as four cases representing different opening configurations were tested and shown 

in Figure 2. In scenario A and B, there are two openings and a unidirectional

 entering through the south opening and exiting through the 

East (case A) or the West (case B) openings. In scenario C, a more complex flow of three 

openings is demonstrated. While the airflow still enters from the south, both east and 

west openings can be either inlet or outlets. Finally, in scenario D, the south opening is 

closed and remaining east and west openings can again be inlets or outlets. In this case 

the overall air flow rate was significantly reduced due to the east and west openings not 

irection. These four configurations produced different indoor 

flow scenarios. These four scenarios are also identical to the flow scenarios used in the 

(Lo and Novoselac 2012), therefore the simulated results can be 

a schematic of the test house 

as well as four cases representing different opening configurations were tested and shown 

in Figure 2. In scenario A and B, there are two openings and a unidirectional “simple” 

south opening and exiting through the 

East (case A) or the West (case B) openings. In scenario C, a more complex flow of three 

openings is demonstrated. While the airflow still enters from the south, both east and 

ts. Finally, in scenario D, the south opening is 

outlets. In this case 

the overall air flow rate was significantly reduced due to the east and west openings not 

irection. These four configurations produced different indoor 

flow scenarios. These four scenarios are also identical to the flow scenarios used in the 

, therefore the simulated results can be 
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Figure 2 Interior of the test house and the four tested opening cases: a) South 

inlet - West outlet; b) South inlet - East outlet; c) South inlet and East, West outlets; 

d) East-West openings can be both inlet or outlet 

 

• Wind Tunnel Experimental Setup 

For the wind tunnel experiment, a 1:25 scale model of the test house (with its 

interior partitions intact to simulate a multi-zone building) was built from plexi-glass. A 

BLWT engineered for building testing located at CPP Wind Engineering and Air Quality 

Consultants in Fort Collins, CO was used for the wind tunnel experiment. The specific 

wind tunnel used was a closed-circuit design which recirculates the air in the tunnel. The 

temperature of the air was also closely monitored to limit the effect of rising air 

temperature due to the recirculation. 

To provide the correct terrain for the site and resolve boundary layer 

characteristics, a satellite image of test house site were studied using Environmental 

Protection Agency’s AeroSurface software (EPA 2008) to determine the average height 

of the surrounding structures and obstructions. The result of the site study was translated 

into a sub-urban equivalent wind tunnel roughness for the BLWT, providing the 

appropriate ground level boundary layer for the wind tunnel experiment. Pictures of the 

scaled model, the full scale test house, the satellite image, and the model placed inside the 

wind tunnel are shown in Figure 3. 

A mean wind speed of 4 m/s at roof height was used in the wind tunnel tests, 

which was low enough to permit adequate tracer decay definition from the requirement in 

the previous tracer decay study (Lo et al. 2011) but high enough to maintain Reynolds 



 

number independence. Wind incident angles were tested between 150° and 210° (due 

south wind =180°, seven angles in 10° increments, shown in Figure3, part c), covering 

the possible southern wind directions encountered in th

incident angles were controlled by an automated motorized turn table, which provided 

precise measurement and movement by rotating the test model. 

Figure 3 Test house: a) 1:25 scaled wind tunnel test house model, b) full

test house, c) satellite study of the surrounding terrain with prevailing wind 

direction, and d) setup inside the BLWT
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number independence. Wind incident angles were tested between 150° and 210° (due 

south wind =180°, seven angles in 10° increments, shown in Figure3, part c), covering 

the possible southern wind directions encountered in the full scale experiment. The wind 

incident angles were controlled by an automated motorized turn table, which provided 

precise measurement and movement by rotating the test model.  

Test house: a) 1:25 scaled wind tunnel test house model, b) full

test house, c) satellite study of the surrounding terrain with prevailing wind 

direction, and d) setup inside the BLWT 

number independence. Wind incident angles were tested between 150° and 210° (due 

south wind =180°, seven angles in 10° increments, shown in Figure3, part c), covering 

e full scale experiment. The wind 

incident angles were controlled by an automated motorized turn table, which provided 

 

Test house: a) 1:25 scaled wind tunnel test house model, b) full scale 

test house, c) satellite study of the surrounding terrain with prevailing wind 
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• Wind tunnel façade pressure measurement and scaling 

A total of 18 pressure taps (Figure 3, part a, holes on the exterior walls and tubes 

inside) were installed on the test house model. Nine of the taps were mimicked the nine 

tap locations in the previous full scale measurements (Lo and Novoselac 2012), while 

nine other taps were located close to the edges of the external openings (windows) tested. 

For each of the openings, the pressure taps are located immediately left, right and below 

the opening. Since the openings are partially opened vertically sliding windows, the top 

of the opening is inaccessible since it would be an integral part of the window glass. 

Therefore, the averaged pressure from these three locations represents closest the façade 

pressure can be measured at each of the opening.  

In order to translate the pressures measured from the wind tunnel to the full scale 

values and to be used for CFD simulation, Bernoulli’s equation for dynamic pressure is 

used:  

 

� = �
� ���         (1) 

 

With density ρ constant; the full scale pressure can be expressed as: 

 

�� = � ��
��

�
�

× ��        (2) 

 

 

Where the subscript f indicates full scale and m indicates model scale 
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With Equation (2), each façade pressure measured inside the wind tunnel can be 

translated to a full scale equivalent and used to couple the wind tunnel results to the CFD 

simulation. Section 2.3.2 further discusses the procedures used to convert wind tunnel 

pressure data to CFD pressure boundary conditions for the various test cases. 

 

• CFD model of indoor airflow 

To study the indoor air distribution and validate the method proposed, a CFD 

model of the test house was developed with the StarCCM+6.06 CFD software (CD-

adepco 2012). This model was used to simulate the indoor airflow distribution during 

cross ventilation events, and used scaled wind tunnel obtained facade pressures as 

boundary conditions at inlets and outlets (window openings). The photograph of the test 

house and its corresponding model mesh is shown in Figure 4. The CFD simulation 

parameters used were defined based on results from a previous study by Lo and 

Novoselac (Lo and Novoselac 2011), which demonstrated that pressure-based boundary 

conditions could simulate indoor cross ventilation airflow in multi-zone building. 

 

 

Figure 4 Image of the Test house and the CFD model mesh 
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• Models and mesh 

Many studies have compared various CFD turbulence models and several have 

shown that LES turbulence model is the most appropriate for wind induced flow(Caciolo 

et al. 2012; Chen 2009; Evola and Popov 2006). However, the large computational cost 

of LES is not always justifiable for the moderate improvement of accuracy when 

compared to results from Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (RANS) with a 

two-equation turbulence model. The CFD simulation in this investigation used RANS 

with the two-layer k-ε turbulence model (Chen 2009; Evola and Popov 2006). The values 

of k and ε used at the inlet openings were determined by experimentally obtained wind 

characteristics and the length scales of the test house. The mesh (10 cm boundary cell 

size and 150,000 hexahedral cells) used were tested for grid independency by using 

calculated transient ventilation rates. A comparison between the 150,000 cell model and a 

finer mesh yields very little difference (<1%) in both total flow rates and local mean age 

of air. The reason why the use of a coarse mesh produces adequate results can be 

explained by the use pressure boundary conditions. These boundaries do not preserve the 

momentum characteristics of the inflow wind at openings and therefore the coarser mesh 

produces results similar to the finer mesh.  

One would expect if velocity and direction were to be preserved at the opening 

like in the study of large opening (>15% wall porosity) cross ventilation by Seifert et al. 

(Seifert et al. 2006), a more refined grid would be required to capture this information 

and the grid independency limit would be raised. However, the openings were small 

(<2% wall porosity)in this study. The pressure driven flow could be assumed and the grid 

independency shows the coarse mesh is sufficient for this investigation, resulting in 
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significantly reduction of the computation time for this study. The grid sensitivity study 

of the CFD model used adiabatic boundary conditions, as the investigation focused on the 

validity of the CFD and wind tunnel coupled methodology which involves wind-driven 

cross ventilation flow and the impact of buoyancy forces was not studied. 

For calculating scalars related to this investigation, specific control surfaces and 

volumes were created in the CFD model. For example, mean age of air at a specific 

location was calculated by the volumetric average of a control volume at that location, 

producing results more representative to the space when comparing to single point 

values. 

 

• Boundary Conditions 

The key boundary condition in this study is the fluctuating pressure at the inlets 

and outlets caused by the wind. Section 2.1 considers the impact of the two approaches, 

steady-state and transient; each requires different preparations in term of pressure 

boundary conditions. 

For the steady state CFD model, averaged façade pressures at the openings 

(averaged over the entire wind tunnel experiment) were first converted into full-scale 

facade pressures at the inlet and outlet(s), and then used as CFD boundary conditions. 

However, with various wind incident angles tested in the wind tunnel, the exact wind 

condition needed to be identified for CFD simulation boundaries. To identify each 

condition, an averaged wind direction and velocity over the entire data collection period 

from full scale experiment (Lo and Novoselac 2012) was calculated, and then matched 

with the corresponding wind tunnel test. Wind direction which lies between the wind 
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tunnel test angles (10 degrees increment, Section 2.2) were interpolated to the nearest 

degree. Then, the corresponding wind tunnel facade pressure was interpolated 

accordingly using a linear function, and scaled to the full scale equivalent using equation 

(2). The scaled averaged façade pressures were then incorporated as boundary conditions 

in the steady state CFD simulation. 

Boundary conditions for the transient investigations required additional data-

processing. Individual values of wind direction and velocity from the full scale study (Lo 

and Novoselac 2012) for each time step were matched with corresponding wind tunnel 

values using the same process as the steady state approach. This produced corresponding 

façade pressure values for each measured point and from the wind tunnel model. The 

resulting time varying scaled façade pressures at the openings became the transient 

boundary conditions for the transient CFD simulation.  

These fluctuating pressure values for each opening were assembled together as a 

time series following the timeline of the full scale wind conditions. This composite 

transient pressure time series for each opening was then used to simulate the fluctuating 

pressure boundary condition for the CFD model. After acquiring this transient boundary 

condition, the CFD models and simulation procedure were established.  

For the transient CFD simulations, it is beneficial if the flow field for initial time 

step is pre-calculated by use of steady-state simulation in order to reduce computation 

time (each transient simulation time step would start from an establish flow field). By 

doing so, the initial and the subsequent time steps of this transient simulation require 

much less iterations for achieving convergence, which reduces the total computation 

time. 
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For validation of the CFD simulation results by comparing to the data from the 

full scale measurements, separate boundary conditions must be obtained for each of the 

four flow cases shown in Figure 2. This is due to fact that the full scale measurements 

were conducted in different days and wind conditions. Wind direction and velocity data 

for the duration of each full scale test were used for determining the corresponding wind 

tunnel facade pressures for each of the four flow scenario, in both steady state and 

transient investigations. 

Finally, besides pressure values, a discharge coefficient is also required for the 

openings in this study in order to use facade pressures directly as boundary conditions at 

the openings in the CFD model. Due to the simplicity of the openings (rectangular 

partially opened window) a discharge coefficient Cd = 0.5 was used, in keeping with the 

findings of  Chu et al. and Flourentzou et al. (Chu et al. 2009; Flourentzou et al. 1998). 

 

Results 

The results are organized by the two investigation approaches, steady-state and 

transient, as described in Section 2.1. The steady state results are compared to the time 

averaged results from the full scale experiment under the same wind conditions and flow 

scenario. The transient results were validated against the instantaneous results of the full 

scale data, also for the same wind condition and air flow for the investigated time period. 

 

• Validation of steady state CFD simulation 

The coupled BLWT-CFD steady-state results are first compared to the averaged 

full scale experimental results in terms of air exchange rate. The air exchange rates were 
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calculated from the volumetric flow rate through the inlet opening(s) divided by the 

volume of the test house from both simulated and experimental results. Additionally, 

Figure 5 presents theair exchange rates from previous full scale tracer gas tests (Lo and 

Novoselac 2012). The results show that the CFD simulation results are in the range of 

measurement uncertainty. 

 

 

Figure 5 Overall air exchange rate comparison between the simulation and 

previous experiment (Lo and Novoselac 2012), where FM indicates results from flow 

meter, and Tracer indicates results from tracer test 

 

To determine whether the coupled method can estimate indoor flow distribution, a 

second comparison in terms of age of air is shown in Figure 6. Two locations were used 

in the comparison for each of the four opening configurations (Figure 2). Location A is 

the center of the test house in the living room, and location B is the center of the master 

bedroom, with the west side window opening. Both plots, A and B, in Figure 6 show 



 

agreements between measured and calculated age of air for SW and SE configurations, 

while comparisons of calculated and measured values for SEW and EW configuration 

show some discrepancy, which is later discussed in the Section 4.1.

 

Figure 6 Mean age of

results: A) center of the house in living room, B) center of the master bedroom

 

 

 

 

 

• Validation of transient CFD simulation
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agreements between measured and calculated age of air for SW and SE configurations, 

while comparisons of calculated and measured values for SEW and EW configuration 

show some discrepancy, which is later discussed in the Section 4.1. 

Mean age of air comparison between the simulation and experiment 

results: A) center of the house in living room, B) center of the master bedroom

Validation of transient CFD simulation 

agreements between measured and calculated age of air for SW and SE configurations, 

while comparisons of calculated and measured values for SEW and EW configuration 

 

air comparison between the simulation and experiment 

results: A) center of the house in living room, B) center of the master bedroom 
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The coupled BLWT-CFD transient results conducted at 5 Hz (same as full scale 

measurement) were compared to the full scale experimental results in terms of overall 

volumetric flow rate through the test house. Due to the complexity and size of the data, a 

one minute sample, a good representative of the entire data set, is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

Figure 7 One minute sample of flow rate comparison between full scale 

experiment and CFD for the SW scenario 

 

The comparison in Figure 7 demonstrates a similar trend between the 

experimental data and CFD results, but with some deviations. While this discrepancy 

between calculated and measured volumetric flow rates is present throughout the entire 

dataset, it is more prominent at the higher frequency (5Hz). Another look at this 

discrepancy at a lower frequency is later discussed in Section 4.2. 
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Since a simple comparison did not provide adequate information quantitatively 

about the correlation between the experiment and CFD results, a linear regression of the 

two flow rates was calculated and is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 presents the correlations 

between experimental and CFD results considering instantaneous (5Hz) flow rates. The 

regression analyses for scenarios SW and SE show greater correlations, echoing the 

agreement found in the steady state comparison. However, the regressions for the SEW 

and EW cases show less of a correlation, and the EW case showed almost no correlation. 

This finding indicates that at the high frequency of 5 Hz, the coupled wind tunnel and 

CFD analysis was able to capture the flow fluctuation trend for some scenarios, while 

incapable in predicting the fluctuation for other scenarios. 

 

 



 

Figure 8 Linear regression between flow rates from full scale experiment and 

CFD for the four flow scenarios tested with corresponding coefficient of 

determination (R
2
) and correlation 
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Linear regression between flow rates from full scale experiment and 

CFD for the four flow scenarios tested with corresponding coefficient of 

) and correlation coefficient (ρ) processed at 5 Hz 

 

Linear regression between flow rates from full scale experiment and 

CFD for the four flow scenarios tested with corresponding coefficient of 
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• Impact of time averaging of wind fluctuation 

While the results of the high frequency prediction seem underwhelming, the 

analysis of time averaging effects on the simulation shows some improvements in the 

correlation between CFD and experimental results. Figures 9 and 10 show two additional 

regression plots for cross ventilation flow rate at 1Hz and 0.1Hz, respectively. A 

comparison of the correlations in Figure 8 (at 5Hz) and in Figure 9 and Figure 10 (at 1 

and 0.1Hz) shows that the correlation improves as the simulation time step gets larger 

(frequency decreases). This is because time averaging with increasing intervals 

“smoothes” out the high frequency discrepancies. This neutralizes the effect of the 

largely over predicted and under predicted values with high frequency data (5Hz), 

resulting in the improvement of flow fluctuation prediction of the coupled CFD and wind 

tunnel. 

 



 

Figure 9 Linear regression between the flow rates from full scale experiment 

and the CFD for the four flow scenarios at 1 Hz
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Linear regression between the flow rates from full scale experiment 

or the four flow scenarios at 1 Hz 

 

Linear regression between the flow rates from full scale experiment 



 

Figure 10 Linear regression between the flow rates from full scale 

experiment and the CFD for the four flow scenarios at 0.1 Hz

 

While improving the correlation between the CFD and experiments, time 

averaging is not without disadvantages. As shown in Figure 11, increasing the averaging 
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Linear regression between the flow rates from full scale 

experiment and the CFD for the four flow scenarios at 0.1 Hz 

While improving the correlation between the CFD and experiments, time 

ithout disadvantages. As shown in Figure 11, increasing the averaging 

 

Linear regression between the flow rates from full scale 

While improving the correlation between the CFD and experiments, time 

ithout disadvantages. As shown in Figure 11, increasing the averaging 



 

period of the flow rate produces progressively smoother curves but the information in the 

high frequency data is lost. In this study, the trend of fluctuations was still preserved at a 

1Hz simulation frequency, but almost completely lost at 0.1 Hz. The implication of this 

observation is discussed in Section 4.

 

Figure 11 Example of increasing time averaging period of the volume flow 

 

The transient CFD simulation has been shown to provi

of fluctuations in flow rates.  Another variable of interest is the effect of the use of a 

transient simulation on the estimation of indoor air distribution. The effect of the transient 

CFD simulation on age of air is shown in Fig

the addition of transient results. While the age of air values from the transient simulation 

for both locations are similar to those of the steady

scenarios, there is a definite improvement in the case of SEW and EW.  This is likely due 
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period of the flow rate produces progressively smoother curves but the information in the 

high frequency data is lost. In this study, the trend of fluctuations was still preserved at a 

Hz simulation frequency, but almost completely lost at 0.1 Hz. The implication of this 

observation is discussed in Section 4. 

Example of increasing time averaging period of the volume flow 

The transient CFD simulation has been shown to provide reasonable estimations 

of fluctuations in flow rates.  Another variable of interest is the effect of the use of a 

transient simulation on the estimation of indoor air distribution. The effect of the transient 

CFD simulation on age of air is shown in Figure 12, which is similar to Figure 6 but with 

the addition of transient results. While the age of air values from the transient simulation 

for both locations are similar to those of the steady-state simulation in the SW and SE 

e improvement in the case of SEW and EW.  This is likely due 

period of the flow rate produces progressively smoother curves but the information in the 

high frequency data is lost. In this study, the trend of fluctuations was still preserved at a 

Hz simulation frequency, but almost completely lost at 0.1 Hz. The implication of this 

 

Example of increasing time averaging period of the volume flow  

de reasonable estimations 

of fluctuations in flow rates.  Another variable of interest is the effect of the use of a 

transient simulation on the estimation of indoor air distribution. The effect of the transient 

ure 12, which is similar to Figure 6 but with 

the addition of transient results. While the age of air values from the transient simulation 

state simulation in the SW and SE 

e improvement in the case of SEW and EW.  This is likely due 



 

to the fact that the transient simulation accounts for the additional mixing due to flow 

fluctuations. This improvement is discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2.

 

Figure 12 Mean age of air

simulation, CFD transient simulation and experiment results: A) center of the house 

in living room, B) center of the master bedroom

 

Discussion 

Section showed the coupled BLWT

fluctuating cross ventilation flow, especially at a lower frequency. Further discussion and 

exploration of these results are detailed in this section.

 

• Discussion of steady state investigation
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to the fact that the transient simulation accounts for the additional mixing due to flow 

fluctuations. This improvement is discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2. 

Mean age of air comparison between the CFD steady state 

simulation, CFD transient simulation and experiment results: A) center of the house 

in living room, B) center of the master bedroom 

Section showed the coupled BLWT- CFD analysis can potentially predict 

luctuating cross ventilation flow, especially at a lower frequency. Further discussion and 

exploration of these results are detailed in this section. 

Discussion of steady state investigation 

to the fact that the transient simulation accounts for the additional mixing due to flow 

 

comparison between the CFD steady state 

simulation, CFD transient simulation and experiment results: A) center of the house 

CFD analysis can potentially predict 

luctuating cross ventilation flow, especially at a lower frequency. Further discussion and 
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Figure 5 shows agreement between the coupled BLWT-CFD steady state analysis 

and the full scale experiment in terms of air exchange rates. This result indicates the total 

flow rate through the building can be estimated using the coupled method if averaged 

flow is the interest. However, the indoor flow distribution from cross ventilation is not 

well predicted in some cases, as shown in Figure 6. 

While the cases SW and SE show agreement in values of age of air, cases SEW 

and EW have large disparities between the coupled CFD method and the full scale 

experiment. One possible explanation is the fact that a steady state simulation was used. 

By using the steady state simulation, the inherent assumption is that the inlet and outlet 

conditions remain static. However, wind-driven ventilation is dynamic and unsteady as 

shown by the full scale investigation (Lo and Novoselac 2012). The cases SW and SE 

were clearly defined with consistent inlet and outlet (no flow reversal) where the S 

opening was always the inlet and W and E openings were always the outlets (Figure 2). 

The SEW and EW cases were different. In both SEW and EW scenarios, both E and W 

openings have flow reversals and they act as inlet or outlets at various time periods due to 

the variation in wind direction. In the SW and SE cases, however, there was no flow 

reversal since the dominant south inlet dictated the flow direction and there were only 

two openings. The results of the SW and SE cases show that when one-directional flow is 

present, the prediction by the combined analysis is fairly accurate. 

These alternating flow directions happened in SEW and EW cases can happen 

quickly as the wind-driven pressures around the house change with high frequency. This 

can introduce significant back flow at the E and W openings, where fresh air can be 

pulled back out or stale air be pulled back in. Since the exhausted air was reintroduced 
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into the test house instead of fresh air, the indoor tracer gas concentration remains high, 

resulting in much higher age of air values shown. Since the steady CFD simulations were 

not able to capture the flow reversal and the recirculation of the exhausted air (inflow is 

always fresh air in CFD), the CFD to experiment comparison in SEW and EW scenarios 

in Figure 6 differ greatly. 

 

• Discussion of transient investigation 

The key observation of the transient results is the effect of time averaging. Results 

in Figure 8 indicate that the correlations between flow rates obtained from the coupled 

method and full scaled experiments is not great, with the best correlation occurring  in the 

SE case. However, when the time averaging period increases, the coupled method gives 

better results for the SW case, from R2= 0.3 (ρ=0.55) at 5 Hz to R2=0.54 (ρ=0.73), 

demonstrated in Figure 9. There is practical implication of improved prediction accuracy 

as the sampling frequency decreases. It could be difficulties to obtain high frequency 

wind data for a particular site, and low frequency measurement or historical weather data 

might be used. Therefore, if the coupled method is more accurate at the lower frequency 

domain, there can be potential for further development of this method.  

The lacks of correlations for scenarios SEW and EW in Figure 8 could also be 

attributed to the flow reversal. As the wind direction changes, the resulting flow reversal 

can create a temporary flow regime around the openings, which are not captured in the 

wind tunnel tests which are conducted in steady state.  

The loss of flow fluctuation information as the time averaging period increases, 

shown in Figure 11, is significant for the change of frequency from 1 Hz to 0.1 Hz. The 
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results for 1 Hz retain much of the fluctuation and the 0.1 Hz lost almost all of it. Given 

the short time period of the examples given in Figure 11 (1 minute), the 0.1 Hz data 

aggregation might have retained more of the fluctuation information if shown over longer 

period of time. A possible example would come from the previous full scale experimental 

study (Lo and Novoselac 2012), where we found the important wind directional change 

information occurs in the frequency of 0.1 to 0.2 Hz. If the wind tunnel and CFD coupled 

method is applied for predicting the flow for a long duration and data aggregated at 0.1 

Hz, it is conceivable that the coupled method would be able to predict such flow 

fluctuation caused by the wind direction changes. 

Other advantages exist with transient based simulation compared to the steady 

state analysis. As shown in Figure 12, the age of air predictions for cases SEW and EW 

are considerably better for the transient model. In addition to the previously discussed 

reason of not accounting for flow reversal (Section 4.1), steady state simulations also do 

not account for the “pushing and pulling” effect on internal air mixing due to the 

directional changes of cross ventilation flow. As the flow direction changes, the sudden 

change of internal flow path creates turbulence which can  increases the mixing between 

the previous considered “dead zones” and the rest of the houses. The transient simulation 

captured some of this flushing effect. While the improvement by transient simulation is 

still not within the experimental error in some cases (case EW for example, Figure 12), it 

presents a step forward in predicting the cross ventilation indoor air distribution using 

CFD, and future investigation should focus on further developing transient simulation to 

capture indoor flow distribution accurately. 
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Conclusions 

The results show that the coupled BLWT-CFD analysis can provide accurate 

predictions of total cross ventilation flow rates. While the combined analysis in steady 

state was not able to accurately predict indoor flow distributions when flow reversal was 

present, the prediction was still accurate for simple flow with no changes in flow 

direction. The transient flow analysis showed the combined method’s ability to predict 

fluctuating cross ventilation at 0.1 Hz or below, which could be adequate for practical 

purposes of building design since wind direction changes occur at a similar frequency. 

Overall, the combined analysis seems to have significant potential in aiding building 

designers in predicting wind driven cross ventilation. However, further studies related to 

sensitivity of this method to different building geometries and wind parameters should be 

conducted before a more generalized recommendation could be made. 
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Introduction 

As natural ventilation becomes an important building design choice with the 

public focus on energy efficient buildings, understanding cross ventilation also becomes 

important. While various techniques exist to estimate cross ventilation flow rate, we 

focused on the approach which uses tracer decay test (Etheridge & Sandberg, 1996) in a 

boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT, Cermak, 1995, and Neimann, 1993) and a scaled 

multi-zone building model. The wind tunnel results were also compared to full scale 

experimental data to determine the validity of the wind tunnel decay test method 

(Katayama, 1992). 

 

Materials/Methods 

A test house (UTest house) located at Pickle Research Campus (PRC) of the 

University of Texas at Austin was selected for the experimental site. This house features 

small ventilation openings (typical windows), which differs from the large openings 

studied in the past (Seifert, 2006). Full scale tracer decay tests using CO2 were conducted 

in the house for two scenarios (two/three open windows). CO2 concentration was 

monitored at two locations, at the center of the house and the room with the exhaust 
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window. Due to the surrounding obstructions in north, east and west directions, the 

experiments were only conducted when the averaged prevailing direction is due south to 

the house. Upwind airspeed and directions were also measured with ultrasonic 

anemometers for comparison with the wind tunnel experiment. 

For the wind tunnel experimental setup, a 1:25 scaled model of the UTest house 

(with its interior partitions intact to simulate a multi-zone building) was built from plexi-

glass. A BLWT located at CPP Fort Collins, CO was used for the wind tunnel 

experiment. Satellite images of UTest house site were studied to determine the average 

height of the surrounding structures and obstructions. The result of the site study was 

translated into a sub-urban equivalent roughness for the BLWT, providing the appropriate 

ground level boundary layer for the wind tunnel experiment.  

A mean wind speed of 4 m/s at roof height was used in the wind tunnel tests, 

which was low enough to permit adequate tracer decay definition, but high enough to 

maintain Reynolds number independence  

Velocities and time intervals can be scaled between the wind tunnel and full scale 

as follows:  

 

Vf/Vm=(Lf/Lm)/(tf/tm) 

 

where the subscript f indicates full scale and m indicates model scale 
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Since the air exchange rate (ACH) has unit of 1/time, a scaling of inversed time 

can be used to obtain the ACH scale to convert wind tunnel result to the full scale 

equivalent:  

 

ACHf = ACHm, * (Lm/Lf) * (Vf/Vm) 

 

For the wind tunnel decay test, ethane (C2H6) was selected as the tracer gas due to 

its similar density to air, while a Fast Flame Ionization Detector (FFID) was used to 

measure the ethane concentration. Two FFID monitor points were placed in the test house 

model identical to the full scale locations (one at the center of the house model and the 

other at the room of the exhaust window). Both wind tunnel and full scale decay data 

were converted to ACH at full scale for comparison. 

 

Results 

While real wind is characteristically unsteady, averages of wind speed and wind 

direction were used for the full scale experiment under the assumption of the multiple 

steady states (Lishman, 2009). The full scale results were then compared to the wind 

tunnel results by matching the wind direction and ACH scale discussed previously. The 

comparisons for the two monitored locations are show below: room with exhaust window 

in Figure 1, and central room of the house in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1 ACH monitored at the exhaust. 

 

Figure 2 ACH monitored at the center of the house. 

 

Results show that the ACH from full scale and wind tunnel experiments are 

similar at the exhaust location (Figure 1), while the results differ greatly for the 

measurement in the central part of the house (Figure 2). In the case of the exhaust 

location, the decay results represent the decay of the entire house as the concentration at 

the exhaust represents the equivalent of a well-mixed house. However, the measurement 
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at the central part of the house represents only the local concentration of decay gas, which 

can easily vary due to the internal flow distribution. This is the most probable cause for 

the difference in Figure 2.  

 

Conclusions 

The results show that the wind tunnel decay test can provide accurate estimation 

of the total cross ventilation flow rate, while not producing comparable internal flow 

distribution. Possible causes can be attributed to the difference in low Reynolds numbers 

for internal flow between the model and the full scale house, or the additional buoyancy 

driven mixing caused by small temperature differences in the full scale house. 
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